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LOCAL AFFAIRS.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

FIGURE UP HOW BIG A DOLLAR
grows in a few yean at interest. Then
think that every time yon spend a dollar
needlessly how yon are wasting the big
sum yon figured ont.
Better save it,
hadn’t you?

THE BURRILL NATIONAL BANK,
ol Ellsworth, Maloc,
will pay yon 4 per cent interest on yonr
savings and make your dollars grow big.
Better open an acoount and have something in a tew years. Waste and want
are twins.
One dollar will start an account, by mail
or in person.

and return Friday noon. Past experience
of Bar Harbor’s hospitality assures a good
time.

WHAT IS A BANK?
A group of Individuals authorized
money and credits.

to deal in

by law

WHERE IS ITS STRENGTH ?
In the character and judgment of the individuals
and the amount of capital in the business.
Apply three elementary principle* or any other teat to the

UNION TRUST COMPANY,
El_l_SWORTM.

$100,000

Capital,
Surplus and Undivided Profits,
Stockholders' Liability,

....

66,5oo
100,000

Total,
John A. Peters, President,
Leonard >!. Moore, Treasurer,

$266,500
Henry W. Cushman, Vice-President,
Henry H. Higgins, Asst. Treasurer.

DIRECTORS:
W. A. Havey.
Henry W. Cushman,
L. Elrie Holmes,
John R. Graham.
Edwin O. Merrill,
Eugene Halo,
John A. Peters,
John O. Whitney,

William F. Campbell,
Frank L. Hodgkins,
Alfred B. Crabtree,
Arno W. King,
Myer (lallert,
Albert F. Mace,
Henry W. Sargent,
Bion M. Pike.

Tftll8|WtttUt

Fred A. Chandler,
Barney B. Havey,
I.ncilius A. Emery,

Elias P. Lawrence,
H. Gray,
Henry
Frank C. Nash,
Elmer P. Hpofford.

Thursday

The

club of

the

early

in

trade, commercial, industrial and
public interests of Ellsworth, and'furthermore to establish a protective system for
our merchants, extending and expanding
our
present trade, make Ellsworth a

January.

practical

AN OPPORTUNITY FOR BUYERS
OF CHRISTMAS PRESENTS
We ail know that business conditions are not such as they once were,
all have to make our dollars count, Mv prices are fixed to meet
the changed conditions, i nave a stock from which hundreds of useful
and beautiful Christmas presents can be selected. A large stock of
ana we

WATCHES
Watches for Men, Women, boys and girls, from 91.00 to $35.00

JEWELERY

SILVERWARE
make a more lasting, useful and satisfactory present than SterlWare? I have lots of it, and also Silver Plated Ware. A varied
Novelties.

FOUNTAIN

REIMS
convenient than a fountain pent One will never know until
I have the Parker, Waterman’s Ideal. Wirt and other

makes. 1 also have a new thing in the fountain pen line- uu Parker
Urn be carried in the vest pocket in any position. Ladies
Jackknife.
Call and inspect.
ran carry them in their shopping bags.

JEWELER,

GREELY,

W.

MAINS

ILUIVOIKTH,

of Portland.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN

trade

in

of City Marshal 8. C. tries, finance, publication, transportation
pleased to see him back on and agriculture. Application for memberduty again Monday, after his long ab- ship is by writing, endorsed by two memThe many friends

Fuller

were

account of illness.
Charles K. Burrill, manager of the Mt.
Re bo Spring Water Co., has gone to New
York, where he will make his headquarters for the winter. Mrs. Burrill is with

sence on

The ladies of the Methodist church will
hold a fair and sale at the church vestry
Thursday afternoon and evening, Dec. In.
Fancy articles and hpme-made candy will
be for sale.

Miss Mary
Stock bridge opened her
annual exhibition of water color pictures
and Christmas novelties last Monday in
the rooms over J. A. Thompson’s bookstore on Main street.
Red Cross Christmas stamps are being
sold in gratifying quantities, but the
agent for this section, Mrs. E. K. Hopkins, hopes that there will be a still
larger demand for them.
Eugene Ryder was arraigned in the
Ellsworth muncipal court last Wednesday charged with larceny of clothing
from Arthur L. Graves, of Bar Harbor.
He was found guilty, fined flO ana costs,
and committed to the county jail in default of payment.
A large number of Ellsworth Masons
will accept the invitation of Bar Harbor
lodge to-morrow evening, when there will
be work in the third degree, with Past
Master T. E. Hale, of Ellsworth, in the
chair. The Masons will leave Ellsworth
on
the 6.08 train to-morrow evening,
A.

‘StJbctttonnnttt?.

bers. The annual dues shall not exceed
but provision is made for assessment
a two-thirds vote.
A distinct and separate department of
the association is the collection agency
feature, by which a system of collections
for members is undertaken by the association, and means taken to guard against
bad accounts. This feature alone should
afford sufficient excuse for the organization of this association, and prove of great
benefit to members.
Meetings will he held the third Monday
of each month, and there will be an announced subject for discussion at each
meeting and social features will from time
to time be introduced. The annual meeting will be held the third Monday in January of each year.
At the meeting last night the following
officers were elected to serve until the annual meeting in January: Hollis B. Estey,
president; W. A. Alexander, vice-presi-

$2,
by

him.

Brooches from 25c to $20.00. Pin Sets, 10c to $2.50. Sleeve Buttons,
25c to $0.00. Stick Pins, all prices. Fobs, for men or women, 25c to
$5 50. Lorgnette Chains, $1.00 to $0.00. Bracelets, all prices.

A.

Mrs. J. W. Barnes announces the engagement of her daughter, Ida May
Barnes, of Ellsworth, to Walter B.

Horton,

of

Hancock
county, foster a stronger spirit for home
trade, improve transportation and freights
and bring matters of interest before the
merchants for friendly discussion”.
The officers consist of president, vicepresident, secretary, treasurer and executive committee. There will be standing
committees on trade, commerce, indus-

Dec. 17.

centre

j

YOUR
PROTECTION

Seeded Raisins
by the

“Bluebell” Corn

Hancock Co. Savings Bank,

95c per Doz.

7c lb.

Tomatoes

18 State St.,

MAINE.

1 e 1* I •

I > 1• l

Prunes

»» • 1 •1

by the

Special
Preparations

PRICE, as cents

PILLS
QUININE
2 GRAINS
Bret made into • hard
will fremass and then coated. Such pills
In our quinine
undissolved.
quently pass
*
'•
pills the pure dry quimne
thna insur
thin shell of very soluble coating
medicinal action
full
their
doubt
ing beyond
when taken into the atomach.

Many quinine pills

are

C. W. GRINDAL,
Water St., Ellsworth.

SS3BSS
RESTAURANT
Vegetables
day

Irom my
or week. Meal tickets
Board by
own farm.
lor sale.
Handy lor city lolks when In a hurry.
Pur*
Convenient lor out of town shoppers.
spring water served.
--

Wm.

SAL*

ONLY

Now is

ELL8WOKTH,

ME.

Butler,
Sts.,

Ellsworth

Chrysanthemum Time
AT THE

ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE.

AT

GEORGE A. PARCHER’S Drug Store

M.

Cor. Main and Hancock

PRICE. 35 cents
FOB

Cigars by tbe
$1 to #4Neat Cigar Cases, .50c to $1.50.
Fountain Pens, 75c to $3.50.
Fine Pocketbooks, 25c to $2.
Combs, lOc to 25c.
Brushes, 25c to $1.50.
Military hair-brushes, 75c to $4.
Shaving outfit*, 50c to $1.75
Choice variety of pipes, 25c* to $4.
Traveling cases, $1.50 to $4.
Hat Brushes, 25c to 50c.
Razors that we warrant, $1.50 to $2.
Gillette safety razors, ideal for Christmas giving, each $5.
Razor-straps, 25c to $1.50.
Shaving Brushes and Shaving Soap.

Special for Ladies.

CARBOLIC SALVE
Abscesses, Salt

For Suppurating Boils and
It deRheum and skin diseases generally.
parasites and disease
stroys the life of all and
animal.
both
vegetable
germs,

(25 lbs.)

7c lb.

Some of Parcher’s

COMPOUND

case

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS
Ideal to Give-Easy to Buy-Things
That Men like.

ease,

Thirty-six years of
successful banking
is one of our greatest assets, and your
guarantee of honest,
straightforward business methods.

ELLSWORTH,

THE LATEST AND BEST

Big

beauteous flowers await your

Telephone 43.

Inspection

Manicure sets, 75c to $5.
Brush and comb sets, 75c to $5.
Pocketbooks and purses, 50c to 2.50.
Mirrors, 25c to $2.
Fountain pens, all prices.
Hand or Shopping bags, $1 to $1.50.
Playing cards, 10c to 50c.*
Perfume per bottle, 25c to $2.50
Perfume Atomizers.
Fine toilet soaps, 10c to 50c.
Toothbrushes, 10c to 50c.
Fenway candy, 10c to $2 50.
Roger & Gallet toilet water,. $1 and

$1.50.
j^Baby sets, puff and puff boxes.
No trouble to show goods.

Moore’s

Drug Store,

Coroer opp. I’. O., the

Ellsworth.

1,000 00

19

761 00
3,560 00

643 62
838

3,658 38

1,000 00
4.500 00
2,30000

17 62

1,017 52
8.308 93
3,280 91

v

...

poor.

Insane...
City schools.
High school.
Text- book.
Schoolbouse
Supt. of schools.
Police
Fire department....
....

00
3,800 00
2,000 00
2,285 00

lota,

60 00

1,600 00

Overlayings.

1,390 08

care oem.

Totals,
Total credits.
Total warrants drawn

260

It was voted to have a merchants’ trade
carnival Wednesday, Dec. 22, and H. B.

Estey

and C. L. Morang were appointed a
committee to take up the matter of special
rates with the Maine Central and Washington County railroads.
The annual meeting in January will be
a “smoker”, with a program which will
incude talks by interesting speakers on
subjects of importance to tne association.
The
meeting
adjourned to 8 next

Grange Fair Committee.
A meeting is being held at the Hancock
house this afternoon of the members of
the committee appointed from the granges
of the county as a result of the field day
meeting in Ellsworth last October.
The members of the committee present
are O. W. Foss, Hancock; E. E. McFarland, Lamoine; Daniel G. Hall, Eden; D.
W. McKay, Surry; F. A. Noyes, Sullivan ;George E. Davis. Ellsworth Falls, and
Roy C. Haines, Ellsworth. The other
members of the committee jare Thomas
Grieve, Bluehill; Daniel Young, Mariaville; George Wood, East Bluehill; S. L.
Goss, Or land.
The committee will organize and then
take up the question of an annual grange
fair in Ellsworth.
The sentiment of the meeting this
afternoon is strongly in favor of the project and an organization will doubtless be
formed and incorporated.
It will not involve any grange organization but will ;be an individual movement.

for Rabbit.
Fickett, of Mil bridge, aged forty
years,
instantly killed yesterday by
William E. Francis, while hunting rabbits.
Fickett had gone ahead to scare up rabbits and drive them toward Francis.
Francis saw a rabbit, and almost at the
same moment saw what he thought was
another, and tired. What he took to be a
second rabbit was a portion of Fickett’s
clothing showing through the trees. The
charge of buckshot penetrated his heart.

Mistake^

Samuel

was

SOUTH SURRY.
Mrs. Nora Young found a dandelion in
bloom in her yard last week.
Eli Smalley and son Bernard expect to
occupy Everard Young’s house this win-

31
600 00
627 21
1,200 00
2,833 37
1.308 80

3.600 00
2,000 00
2,877 20

812 23
54 60

00

895 91

973 58
6,265 68
1,767 28
48515

43 94

3,04134
1,513 63
12116
84 08
164 72

415 92

362 49
807 96

382 05

742 75

86
686 06
3,600 00

1,000 00
1,686 14

1,00000
1,191 06

40 60
80

72 90
116 20

129 21

1,260 87

2,173 51

1,334

469

267 26

1,390 08

{36,802 23 {17,109

{60,608 09

{3,403 89
{17.109 7*

75

undrawn.

Accounts

3,403 69

{13,706 89
Bal. uncot.
to date.

{9,573

2,187 60
18,069 31

217 62
3,237 27

{30.363 75

...

{3,454

09

1,969

88

Cash

50

{2,475 67

Total,

on

FALLS.

a

good-sized

494 33

{2,475 67

jp. Hale,

Auditor.

Sullivan.
Walter B. Estabrook at East Sullivan was burned ThursThe
barn
was
saved through:
day evening.
the efficient work of neighbors who
Some
of
the con tenia
quickly gathered.
of the lower part of the house were saved.
The fire evidently started about the
chimney in the upper part of the house
Fire at East

The

deer last week.

Daniel E. Loweree, who has been here

two weeks’ visit with his
Tuesday evening for Boston.

fl,981 34

Total,

Walter Dunham and Gardiner Milliken

a

{26,908 88

hand,
T.

ELLSWORTH

14,822 07

89

TREASURER’S REPORT.
Paid since last report,
{ 288 17

2,187

family,

left

Mrs. William P. Moore and family left
for Brewer to visit several days
before going to Gardiner for the winter.
Mr. Moore has a position in one of the

| Tuesday

and

dwelling-house

spread rapidly.

of

The loss is

covered by insurance.

partially*

shoe factories there.

Eben M. Jellison and wife have gone for
visit of several weeks among Mrs. Jellison’s relatives at Perry and vicinity in
Washington county. This is Mrs. Jellison’s first visit to her home tow n in sixteen years.
The ladies’ sewing circle will hold its annual Christmas sale in the vestry Thursday afternoon, Dec. 16. Fancy articles,
cooked food and candy will be on sale.
There will be a special session of the circle
on Thursday afternoon of this week with
Mrs. Almond Jellison.

COMING EVENTS.

a

ELLSWORTH.

Wednesday, Dec. 8, at Baptist vestry—
Supper, 15 cents.
Thursday, Dec. 16, afternoon and evening, at Methodist vestry—Fair and sale.
Friday afternoon, Dec. 17, at Masonic*
hall—Aprons, fancy articles and homecandy sale by Irene chapter.
Friday evening, Feb. 25, at Paul Revere?
hall, Mechanic’s building, Boston—Ellaworth reunion.

NORTH

ELLSWORTH.

Eddie Maddocks shot

day recently.

StrtjmtBnnnttB.
a

large

buck

one

UNPAID TAXES WILL BE

Mrs. Elvira Lewis, of Steuben, is with
Mrs. Elvira Ellis, of this place.
Nehemiah DeWitt, of Tracy Station, N.
B., is visiting his brother Lyman.
The many friends of Helen King
pleased to see her gaining so rapidly.

The church aid society will have a sale
fancy articles and home-made candy at
the Bchoolhouse Saturday evening, Dec. 11.
Benjamin Mitchell, who has been visiting his family here, has returned to Stamford, Conn. In about two w’eeks he will
start for the South for the winter.
of

which taxes remain22.

PAY YOUR TAX NOW
avoid this public advertisement, and
the additional costs.
to

Collector.

Norris

Stonington Schooner Lost.
The schooner Eugenia Borda, owned by
Samuel W. Goss, of Stonington, bound
from Liverpool, N. S., for Philadelphia
was

All real estate upon

unpaid will be advertised December

JOHN H. BRESNAHAN,

A large number of hunters were here
during the past week after deer while the
snow was on the ground, but few were
successful.
Those of this place who were employed
at the Green Lake hatchery on the new
road are at home, as the work on the road
has been completed for this fall.

with lumber,

ADVERTISED.

are

FOR CHRISTMAS
Cabinet Photographs,
only $ 2.50 per dozen.
Columbia
Plotur©

abandoned, waterlogged,

off the Massachusetts coast last Thursday.
The crew was taken off by the steamer
Vaderland, bound from New York for
Antwerp, which reported the rescue by
wireless.

Graphophones,

$20.00 and up.
Frames,

etc.

STANWOOD’S STUDIO,
Ellsworth,

Main St.,

Me.

Get the Best there is to Gat,
But Don’t Pay
High Prices
Since I started my “best for least” selling plan, I
have convinced a surprisingly large number of people that strictly top-grade goods CAN be had at
low prices. If you haven’t “found me out” yet,
here is a new chance to see how my money-saving
plan is good for YOU:
Stlcbney & Poor’s Cream Tartar In bulk, 30c a pound.
Corn Starch In pound pkgs., 5c.
White Beans, lOc qt., 73c peck.
Old-fashioned State of Maine Yellow-Eyed Beans, 16c qt.
lOc Bottle Ammonia, 5c.
7 bars Lighthouse Soap, 25c.
lO lb.

pail Cottolene, (regularly $1.50) for $1.30.

ter.

Frank Staples,
Ralph Witham and
Arthur Candage were the lucky deer hunters last week.
Capt. Elmer Hamblen, of Stonington,
who has been visiting his daughter, Mist

Evelyn,

who is

teaching here,

returned

home Sunday.
Those who have pigs to sell to the
butchers are getting twelve cents pel
live weight, which is more thar
poundhave
ever sold for here.
they
Dec. 6.
Tbamp.

82

543

543 09

December 6, 1909.

j

530 51

1,7471*

Accts. overdrawn.

Balance on hand last report,
Received since last’report,

for

36

424

1,550 01
3,144 78
2,862 47

{13,706 86
TAX COLLECTOR’S ACCOUNTS.
Uncollected last
Col. since
last report.
auditor’s report.
{ 9,573 82

Totals.

each ahot

23108
75 64

257 25

726

draw*^
{1,128 22

5,632
1,288 92

113 50

1.600 00

{42,868 06 {7,563 01
{69,608 09
36,802 23

Tax.
1899-1904
1907
1908
1909

62

808

33 37
608 80

800

West Bide road.
Hose..

93

27 21

2,000 00

Interest
City water.
Electric light.

1,397

980 91
631

800 00
60000
600 00
1,200 00

City library.

Perpt.

3,806

60

Bat over-

16

1,500 03’
609 03
1,019 60

500 0J

dent; E. F, Robinson, jr., treasurer; Roy C.
Haines, secretary; C. L. Morang, C. T. StaLAKEWOOD.
ples and John A. Lord, executive commitA special soliciting committee on
tee.
was
chosen—H.
B.
membership
Abi Garland is employed by
Estey, Roy
C. Haines and A. W. Greely.
Moore.

Tuesday evening.

Note These Bargains:

Bridge.'
Rock crushing.

....

the

94

1.500 00

Ci

adopted
The object of the association, as set
forth in its constitution, is “to advance

Congrega-

tional church will meet this week with
Mrs. Harry*L. Crabtree, Bridge hill.
The Rebekah sewing circle is rehearsing
the play, “Miss Fearless & Co.,” to be
presented at Hancock hall New Year’s eve

4,505

6 91

Sidewalk.

State aoad

Word has been received here of the
death on Nov. 26 at Santa Boss, Cal., of
James H. Guptill, formerly of this city.
Mr. Gnptill waaa native of Belfast. He was
a veteran of the Civil war, and a member
of
Wm. H. H. Bice post, G. A. B. He
John Mftldtth ms of Ellaworth’a oldest
went West a bout forty years
He is
citizens, is senonsly ill.
survived by a widow, two son
8. and
H. W. Dann, Jr., is st home from Bites W.
and one daughter—Grace.
H.,
college for s few weeks.
Lincoln Boile, of Mil bridge, was
Elesnor Lord, of West Sullivan, Is Visitbrought to Ellsworth yesterday
by
ing relatives in Ellsworth.
Depnty Sheriff Fred A. Patten, of SulliMiss Margaret Bresnahan left Monday van, for a hearing in the municipal court
for drunkenness and disorderly conduct.
for Aiken, 8. C., for the winter;
The ladies' social circle of the Baptist Boile showed up st West Sullivan drunk,
church will serve supper this evening at and created a disturbance at the Granite
hotel. His arrest followed. He was lined
the vestry.
Cl and
and bound over in the sum of
Fred P. Haynes and wife are receiving MOO tocosta, the
peace for three months.
congratulations on the birth of„a son, He was keep
committed to the county jail in
born Saturday.
default of payment.
Frank E. Mace, of Great Pond, and Albert E. Mace, of Aurora, were in EllsMERCHANTS’ ASSOCIATION.
worth Monday.
Harry E. Rowe and wife, who spent
Thanksgiving in Portland, returned to Ellsworth Business Men Organize
Ellsworth to-day.
for Mutual Benefit.
A telephone has recently been installed
The business men of Ellsworth have orin the residence of (Japt. Roland C. Bonsey
ganized for mutual benefit and the adon the Surry road.
vancement of the city, under the name of
Wm. *!. H. Rice post, G. A. R., will elect
the Merchants Association of Ellsworth.
officers next Monday evening. A large at- The new
organization is in no way in optendance is desired.
position to the existing board of trade,
George W. Whiting was taken suddenly though in many of its interests it must
ill last week, and is confined to his bed necessarily parallel the interests and obwith a spinal trouble.
jects of the board of trade. Some twenty
There will be a dance at Society hall of the business men of Ellsworth have aland
ready enrolled themselves with the new
Saturday evening. Dancing school
association.
extra Tuesday evening.
The organization was perfected at a
Mrs. E. J. Walsh will open her annual
Christmas exhibition on Tuesday, Dec. 14, meeting at the aldermen’s room last evening, when constitution and bylaws v ere
at her home on upper Main street.
and officers elected.

afternoon,

more

|

Warrants Bat uncredit*. drawn.
derdrawn.
37
{6,907
{1,884 53 {2,023 01

credit*.
{907 57

tinn.

Contingent. fs.ooaoo
Highway. 4,600 00

conductress.

chapter, U. E. b., will have a sale
of aprons, fancy aitides and homemade candy at Masonic hall, Friday

What is

No. 49

|

Sundry % Total

Appropri-

Fund.

lowing: Cock, 2d; hen, 1st; pallet, 3d;
pens, 3d, to Fred P. Haynes, of this city.
Irene chapter, O. E. 8., last Friday
evening elected officers as follows: Miss
CSrrie B. Means, W. M.; John B. Bedman, W. P.; Mrs. Matilda Friend, A. M.;
Miss Mabel Lord, secretary: Mrs. Georgia
Inland, treasurer; Mrs. Nellie Lermond,
conductress; Mrs. Kate Hooper, associate

Irene

one uses one.

I

CITY AUDITOR’S REPORT.
rolls and orders passed November 1,1909.)

Bev. W. F. Emery will preach in the
Methodist church Sunday morning at
10.90 and afternoon from 3 to 4. All are invited.
At the poultry show being held this
wedk in Bangor, among the awards in the
barred Plymouth Bock class are the fol-

F O 8i 1bby—Sheriff's Mies
Ella worth Loan A Building Assoc I at 1 dn—
Notice of foreclosure.
Admr notice—Est Georgia I Barton.
In bankruptcy—John L Thurlow.
New England Tel A Tel Co—Petition.
Wm J Barter—Notice of foreclosure.
Situation as housekeeper wanted.
B C Haines—Holiday sales.
8tan wood—Photographer.
Burrill Nat’l Bank.
E G Moore—Holiday goods.
A W Greely—Holiday goods.
J A Haynes—Cash market.
New England Tel A Tel Co.
Btivbin, Mb:
Ada 8 Noyes—Notice of foreclosure.
Bangor, Mb:
Dr C E Holt—Professional card.
Amherst, Mass:
The Hills Co-Girls wanted.

or

What can
ing Silver
line of Silver

HHTIBID AS MOOVD CLASS MATTBB
AT TH< ILUIWOKTH POSTOFFICB.

|

(After charging off

egg.

OF-

1909.

8,

_s_

You make a proportional saving on all you buy
here. Why not do ali your trading at this store,
and give your cash a chance to do fullest duty?

J. A. HAVNF.S,

Opposite

the Postoffice.

ELLSWORTH.

KDITKD

Prayer Meeting Topic For the Week
Beginning Dee. 12, 1909.
H«b
man

In tliis subject we see tbe last of
Christian in his pilgrimage toward the
Celestial City, for after •‘crossing the
river” he Is admitted through the gate
Into the heavenly city and beholds Its
glories and abides In it. The great
allegory of Bunyan closes, having
traced Christian from the City of
Destruction step by step until he enters the Celestial City, and In his great
work he has In figure described the
progressive steps that must be pursued by the sinner today who turns
from sin and at the end of life enters
Into tbe eternal happiness of heaven.
May all who have engaged In or followed these studies be thereby made
better able to meet the trials and tribulations of the Christian’s life upon
earth and to look upon death not as
a dreaded enemy, bnt as a kindly
friend that brings us to tbe gate of
heaven, through which we enter by
faith In the person and work of our
Saviour and Redeemer Jesns Christ.
The last Incident In Christian’s progress Is the crossing of tbe river.
Between him and his companions and
the gate ’’was a river, but there was
no bridge to go over; the river was
very deep.” The pilgrims were stunned
at the sight of the river, but those
who accompanied them said, ’’You
must go through or you cannot reach
the gate.” They were told that there
was no other way
to the gate and
that the deep water became shallow
by Increased faith In Christ. Then
they plunged in. Hopeful found the
way easy, but Christian began to sink,
and it was only by Hopeful's cheering
words that be was able to proceed.
He passed through awful experiences,
but at last his faith strengthened. He
saw Christ and was soon upon firm
ground again.
The crossing of the river signifies
death, the last enemy of mankind.
The thought of it causes even Christians at times to fear, and as they approach it they are often, like Christian, much irouhled and distressed.
But it should not be so. Christ has
overcome death.
He died and burst
the bands of death asunder. Faith in
Him will make the deep places shallow and turn the bridgeless river into a
fording place easily crossed. By faith
He will l>e with us. "When thou passeth through the waters I will lie with :
thee." "Yea. though I walk through the
valley of the shadow of death, I will
fear no evil, for Th at art with me.”
Faith in Him. who has Himself crossed the river, should remove all fear or
dread of death. If we must fear, let
us fear life rather than death.
It is
not death, lint life, that determines the
destiny of eternity. We may well fear
lest we fail in our Christian faith and
life, hut never death, if we have been
faithful unto Him unto death.
“Be
thou faithful unto death, and I will
give thee a crown of life.”
But Bunyan in his last words warns
us against postponing the salvation of
our souls until the last moments of
life. He describes such a one crossing
the river without fear, but when he
reaches the other side Instead of entering the gate of the Celestial City he
was pushed
through a door to bell.
Deathbed repentances are poor supports to rest upon. From the gate of
heaven lost souls may lie cast Into the
place of outer darkness. ‘‘Now is the
accepted time.” Take advantage of it
now and risk not the soul's welfare on
the future.

least

a

Even

line

an

to

The busy workers have
save up a couplet or at

Tbi* column in devoted to the Grmnge. especially to the granges of Hancock count*-.
The column is open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, but names will not be printed exAll comcept by permission of the writer.
munications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

a single brief quotation.
proverb helns us out some-

or

old

times.

Said one as the overtaxed strength gave way.
The one conscious thought of my mind possessed
Is: Oh. if I could Just drop it all and rest.

poem, and let the author be given.
You will see there is no end to subjects
that can be used, and the trial most be
adapted to the ability of the younger
helper. Really these “play exercises” could
be used any time, and for those still In
school it will help fix in the mind many
things which will be useful to them, only
do not make it a “grind”. It is only to be
for recreation, and what is learned in that
way will not be a strain on the mental

Mentioning “time to do things”—Well,
perhaps I have alluded to what I am going to say now heretofore, but it is this:
We all know a great amount of time is
spent in dish-washing, and girls as well as
mother* often find it rather a monotonous

good

reason.

business.

When two are

for membership
The officers are:
Burns, overseer;
lecturer; Krnesl
IT.
Mayo, assistant
Mali, steward; Jesse
steward; Mrs. Annie McKay, chaplain;
Lorenao Mayo, treasurer; I.uella M. Harden t, secretary; Kimer E. Sargent, gatekeeper; Elea M. Hall, Cert-'; Octavis C.
Ilsmor. Pomona; Eva Colson, Flora; Mil*
dred Mavo, lady assistant steward.

were two • pplicatinn*
and two were accepted.
I). G. Hall, master; 8. L.
Mrs. Augusta Thomas,

ATLANTIC.
Deli* Trask
and Mr*.
Freed*
Staple* are in Rockland (or a te» days
Min Lixtie burn* and a part; of friend*
spent a few day* with her pa.enta at
Atlantic this week.
was
A supper
held at Seaside hall
Thursday evening, for the benrilt of the
church. Proceeds. |lf.
Open time for deer at Swan’s Island began Dec. 1, for one week. Is it er’.i mated
that there are seventy men from out of
town in the woods, besides the inhabitants. So far fonr have been shot.
Dec. t.
S.
Mr*.

PBNOBscoT, 340.

The newly-elected officers of Penobscot
B. E. Varnum,
grange are'as follows:
master; A. W. Perkirs, overseer; Carrie L.
Perkins, lecturer; George M. Staples,
steward; George C. Wardwell, assistant
steward; Luella V. Snowman, chaplain;
H. E. Hutchins, treasurer; K. F. Leach,
secretary; W. B. Wardwell, gatekeeper;
Mary J. varnum, Geres; Una L. Bridges,
Pomona; Flora Littlefield, Flora; Algie
Hutchins, lady assistant steward.

Will God

forgive you?

Why, just think, dear

powers.
How one thing does remind ns of another! Now it is this: How mnch time it
does take to do the almost nothings of
house-work. Given plenty of soap and
water, and the wash can be done fairly
soon.
Given a hot fire and some “flatirons”, and the cloths can be ironed in a
little while. The cooking is a slower process and a constantly returning one, like
sweeping and kindred duties, but it is the
tittle things here* and there that eat up the
Lime, and the housekeeper ha.-* nothing to

Oh no, but she cradled you in.her arms.
And guarded your slumber against alarms.
And how quick was her mother love to see
The unconscious yearnings awake in thee.

you’ve grown too weary to trust
pray.
When overwrought nature has given way.
Then Just drop it all and give up to rest.
As you used to do on a.mother’e breast.
When

or

He knows all about it, the dear Lord knows,
So just go to sleep as a baby goes.
Without even askiug Him if you may;
God knows when His child is too tired to pray.
He judges not solely by uttered prayer.
He knows when the yearnings of love

It may be that some good methodical
housekeepers never have those unexplained
portions of time slip away from them, but
it is a standing joke on Ajnt Madge that

gets the time at 10 o’clock or any
cither hour, she considers it to tie that
Lime (no later) until she has occasion to
look at the clock again.
if she

j

Oh, the wonderful sympathy of Christ
For His chosen ones in that midnight tryst.
When He bade them sleep on and take their

BAYS IDE,

478,

KLJJTWOKTH.

Bayside grange moved into iU new hall
last Wednesday.
Although it was cold
and stormy, quite a number ot patron*
met in the morning and went to work
with good will to clean the hall and arrange the furniture. All waa completed
during the afternoon. The ladies prepared a good dinner and supper, and assisted in every way poeaible. In the evening the meeting was called to order by the
master, and two candidates were voted
Then the meeting
upon and accepted.
was closed in form and the doors were
open to visitors.
District Deputy A. 1. Foss, of Hancock,
Mr. Austin,
made interesting remarks.
of Lamoine, and Mr. Jelliaon, of Hancock,
A fine program was prealso spoke.
sented, of singing, reeding and recitations, and a farce, “The Kitten’s Milk,”
given by three members of the grange.
461, HAPPYTOWN.
View grange held its regular meeting Dec. 1, with Worthy Master Herrick

,

New officers

were

elects*', and

one

candi-

«c<i>pted. The officers elected are:
Leslie B.
! Winfield Patterson, master:
Johnson, overseer; Addie Gray, lecturer;
Wiliam \V. Billings, steward;* Rosooe G.
Davis, assistant steward; Flora F.. Davis,
chaplain; l/*ster P. Cr»x‘kett, treasurer;
Jessie L. Billings, secretary; James Gibbons. gatekeeper; Ida Patterson, Ores;
Josie Harper. Pomona;
Ruby Gibbons,
Flora: Teresa F.Saunders, lady assistant
steward.

4uni

_
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A.

Parches

and

wishing you

xRfcmisnntni*,

Are Microbes
In Your

Scalp?

Let us be thankful for the longing eyes
That gave their secret to us as they wept;
Yet, in return found, with sweet surprise.
Love's kiss upon their lids, and smiling.

ness.
Professor Unna, of Hamburg, Germany,
and Dr. Sabourand, the leading French
dermatologist, discovered that a microbe
baldness.

Their

Yours as ever.
N. L. H.

THANKSGIVINO.

Microbes Cause Bald-

causes

happy day,

Let us be thankful for the loyal hand
That love held out in welcome to our own,
When love and only love could understand
The need of touches we had never known.

It Has Been Proved that

Pa. xxiii. 1-6: Isa. xxxvill, 1-21; xliil.
Acts vli, 54-60; I Cor. xv, 12-26; II
Cor. It, 16-18; II Tim. It, 1-8; Rev. u,
10.

a

And let us, too, be thankful that the tears
Of sorrow have not all been drained away.
That through them still, for all the coming
We may look

theory has time

again been amply verified through research experiments carried on under the

on

and

I

the dead face of To-day.
James Whitcomb Hi ley.

scalp gradually

takes

on

a

shiny

very

glad

that

a,

you could not

en-

appear-

When this happens there is no
hope of the growth of hair being revived.
Dandruff iB a contagious disease, which
is largely due to a destructive microbe,
which when left to pursue its course causes
itching scalp, falling hair and baldness.
Dandruff is caused by the microbe affecting the glands which produce the sebaceous matter which latter then unnaturally
dries up and scales off.
We have a remedy which

will, we honestly believe, remove dandruff, exterminate the microbe, promote good circulation in the scalp and around the hair
roots, tighten and revitalize the hair roots
and overcome baldness, so long as there is
left in the hair roots.
We back up this statement with our
own personal guarantee that this remedy
called Rexall “93” Hair Tonic will be supplied free of cost to the user if it fails to
do as we state.
It will frequently restore gray and faded
hair to its original color, providing loss of
color has been caused by disease; yet it
is in no sense a dye. Rexall “93” Hair
Tonic accomplishes these results by making every hair root, follicle and pigment
gland strong and active, and by stimulating a natural flow of coloring pigment
throughout the hair cells.
Rexall “93” Hair Tonic is entirely free
any life

|

|

grease or sediment, is exceedingly
pleasant to use and will not gum the hair
or permanently soil the clothing or pilfrom

lows.

We exact no obligations or promises—
we simply ask you to give it a thorough
Prince
of
is
the
trial and it not satisfied tell us and we
Why not? Onr King
We are ambitious to earn the will refund the money you paid us for it.
Peace.
tide in its broadest sense “the peace- Two sizes, price 50 cents and fl.OO. Remakers." “Blessed are the peacemak- member you can obtain it in Ellsworth
E.
ers.” We want to bring peace in. Let only at our store—The Rexall Store.
G. Moore, cor. opp. postofflce.
ns begin with oaaca committees.

Next

omitted.

BA in BOW. 308, NORTH BROOKSYI1XK.
Rainbow grange met in regular session
Dec. 2, with a large attendance. The
chair was filled by the young members,
and degrees were worked in an able manner.
It was suggested that a shower of
post cards be sent to brother N. F. Norton,
who is in very poor health. I( is hoped he
will be remembered by each one. The
election of officers will be held Dec. 30,
and a full attendance is desired.

NORTH BROOK LIN.
Will Halo is confined to his bed by the

420, FRANK LIU.
held its regular meeting Thursday evening, Dec. 2, with
Worthy Master J. D. Perkins in the chair.
As the weather was unfavorable, there
were but twenty members present, and U
was decided to nave election of officers at
All
the next regular meeting, Dec. 16.
members are requested to be present.
will
be
served.
Cake and coffee
8CHOODIC,
Sc hoodie grange

Elmer Pervesr has returned from

to Goose

Arthur Cole was home to
with bis family.

visit

spend Sunday

Kenney and family
Fl.ve tenement Monday.

John
the

a

cove.

moved

into

John J. Sexton and wife have returned
from Chelsea, Mass., where they have
been visiting for the past two weeks.
A horse belonging to Herbert Hale became cast in his stall Friday night, and
was so badlv injured that it was necessary
to kill it.

The crack shots of the community were
in search of
out Thursday and
deer. Henry Burns and Everett Holden
succeeded in capturing one, a# did also
Lew is Oandagc.

Friday

Keep Flour
Bills Down
William Tell Flour —by the
barrel, if possible. Vou thus protect
yourself against'' wheat corners' and
rises in the price of flour. And you
will always be sure of good flour and
good bread—biscuits—pies and cakes.
William Tell is made from the finest
selected Ohio Red Winter Wheat. Ask
any flour authority. He will tell you
there Is no other flour in the world that
makes a finer grained or more delicious bread,or lighter biscuits. The
wheat for our William Tell is stored
In hermetically sealed tanks—cleaned
six times before grinding—everything,
even the sewing of the bags is done
by bright, clean machinery.
Ask your dealer and insist en

Buy

having

—

William Tell

At a little family gathering at the home
of John Sexton and wife, Friday evening,
four generations of the family were
Mr*. Hannah Giles, Mr. and
present
Mrs. Richard Gib s, Mrs. Flora Cole and
her little son Law rence.
Xenophon.
Dec. 6.
—

Whitcomb, Haynes & Co.
ELLSWORTH FALI>. Ml:.

Don’t Fool with Grippe
can check Grippe, Bronchitis. Tonsilitis and many
other similar troubles if you
take Johnson's Anodyna Liniment
Internally. As soon as your eyes
water and your head anj bones
ache, you know you're in fi r Grippe.
That's the time to use this famous

YOU

_

;
■

yp-year-olJ remedy.
It also affords

quick

relief from

Colic, Cholera Morbus. Cramps,
etc., when taken internally.
Inflammation, sprains, burns,

should

and bruises, etc.,
always be lathed with
cuts

S
a
a

I

JOHNSON'S
SSSSSm LINIMENT
2Se and soc

a

Parsonr’ Pitts

bottu.

are

I. S. JOHNSON * CO.. Botoa, M—a.

best of &!! lax at

\e*

^‘eUio^. 4c

,

N ICO LIN, 389, NORTH ELLSWORTH.
Nicoiin grange held an interesting meeting Saturday evening with thirty members and one visitor present. Two applications for membership were received. Following the election of officers, the lecturer presented a short program, after
I which grange closed in form, and a box
sociable and games were enjoyed until a
late hour.

am

observation of eminent scientists. This
joy the Thanksgiving dinner with the one
microbe lodges in the Sebun, which is the ! I know
personally, you net aside the dienatural hair oil, and when permitted to
j appointment and wrote us this good
flourish it destroys the hair follicles and
cheery letter and sent the poem.
in time the pores entirely close, and the
Aunt Madge,
ance.

was

presiding. Twenty-one mem cent and one grip.
visitor from New Century grange present.

Madge and M. B.'»:
EAST BLUKHJIJU, 252.
Thanksgiving morn. What a rain we are J
f Keguiar meeting of Hast Biuehili grange
While on Him the guilt of the whole world having: it ju«i pours. I hope the winter*—ye* was hi Id Dec. 4, with small attendance, as
j and Aunt Madge—haven’t been disappointed
pressed.
quite a number of our members attended
by this storm a* John and I have. We were the county grange at North Bluchill. it
You’ve given your life up to Him to keep;
invited to Castlue to have a family dinner at was voted to postpone election of officers
Then don't be afraid, but go right to sleep.
As we had warning of
until next meeting. A short program was
1 ray granddaughter's.
—Selected.
this yesterday, 1 prepared our dinner for to- carried out.
the
so
we
arc
sure
of
a
all
bat
vegetables,
day,
Dear Aunt Madge:
URKKN MOUNTAIN POMONA, 2ft.
I am so glad to copy ngain the poem good dinner.
The newly-elected officers of Green
How very much 1 have enjoyed the deacrip“Tired**. Glad it has comforted some one as
Mountain Pomona grange are a* follows:
it did me. I saw it first in Zion's Advocate, j tion of Fairvtew cottage and scenery, also the D. G. Hall, master; H. <i. Smallidge, overand it seemed so adapted to my needs 1 annual meeting. 1 wanted to get there, but seer; Roy C. Haines,
lecturer; Hervey
wanted others to enjoy it with me, and so was unable to. Am hoping to meet with you Sea id n ion, steward; Carl Stratton, assisJulia
tant
time
ahead.
next
to
look
It
1
long
steward;
is,
Noyes,
chaplain; Fred
year—a
gave it to you for the column and am so glad
am sure, but what a pleasure we take
in an- Noven. treasurer; Clara F. Johnson, secreto have it reprinted.
William
Addie
tary;
Goptill.
gatekeeper;
ticipation. and “if it wasn't for hope the heart
1 thank God for these minds to compdfce
McFarland, Ceres; Klva Hall, Pomona;
lines adapted to the needs of u* poor, weak would break”.
Grace Holt. Flora; Myrtle Guptill, lady
mortals. While we could not compose them
To our new sister from Deer Isle (I am not assistant steward.
ourselves, they meet our needs and comfort sure what
you signed your initials), I bid j
ft. ft.
our hearts.
you welcome. We were schoolmates In the j
VEST HOME, 403, WR8T ILUWOBTB.
Thank you very much, 8. 8., for copy“Auld Lang Syue". Sister D.. 1 had hard work j BAB
Harvest Home grange held its regular
ing the poem again, which was called for to puzzle you out. Thank you. I love to be
Dec. 4, the master, A. K. Guptill,
recently. How little we know' what com- remembered. You would not recognize me meeting
in the chair, with thirty-four members
fort and encouragement have been given now; I am gray-haired and time has left its and two visitors from Lake View and Alamo'*ook granges present.
by the message, in verse and letter which i marks besides.
sister who wrote that I did not like
The following officers were elected:
the different nieces have sent to the coi- i To the
this way of housecleaning
one room at a
Manuel A. Gaspar. master: Ernest L.
urnn.
How many are rich in the treasures
time—let me say right here, I do, and I did Bmi'.tfi, overseer; George M. Cunningham,
lecturer; William M. Higgins, steward;
noi mean to convey the idea that I did not
Foley's Honey and Tar is the best and safest 1 asked who could clean house “one room at Oscar H. Guptill, assistant
steward;
At the first |
cough remedy for children.
W. Glass, chaplain; Agnes CunHenry
of a cold, give as directed, and * a time", and not get them dusty and ready to
symptoms
treasurer; Clara I. Carter, secreningham.
ward off danger of croup, bronchitis, sore clean again when you had finished the rest.
tary; Ora Carter, gatekeeper; Altie Cunthroat, cold in the head, and stuffv breathing. Who canf
ningham, Ceres; Stella Trueworthy, PoIt brings comfort and ease to tb*» little ones.
M.
B
we
have
much
to
be
thankful
sisters,
Contains no opiates or other harmful drugs.
mona; Annie G. Carter, Flora; Minnie 8.
Keep always on hand, and refuse substitutes. for, and 1 will close this by giving a poem Bryant, lady assistant steward.
G.

The program

Saturday evening will be ladies’ night.
The officers are: Marlin A. Garland, master; Fannie E. Young, overseer: Clara E.
Jordan, lecturer: Jamee O. Jordan, steward; Harris M. Turner, assistant steward;
Mariam Jordan, chaplain; John A. Warren, treasurer; Lora C. Young, secretary;
Rufus H. Webb, gatekeeper; Ethel H.
Haslem, Ceres; Nellie Dority,M.Pomona;
Edna Warren, Flora; Treses
Moore,
lady assistant steward.

LAKE VIEW,

Lake

date

show for it.

are

He knows you do pray! He knows you do
trust.
And He knows the limits of poor, weak dust,

ficers.

or

While language to you was an unknown art.
Did a mother deny you needed rest.
Or refuse to pillow you on her breast?

1-S;

Trusting In the Lord Jesus Christ for
strength. I will work, as far as I know
j,ow. for the furtherance of universal
of all war. the espeace, the cessation
tablishment of International arbitration.

Itopeful

frequently

The purposes cf ui» i»iamn are nacclnctly
stated In the title and motto—-it Is for the mutual
»eneflt, and aim* to oe helpful and hopeful.
Being for the common good, U lsf»rthecom
ruon use—a public servant, a purveyor of In
formation and suggestion, ameltum for the Interchange of Ideas. In this capacity It solicit*
communications, and Us success depends largely
on the support given It In this respect. Communications must be signed, but the name of

But will God forgive me. do you|suppose.
If I go to sleep as a baby goes
Without even asking^Him if I may
Without even trying to trust or pray*

BIBLE HEADINGS.

•elf by saying:

and

time

3mong tl)t ©rangers.

BAY VIEW. 3H7, SALISBURY OOYB.
Hexamethylenetetramine
employed in tho task
A small but enthusiastic number ot
The above Is the uih of a German chemiwriter will not be printed except by permission much pleasure as well as profit can be had
members met (or the purpoee ol electing
which
la ona of the many valuable incal,
Communication* will be subject to approval or by various mental exercises; for instance, officers tor the ensuing year as follows:
xredteota of Foley'a Kidary Remedy. Mil
amethylenetetramlne Is recognteed by medirejection by the editor of the column, but none name alternately ten cities or towns be- Juiien Emery, msster; Harry Stearns,
overseer; Msry E. Bates, lecturer; 8. N.
cal text-books and authorities a* a uric aetd
will be rejected without good reason. Address
solvent nnd antiseptic for the arlne. Take
ginning with A, then B or some other let- Rich, steward; Leon L. Smith, assistant
all communications to
Foley'a Kidney Remedy aa aoon as yon notice
Florence
steward;
Pettingall, chaplain;
ter. Try s bit of mental arithmetic. Let
Thu American,
any lrre*nl»rftinn and avoldaaorioua malady,
Trott,
treasurer;
Harry
George
Fogg,
one name an sntbor and the other answer
n
A. Pctraaa.
Kllsworth, Me.
Ml.
MABIAVHXB,
secretary• Howard Mitchell, gatekeeper;
by naming some book or poem of that Caroline Bowden, Ores; Florence Trott,
Mariaville grange mat Saturday evenTIRKD.
Stent tirattnu.
author, and go on until eight or ten have Pomona; Anna Kobblna, Flora; Foaeili ing with thirty-eight members. The chief
work of the evening was election of ofI’m too tired to trust, and too tired to pray:
been named; or reverse and name a book Smith, lady assistant steward.

j

Peacemaker!.
One of the most Interesting session*
of the British national convention held
recently in Nottingham was the International Brotherhood meeting presided
over by Mrs. Wareing.
She said: “In
the foreign office there is a button
which may be touched at any time oi
emergency. It signals ‘Mobilize force*
instantly.’ Hitherto the peace offices
have had no button for mobilizing
their forces.” Mrs. Wareing believe*
that this will be found in Christian
Endeavor societies.
She has instituted an International Brotherhood ot
Christian Endeavor with a simple
pledge to wort for the advancement ol
peace and brotherhood.
The world's peace Is something worth
working for. Every Christian Endeav
or society should have a peace commit
tee, just as it has a missionary commit
The work of such a committee
tee.
would be to provide speakers that
would talk peace topics, circulate peace
literature, instruct the society in the
past history and present doings of the
peace movement and in every way
bold up the hands of the thousands ol
Ben and women that are working foi
arbitration in place of war and for all
the noble ends of International brotherhood. Christian Endeavor must be
eager to lead the van in creating a
peace sentiment. We have the organWe
We encircle the globe.
ization.
are already acknowledged brothers,
We
men of every tribe and nation.
Christians; therefore we favor
are
peace. There Is no reason why every
member of every society In every country should not pledge himself or her-

King's highway.

MADGE”.

MY “AUNT

uHelpful

[ta Motto:

—" Pilgrim'M
Progress" series.—
0
-log the river.—I Cor. xv. 31 -38:
Comment by Rev. Sher11. 14-1S.
H. Doyle, D. D.

Topic
XII,

of memory, having garnered wheat and
stored it in the mind, as they traveled the

fflutnal Benefit Column.

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.

NORTH BROOKUN.

Hawley Dow shot a deer last week.
Mrs. Percy Carter arrived Friday from

newly-elected officers
j C.The
Camber, master; Harry

Charles
L. Wheelen,
Charles G. Moore, lecturer;
Eugene H. Moore, steward; Edmund F.
Maddocks, assistant steward: Louisa
Moore, chaplain; Hoyt E. Austin, treasurer; Bessie L. Patten, secretary; Libeous
D. Patten, gatekeeper; Minnie uanico.
Ceres; Florence M. Beale, Pomona; Hazel
M. Tate, Flora; Hazel McGown, lady assistant steward.
are:

overseer;

Rockland.
8KDOW1CX, 244.
Elmer Pervear is visiting his brother at
Sedgwick grange held its annual meetWest Tremout.
ing Dec. 3, thirty-eight members present.
were elected.
The attendance baB
Henry Burns, of steamer Pemaquid, is Officers
been good since the summer recess. Three
home with a sprained wrist.
new members have been taken in and anThe schools here taught by Florentine other candidate has been
Cake
Hamilton and Everett Hale are closed. and coffee were served. accepted.
The officers
George Pervear and wife have the sym- elected are: Kollo Closson, master; Wilpathy of the community in the loss of their liam Closaon. overseer; Cora Allen, lecyoungest son, William.
turer; Harvey Torry,steward: John HoopFred Hamilton and wife, for Hopedale, er, assistant steward; Hose El well, chapMass., C. 8. Hamilton and
wife, for lain; Sadie Allen, treasurer; Inez Page,
Somerville, Mass., and Henry and .Floren- secretary; H. H. Allen, gatekeeper; Julia
tine Hamilton for Greeufleld, Mass., were Sylvester, Ceres; Annie Grindell, Pomona;
Flora Neveila, Flora; Bertha Orcutt, lady
among the departures last week.
assistant steward.
Late Saturday night dr
early Sunday
morning the summer home of Mr. Willikee was broken into by parties unknown
HIGHLAND, 364, NORTH PENOBSCOT.
and was thoroughly ransacked. Several
Highland grange met Friday evening,
valuable guns and
other booty were Dec. 3. The attedance was good. Officers
carried away.
were elected for the ensuing year.
An invitation was extended to Castine grange
Nov. 29.
Xenophon.
to meet with ns on the evening of Jan. 7,
and Bro. John
SEAL HARBOR.
Dority was invited to install the officers. Owing to the lateness of
Mrs. John Gatcomb is in Stonington on
the hour the program was omitted. The
business.
officers are:
E. E. Gross, master; Earl
Harry WTood, of Cherryfield, has moved Grindell, overseer; Mrs. Alice Leach, lecj into Mrs. John Gatcomb’s tenement.
turer; H. W. Lowell, steward; Urban
A Bon was born to Mrs. Earim Clement Leach, assistant steward; J. B. Wilson,
Nov. 25, and a daughter to Mrs. Thomas chaplain; A. L. Saunders, treasurer; Delia
Saunders, secretary; Malcolm Leach, gateMcIntyre the sapie day.
keeper; Mrs. Dosia Gray, Ceres: Mrs.
Nov. 29.
Melvin a.
Nancy Hatch, Pomona; Mrs. Ida Lowell,
Flora; Miss Doris Hatch, lady assistant
TRENTON.
steward.
Charles Corson has moved to the Whitmore Garland farm.
MOUNTAIN VIEW, 484, WEST EDEN.
Benjamin Jordan and wife spent SunMountain View grange held its regular
Nov.
in
Bar
Harbor.
Their
son
!
day
28,
meeting Friday evening with about sevenArthur, who spent a week there, returned ty-four
patrons present, including 8<*ven
home with them.
visitors. After business.* came the elecNov. 30.
May.
tion of officers. As the hour wao late, it

Why Our Coffees

Richest in Flavor
Cafieone,

you

know, is the aromatic
nectar-like oil

of coflee. This
principle
forms the coffee flavor and

fragrance.
Moreover, coffee that is rich in oil is
wonderfully wholesome. For cafieone is
a germ destroyer of remarkable value.

When you drink “Fifth Avenue” Coffee
yon insure yourself the maximum amount

of this ambrosial oil.
Because .only the berries famous for

was voted to wait until the next meeting
to elect the executive committee. There

I>r. Daniels’ Horse Renovator—for
your horse —Makes Blood—gives vim,
strength and health.

their richness in cafieone are used in our
Wend. And to develop this essential oil
to its utmost, coffee mast be roasted as
the O’Donohue Coffee Company roasts
it.
It must be roasted in closed cylinders
over hot coals.
It must be roasted for
35 minutes so that every beny is
and brown—from kernel to outer shell.
Such a coffee is

crisp

Fifth Avenue Coffee
New York’s Famous Coflee
___I three times as much money for
roasting aa Is spent for other coffees. But we
produce n coffee three times as good. Three
times the strength, flavor and bealthfulness.

Yet “Fifth Avenue" Coffee costs no more
thaa coffee one-third as good. You may as
well have the best.

Avoid Half R<

j

After exposure, and when yon feel a cold
coming on, take Foley’s Honey and Tar, the
great throat and lung remedy. It stops the
cough, relieves the congestion, and expels the
cold from your system. Is mildly laxative.
Q. A. Parch hr.

are

fifteen minutes. Because fuel costs
Such coffee is only half roasted. An> ••<***
roasted coffee is half raw. Only Aibe
flavor-making oil is developed.
That is why ordinary coffee ts weak
colorless. That is why it tastes

insipid.

..

You never get the smooth, mellow
and subtle del'-cacy that makes cofleesogoo*
Coflee
in ordinary coffee. “Fifth Avenue
yields these Qualities to the utmost.

flavor

Vra Owe Yours* 11 Flllh Avenue Cottee

%noh0

This
"Fifth Avenue" Coffee is packed in -"■'Might tint
a
sealed, dust-proof package insures you the full strengtn
fine flavor of the choicest coffee you can buy.
Asotaircoffee.
is
s*ii'(d
bins
Cottee sold from open
to open.
For coffee leant have pores which roasting tends
These pores absorb gerrol and foreign odors.
upon
ms.st
satisfaction
For your own protection mad
an
"FifthAvenue" Coflee. Then you 11 get cofiee as good
Order

Soffee

y

a

Tin I
Ue ths Foil 1

O’DONOHUE COFFEE COMPANY
New York City
la^u Isrs la ths

United 8*n*«»

JIU&lcsl*

COUNTY NE> 8.

Trn **'*iiional

Happy Results
Made

Have

M»

tihm

Dee. 6.

SURRY.

Many Ellsworth

|

No wonder scores of Ellsworth citizens
grow enthosisstic. It is enough to melee
anyone happy to find relief after years of
Public statements like the
suffering.

following are bat trathful representations
of the daily work done in Ellsworth by
Doan’s Kidney Pills.
Mrs. John Meader, of Ellsworth, Me.,
UI was so well pleased with the
says:
benefit I derived from Doan’s Kidney Pills
in 1902, that I gave a testimonial at that
I am
time publicly recommending them.
glad to say that I have no need of a kidney remedy since. For several years my

Senate, figured

as

opposing counsel,

member of Lygonia lodge,
of Ellsworth, forty-one
R. A.
He was
and
of
Acadia
years,
also a member of the A. O. U. W., of Surry,
taking a great interest iu its welfare,
helping to erect its hall, and serving as
its master workman two terms. It was
while transacting business for this order
that he was stricken. He was a member
of Arbutus grange, P. of H., of Surry. In
politics he was a republican.
No man felt less concern for the
fopperies and tinsel trappings of life
than he, but with the sterling qualities of
probity, justice, kindliness and true
fraternalisin he was most richly endowed,
taking a kindly and active interest in the
welfare of his neighbors and friends in
the schools and in the general affairs of
his town.
His death will fall like a sad blow to the
old guard, who cherished his associations
and whose ranks are always thin, and to
the younger generation with whom he
always kept in touch.
honorable
and
Kindliness
characterized his demeanor toward his
fellow men, and constitute a legacy of
tender memories, in which all who knew
him have an abundant share.
he married Sarah Elizabeth
In 1869
Phillips who died thirteen years ago. Of
this union were born three children
Flora Frances Milliken, superintendent
of St. Barnabas hospital, Portland; Dr.
Howard Augustus, of Hallowell, and Dr.
Herbert Elwood, of NVaterville. He leave
a widow, who was Mrs. Elizabeth Jarvis,
and two sisters—Flora, wife of Dr. K. L.
Orindle, of Mt. Desert, and Frances,
widow of Dr. Chas. H. I>everton, Cataumet,
Mass.
He

was

F. and A.

shot a deer at Flye point
last week.
Mrs. Moulton Cooper came home from
Rockland Saturday.
Will Herrick is home from Portland,
where he visited his Bister.
Mrs. M. A. Flye, who has been visiting
her sister in Roxbury, Mhbs., is home.
Bert. Young, of Bar Harbor, is working
for M. A. Blaisdell in his blacksmith shop.
Misses Gladys
Bridges and Nellie
Cousins have returned to Castine normal

i

;

The Hark on
Silverware

L'

The
mo«t

^

moot

beautiful,

durable

Hirer-

plated forks, spoons
and fancy serving pieces
are stamped with the renowned trade mark.

By this mark only can yon
distinguish the original
Kogors ware (first made in
1847>, and assure yourself
of the best In quality,
finish and design.
Sold by leading
dealers everywhere.
Bend for catalogue
"C-L,” showing
all designs.

.//

j
•

MCR1DF.X
BRIT VN.MA CO.
ibUntUsul SiHsr

A Reliable

Remedy

FOR

CATARRH
Cream Balm
Ely’squickly
absorbed.
it
Gives Relief at Once.

It cleanses, aoothea,
heals and protects
the diseased memMisses Florence Morgan, Anna Dority
brane resulting from Catarrh and drive? j
Small attended county
i and Madella
away aCold in the Head quickly. Restores grange at North Bluehill Saturday.
the Senses of Ta<te and Smell. Full eizc
George and William Cooper were in
50 ct«. at Druggists or by mail. Liquid
town this week, summoned by the death
Cream Balm for use in atomizers 75 eta.
of their sister, Mrs. Nettie C. Leach.
Elj Brothers, 56 Warren Street, New York. » Mrs. Nettie
Cooper Leach died suddenly
Thursday, of acute Bright’s disease, after

Pauper Notice.
contracted with the City of Ellsfor those who
worth
HAVING
support and
the next five
need assistance
to

happy

care

during

may

legal residents of Ellswcrth. I
forbid all persons trusting them on my acconnt, as there is plenty of room and accomodations to care for them at the City Farm
M. J. Droxmiy
house.

years and

She was but eighteen
a few days’ illness.
disposition
years of age. of a bright
missed
and will be greatly
by friends and
associates. The wife of one week, her
death comes as a shock to her husband,
her widowed mother—Mrs. Lizzie Cooper,
and three brothers—George, of Boston;
William, of Bucksport, and Wallace.

are

!

Until science discovered a way to construct the Automatic
Smokeless Device, and make it completely dependable, all oil
heaters had one common great fault—smoke.
With the advent of the Automatic Smokeless Device, and its
practical application to the

PERFECTION
Oil Heater
with Smokeless

Device)]

Automatic
Smokeless Device

leadership

to the

j

Perfection.

want lt-and
You may now have all the heat you want-when you
where you want it—without the annoyance of smoke or odor
heat for 9 hour*.
Brass font holds 4 quarts of oil, which permits a glowing
Brass wick tube—damper top—cool handle. Cleaned in a minute.
The Perfection is beautifully finished m Nickel or Japan.
II Not As Your., Write for
the Nearest Agency of the

De.cripUve Circuit*

STANDARD Oil* COMPANY
(Incorporated)

Une Femme.

BLUE HILL..
Mildred Chase has gone to Boston.
Miss Jennie A. Grindle is president of
the senior class at Colby.
There will be a sale of Christmas articles
Miss

in the
Dec. 9.

A candy sale was held at the grammar
sc*hool room Thursday evening, Dec. 2.

Proceeds, $1.15.
George A. Gray

was called from Boston
week by tne death of his mother,
Mrs. James M.'Gray.
Mrs. A. M. Herrick, Mrs. O. M. Stover
and Miss Ethel Stover were in Bangor

last

a

|

days

few

E.

last week.

were

W. Burrill and wife, of
the guests of Mrs. Burrill’s

Levi

Maddocks, Dec. 5.

Dedham,
brother,

A crew is at work on the White Granite
under the superintendence of
Welland
Clay getting out several hundred tons of
random.
The ladies’ Congregational circle was
entertained in the vestry Dec. 2, by Mrs.
R. G. Lord, Mrs. Pearl Atherton and Mrs.
Maria Gross. There was a large attendance at the dime supper.
Wallace R. Hinckley, who, with his
brother Augustus, went to Boston Nov.
29, underwent a surgical operation at a
private hospital in Roxbury Dec. 4, and
favorable reports of his condition have
been received.

Dec. 6.
A. T.
to work.

M.

Cousins has gone to Stonington

was
Ward Leach
Brooksville Sunday.

home

from

West

daughter was born to Harry Atherton
wife Saturday, Dec. 4.
Frank Webber has moved his family
home from West Brooksville.
William Leach shot a deer Thursday,
and Ralph Witham and Arthur Candage
got one Friday.
Mrs. Frank Bowden, who has been visiting her daughter, Mrs. Richard Ashworth,
a few weeks, has returned to Prospect.
R.
Dec. 6.
A
and

very interesting.
East Surry Sunday school is
for a Christmas concert at Rural nail.

preparing

Many fishermen have their tents on the
waiting for ice to begin smelting.

bank

Ernest Moon and Winfield Treworgy
have gone to Boston to return in the
Storm Petrel.
Alden H. Mann, formerly of Surry ^ later
of Bucksport, has taken his family to
Bangor for the winter.
last
A deer walked through this
week, swam across the bay to Mewbury
Frank
Stawhere
was
shot
it
by
Neck,
Simon W. Flood, the oldest veteran of
the Civil war here, signed his
papers Dec. 4 without glasses. He is nearly
ninety-one years of age, feeble in body,
but keen of mind.

pension

Rose Mann, of
Bucksport, formerly of this place, regret
to learn that she fell and broke her arm
recently, it being the same arm she oroke
while a resident here.
The many friends in Surry of John B.
Dority, of Brewer, sympathize with him
in the loss of his foot on the railroad. He
The

Friday

was

a

friends of Mrs.

Some

The sale of the Portland Settling Advertiser to the Evening Express was announced Saturday. Tbe Advertiser is one
of tbe country’s oldest newspapers, having been published over 100 years. The
Advertiser will not go out of existence,
but its name will be preserved as a part of
the title of the paper vlith which it is to
be combined.

Dec. 6.

C.

“Had dyspepsia or indigestion for years.
No appetite, and what I did eat distressed me
terr>bly. Burdock Blood Bitters cured me.”
in.
—J H, Walker, Banbury, Ohio.*—
MOKE DANVILLE PROOF
Jacob Schrail, 482 South 8t., Danville, 111.,
writes: “For over eighteen months I was a
sufferer from kidney and bladder trouble.
During t^e whole time was treated by several
doctors and tried several different kidney
I commenced taking
pills. Seven weeks agoand
am feeling better
Foley’s Kidney i’ills,
every day and will be glad to tell anyone interested just what Foley's Kidney Pills did
forme.” G. A. Pahc. kh.

dung! good to eaL
They are ol eirtprinaal ariagm—
taqoin lea to flavor—aad yet they
flavor to udsiactorily aad give aucb a
delightful teas to food that it mala the
mo* jaded cpicue ait op aad taka

*°bC*TRY THEM TODAY
On Sale by Gtocen and General
Merchant!

TRADE

A

lTrade

ONLY.

H

[THURSTON^
Kingsbury.)
MANUFACTURERS, j
*

k

B&ogor. Me.

compound
cough by

severe

Ytnbl

Friends of Miss Ethel Bunker will be
is not gaining

grieved to learn that she
as rapidly as hoped for.

employed

for T. M.

Mrs. Z. S. Hall was called to Harrington
Saturday by the serious illness of her
hnsbpnd's father, Zemro S. Hall, 1st.
Rev. H. B.
Haskell, district superintendent, held the second quarterly conference in the church at North Sullivan

Dec. 6.

[bearingMark

cold and

North Jay,

Saturday evening, and preached
various points Sunday.

[& Extrac+x
this*

Cured of

cowardly sneak, prowling through

Albert Murray, who has been
at East Franklin as blacksmith
Blaisdell, has returned home.

Always
[ purch&xe
|Tea.Coffee

I WARREN TOPPAN, Lynn,Mass.

enclosed pastures, recentlv shot a lamb
belonging to George B. Tracy, breaking
its leg near the hip. Steps are to be taken
to bring the culprit to justice.
Nov. 29.
M.

Vlnol Is

certainly

••From Dec. 20, ’08, to March 1, ’09,
I had three bad colds, one on top of the
other. 1 got so weak I could hardly
get around. Nothing seemed to help
The
me until I began to take Vinol.
change was magic. Three bottles completely fixed that compound cold and
stopped the terrible cough—and what
surprises me most, at the same time
it cured me of asevere stomach trouble
that has bothered me for 20 years.
a wonderful medicine.”

Mr. Toppan is one of Lynn’s most prominent and highly respected
merchants, whose word is as good as his bond.
The reason Vinol is so successful in such cases is because it
contains the two most world-famed tonics—the medicinal, strengthening, body-building elements of Cod Liver Oil and Tonic Iron.

at the

M.

EAST BLUEHILL.
A. I. Long, of Portland, is visiting his
parents, E. C. Long and wife.
Howard Greene spent Thanksgiving
with his brother Ross in Prospect Ferry.
Mrs. Frank Bowdoin, of Prospect, is
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Richard Ash-

Your Money Back 11 Yon Are Not Satisfied.

GEO. A.

PARCHER, Druggist, Ellsworth.

worth.

Schooner Ada J. Campbell sailed Friday
for New York with paving blocks for L. B.
Grindle.
8. A. Long went to West Franklin to
spend Thanksgiving with his daughter,
Mrs. P. W. DeBeck.
A. E. Webber has taken the contract
to build a wharf on Cook’s point for Dr. S.
M. Milliken, of New York.
Schools closed Nov. 19 for one week. A
fine program was rendered in the evening
in the grange hall by the teachers, Irving
Sinclair and wit', and the pupils of both
schools.
Mrs. Sinclair and son Ronald
spent last week at Vinalhaven, and Mr.
Sinclair spent the week at his home in
Columbia Falls.
Nov. 29.
R.

Save
a

biggest bargain
housekeeper can buy is a
Mother’s Kit

Go

_

daughter arrived at the home of L. O.
Fowler Nov. 27. [Agnes Ellen.]
Mrs. Clara Conners, of North Brooksville, is working for Mrs. F. H. Billings.
School in district No. 3 commenced Nov.
30, taught by Miss Myrtle Tapley, of West
Brooksville.
Frank Webber is soon to move his fami1
to East Bluehill, after spending the
I ly
A

to you.

Mother’s Kit there is in addition

the saving in cash a
to 18 coupons,
the coupons from the packages in
secure a wonderful fireless cooker

which when added to
the kit enables you to
by merely adding 89 cents.

A Mother’s Kit consists of eighteen assorted
packages of Mother’s Cereals, packed in sanitary sealed

A.

in which they are
fect condition indefinitely.

packages,

8
2
1
1
1
1
2
2

>

York. She was
accompanied by her
daughter Mildred, who has been very ill.

Nov. 29.

C.

This kit

29; Myra Springer, of Hancock, teacher.
Frederick Tweedie, of Cambridge, Mass.,
who has

and

spent the past two weeks with

grandparents, Qeorge H. Coggins
wife, will return home Tuesday.

Dec. 6.

V.

Don’t let the baby suffer from eczema, sores
any itching of the skin. Doan’s Ointment
gives instant relief, cures quickly. Perfectly
safe for children. All druggists sell it.—Advt.

or

guaranteed

to

keep in

per-

Package* of Mother** Oat*, standard tire.
Package* of Mother** Yellow Corn Meal.

Package
Package

of
of
Package of
Package of
Packages of

Packages

Mother’s
Mother’s
Mother’s
Mother’s

White Corn MeaL
Wheat Hearts.
Corn Flake* (toasted).
Old Fashioned Steel Cut Oatmeal.
Mother’s Granulated Hominy.
of Mother’s Coarse Pearl Hominy.

be purchased at your grocer’s by simply
The grocer himself will either redeem
your coupons and deliver the $3.75 Fireless Cooker, or,
if you so desire, send the coupons and 89 cents directly to us and we
will ship the Cooker to you, express collect
If your grocer does not keep Mother’s Cereals, write to us, giving his
can

paying $1.95.

NORTH LAMOINE.
The winter term of school began Nov.

his

to

special Fireless Cooker Certificate, equal

here.

Dec. 1.

grocer and ask him to show

to your
A

complete assortment of different
delicious cereals for every palate for every meal.
Not only is it economy to buy your staple cereals
in sufficient quantities at economical prices, just
the same as it is cheaper to buy flour by the
barrel and butter by the crock, but in every
it

BROOKS VILLE.
W. J. Walker and wife are visiting his
mother, Mrs. Jane Walker.
Mrs. Josephine Sukeforth is spending
the winter with Mrs. Morris.
Hon. William E. Morris and wife, of
New York, are visiting Mrs. L. T. Morris.
Nov. 29.
Spec.

summer

Money in Cereals

The best and

_

SOUTH BLUEHILL.
Mrs. Omar Eaton is visiting her parents
at West Brooklin.
Mrs. Hollis Eaton and little son Charlie
are visiting her parents, Avery Anderson
nd wife, at North Sedgwick.
j
rakeman on a train from Bangor to
was
Mrs. Della Cousins, of Brooksville, has
Vance boro.
Mr. Dority formerly lived
been visiting her daughters, Mrs. Ben.
here. He is the
stepson of Rev. S. O.
Sylvester,
jr., and Mrs. Fred Sylvester.
Lillian t
Whitten. Mrs.
Dority was
Mrs. Cora Eaton has returned from New
Freethy, daughter of the late Samuel and

Mary Freethy.

QUALITY

People who

Alfred

Willie Milne has gone* to
where be has employment.

|I j

M* (beat people wba
know ay that T*K Extract! are
atquabonably the bat that larot

relatives.

|

EXTRAOTS
bear this Trade Mark and

The famous old Maine racing stallion,
Nelson, 2.08, the pride of his owner, C.
Horace Nelson, died at Wsterrilie Friday.
Nelson was twenty-eight years old.

yean.
John Disco, a Pole, aged twenty-eight
years, was burned to death in an attempt to recover bis savings from a burning mill boarding-house at Lincoln last
week.

de-

r

OMB thing above all else, I

Granville Carleton, of Rookport president for several years of the Camden
savings bank, and a retired lime manufacturer, died Friday, sged seventy-nine

formerly of South Hancock, were grieved
to learn of his death by
Nov. 19.
Baptist chapel Thursday evening, Sympathy is extended todrowning
his parents and

ples.

which insures a steady, full-blowing heat,
with the wick turned up as high as it will
the
go, without a shred of smoke. Reverse
motion, turn the wick down—there’s no odor.
The smokeless device automatically locks
and prevents the upward movement of the
wick beyond the proper exposure. That
is the secret. This splendid result give*

to

Dec. 6.

place

the smoke problem was successfully
solved.
The Perfection Oil Heater is tho
only heater equipped with this

Every Dealer Everywhere.

Mrs. Susan Judge, who has been visiting her son in Concord, Mass., returned
home Tuesday. She will spend the winter
with her sister, Mrs. Jackson.

EAST SURRY.
E. E. Swett is at home from Bangor for
the winter.
Capt. R. A. Sinclair has returned from
Rockland.
The union services at Surry village are

Smokeless
(Equipped

from

Portland.

ter in

—

SEDGWICK.
Richard Bracy is at home.
Mrs. Rose Pert is caring for Mrs. L. D.
Bridges.
E. H. Gray is driving the mail stage to
Bluehill.
Capt. Andrew Newton Cole is at home tor
the wrinter.
H. A. Small and son Jay arrived Wednesday from a week’s visit in Boston.
Mrs. J. E. Wilson leaves to-day for
Dorchester, Mass., to make her home with
her son during the winter.
Columbia chapter, O. E. S., elected
officers
Friday evening. The date of in|
i’ stallation will be announced later,

Mertdea, Csss.

home

and

T&K

sixteen years, was drowned.
The new DeWltt hotel at Lewiston was
damaged by fire to the extent of (40,000
last Wednesday. The fire started in the
porter room in the kitchen wing.

Tied up Troublesome Trout.
certain honorable secretary of sfate of
solo,
Barrett; newsboys’ one of the states not a thousand miles
chorus, five boys;reading, Eugene Barnes; from Maine is a successful and persistent
solo, Miss Smith; sunbonnet chorus. Miss
Addie Stilphen and chorus; mandolin fisherman, and an all-round sportsman as
well. As is well known, iclose time on
solo, Mrs. Barrett; reading, Mr. Barnes;
“good night,” little Marian Ripley.
trout and land-locked salmon began Oct.
Dec. 6.
J.
1, but for pickerel, suckers, hornpouts and
eels there is no close time.
NORTH SULLIVAN.
One Saturday afternoon in October,
Miss Jessie Macomber, of Franklin, was
after business hours, the secretary went
a recent guest at Will R. Havey’s.
a
Mrs. Madison Gordon, who has been to certain lake and indulged in his favorite pastime. A game warden hapill of rheumatic fever, is gaining.
pened that wav. He took a large string of
Will Blaisdell, a law student at Bangor,
suckers and hornpouts and pickerel out
spent Thanksgiving with his family.
of the water, but found no forbidden fish.
Miss Hattie Robertson has recently re- He walked down the shore of the lake a
turned from a visit in Boston and vicinity. short
distance, and there found a large
Willis Billings and four children, of trout wiggling on a string, weighted down
Franklin, visited at Arno Wooster’s Ncv. with a stone.
The warden asked the secretary what he
21.
John A. Scott, who has been in North was doing with that trout.
“That one,” said the secretary, “well,
Carolina the past three months, has gone
you see, he’s been taking my hail all the
to Colorado for the winter.
and 1 just tied him up thera
Everett Jellison has returned from afternoon,
until 1 got through fishing.”
Boston, where he accompanied his mother,
Mrs. Elmira Jellison, of Eastbrook. She
will visit her son Herbert for some time.
Friends here of Augustus H. McCauley,
Mrs.

Everett, Mass., Tuesday, where ahe has
been visiting friends.
E. E. Lurvey came home from Lawrence,
Mass., Saturday, called here by the death
ol Horace W. Bridges.
Rev.
E. E. Small leaves to-day for
Emery Mills for his family and household
goods. He will return next Saturday.
High school closed Friday for the
Christmas vacation. Miss WilBon, principal, will spend her vacation with her sis-

dealings

ROGERS BR0S.T&

came

K1TTERY TO CARIBOU.

MW*

cided success, socially and financially,
netting the society something over f200.
The different booths were prettily arranged and ably presided over. The program Friday evening under the able management of Mrs. Maud Nichols was as follows: Solo, Miss Mora B. Smith, of Bangor; doll drill, ten little girls; mandolin

school.

Mrs. Julia Jackson

Thnraday

church

a

chapter.

Attar

—

Tuesday.
Henry Burns

M.,

ms

laat week on bnaineaa.
Fort Knox lodge I. O. O. F. will give
a concert, drill and ball Friday
evening,
Dec. 10, in Emery ball. The concert will
be by local talent, and mnaio for tbe ball
by Monxgban’e orchestra. The Rebekaha
will bold a fair and sale in the hall during
the afternoon.
Adelaide, widow of Simeon Jone*, died
Wedneiday evening, Dec. 1, after a long
illness, at the age of seventy-five yean.
She la survived by four childnn—Albert,
Edwin, Fred and Misa Georgia, who have
the sympathy of their many friends. Tbe
funenl was held Saturday at 2 o’clock.
The funeral of John Montgomery waa
held at his home on McDonald street
Wednesday morning, at 10 o’clock, a large
number being present. Rev. E. H. Boynton, of Hampden, a former pastor, officiated. Mr. Montgomery leaves a widow,
one son—John Hincks Montgomery; four
daughters—Mn. Eleie Cohoon, Mn. Harrietts Pierce, Miss Grace Montgomery
and Mrs. Sara Page, all of Bucksport; one
brother—Alexander, of Boston, and two
sisters
Mrs. Elizabeth
Larrabee, of
Lyon, Mass., and Mrs. Elsie Good, of
Newton Centre, Mass.
The fair and sale by the ladies’ aid society of the Franklin street Methodist

E. Farnsworth spent the past week in
Boston.
J. B. Babson returned from Portland

was

ObwMf Am

Burglars entered the poetoffloe at Hart.■■■■•■
w
land Friday night, and got away with
BUCKBPORT.
f400 in oath and fiOO worth ot stamp#.
O. F. Fellow* and wife, of Bangor, wen
Charles L. Hathaway, ot Passadumkeag,
In town Friday and Saturday.
one ot the leading lnmber operators ot
Frank P. Hamm and wife left Saturday
Penobscot county, died Monday, aged
for their borne In Everett, Maaa.
Mr*. Helen Hagertby, of Bar Harbor, seventy-two years.
i* visiting bar parent*, George Chandler
The first of the thin ice accidents in
and wlfc.
Maine was reported from Fort Fairfield
Rev. Frederick Palladino and Bey.
John W. Hatch, of Bangor, wen in town last Thursday. Mattie Hopkins, sged

A.

won.

other.

M* mMMmmU
W-I I

H.

BROOKUN.
A. H. Mayo vai In Rockland laat week.
Mn. Amanda Salieri hae returned ‘to
Sunshine.
Raymond Allen has gone to Boston lor
the winter.
Frank Conway, of Sunshine, is Tlsiting
his cousin, Oscar Ford.
Will Nutter, o( Bluehili, spent Thanksgiving week at home.
Mrs. Annie Blake spent several days in
Rockland last week.
Mrs. Belle Blake has opened a dry and
fancy goods store in Odd Fellows’ block.
Misses Gladys Bridges, Rachel dole and
Nellie Cousins are at home from Osstine
normal school.
Lightkeeper E. K. Tapley and wife, who
have been on a leave of absence, have returned to the light.
Charles Stewart and mother, of Swan’s
Island, spent several days with Miss Mina
Stewart on their way to Bar Harbor.
Miss Mina Stewart has gone to Providence, R. I., for the winter. She was accompanied by her father, Capt. R. C.
Stewart.
Miss Gertrude McFarland, of this place,
and Arvard Nichols, ol West Brookavilie,
were married at the borne of the bride
Nov. 28. Their many friends extends extend congratulations.
Dec. 2.
Une Femme.

William Roland Millikan was born in
Surry Dec. 27, 1839, a lineal descendant of
Judge Edward Millikan, of Scar boro. Hit
father, the late James Augustus Millikan,
was for many years prominently
engaged
in the lumber and stave manufacture in
His
vicinity.
great-grandfather,
{Jjf*
Philip Jarvis, came from Boston and in
company with Edward, Charles and Leonard Jarvis, opened up a
large tract of land
for settlement in the vicinity of Patten’s
and Union river bays.
His mother. Lydia Dutch, was a granddaughter of Capt. Little, of Beverly, Mass.,
who gained distinction in the war of the
Revolution by an encounter of his merchant vessel with a British man-of-war;
two companion merchant vessels struck
their colors* when ordered to do so, but
Capt. Little refused, and pluckily returned
the fire of tne man-of-war with a small
cannon, and finally managed to elude the
enemy under cover of darkness.*
Mr. Milliken’s education was obtained
in the public schools of his time. At an
early age he followed the sea, making several voyages to the West Indies. Early in
the ’60s, when but twenty-one years of
age, .he crossed the Isthmus and visited
California, where he worked at mining
and redwood lumbering.
The death of his mother, and the
drowning of his eldest sister, Mrs. Sophia
A. Kitfleld. by the capsizing of a schooner
in Union River bay, caused him to return
to his old home where he engaged in the
mill business with his father for some
years, later conducting it himself.
With the decline of lumber production,
be devoted his attention to farming. Of
late years, he exerted considerable influence in the affairs of his town, serving
on the board of selectmen and assessors
eight consecutive years; on the school
board three yeass, and as a member of
the board of health eleven years, being
chairman of the board at the time of his
death. It was during his service as selectman that the famous litigation case between Burry and Bluehili in which the
late Chief-Justice Wisweil and Hon. L.
B. Deasy, now president of the Maine

back was weak and sore and I found it
difflcut to stoop or arise from a sitting
position. I also had sharp pains in my
kidneys which felt like the thrust of a
knife. The kidney secretions were very
irregular in passage and caused me added
annoyance. Until I procured Doan’s Kidney Pills at Moore’s drug store, nothing 1
tried did me any good. This remedy went
directly to the seat of my trouble, however, and brought about a cure.’’
Price 50 cents.
For sale by all dealers.
Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, New York,
sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and tako

COUNTY NEWS.

Service* were held at the chapel Saturday
afternoon, Bar. E. Sandereon officiating.

puf!

OBITUARY.

Residents Enthusiastic.

no

A'«W

j

name

and yours, and

we

will send you free

a

useful souvenir.

The Great Western Cereal Company
AKRON

Operating
BOSTON

Oatmeal Mills than any other one concern
NEW HAVEN
NEW YORK
PHILADELPHIA
ALBANY
ST. LOUIS

morb

PITTSBURGH

CHICAGO

JORDAN WILL CASK

«tl>f C'llstDovtf) American.

Special Administrator

Secures
Possession of Estate.
The report of the referees in the so*
PDiumu
called Jordan will case has fust been re■TUT WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
At
ceived, and opens the concluding chapter
of this celebrated case which has occupied
ELL8WORTH, MAINE.
the attention of the probate, supreme and
HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO
law courts daring the past two years.
Y. w. Rollins. Editor ud Msoucr.
The history of the oaee has several times
w. H Titos. Auonteut Editor
been printed in The American. Briefly,
it follows:
This week’s edition of The
Mrs. Frankie M. Jordan, of Oriand, died
Dec. 7, 1807, leaving a wilL which was
iricnn is 8,400 copies.
proved end allowed Feb. 1, 1896, and upon
which letters testamentary were issued to
Andrew J. Jordan, of Oriand, husband of
for
the
of
Average
year
1908,
2,528 the deceased.
Andrew J, Jordan, the executor and
beneficiary under the will, died
WEDNESDAY DECEMBER 8, 1909.
a will which was
an. 6, 1907, leaving
proved and allowed March 5, 1907, and
were
letters
which
testamentary
On pages 6 and 7 of this issne may upon
issued to the Merrill Trust Co., of Bangor.
be found an extended summary of
Later the question of the validity of the
President Taft’s first annual message. will of Frankie M. Jordan was raised, and
proceedings instituted in the probate
coart for the annulment of that will.
At the municipal election in Port- This resulted in a aecree by Judge of ProE. Chase, annulling the decree
land Monday, the republicans elected bate E.
probating the will of Frankie M. Jordan.
Charles A. Strout mayor, over Oakley
The decree as to this point was susC. Curtis, the democratic candidate, tained by the law court, and the will was
again presented to the probate court for
by a plurality of about 950. Mayor probate, and petition denied. Petition for
Strou: will have a strong republican the appointment of a special administrator was then allowed, and Charles J. Dunn,
board of aldermen and counciimen of Orono, was
appointed.
Mr. Dunn, as
behind him, seven of the nine aiderspecial administrator,
instituted
thereupon
proceeding to secure
men and twenty-one of the twentypossessions of the estate from the Merrill
seven councilmen being republicans
Trust Co., and it was this case that was
heard by referees—Chief-Just ice
| recently
j L. A. Emery, and Associate-Justices Wil- |
The present session of Congress will ! liara P. Whitehouse and A. M. Spear.
j
The report of tke referees awards to
probably see a bitter fight on the Charles
J. Dunn, administrator, f8&,300
question of postal savings banks. and costs to the amount of $391.12 of the
This question has been agitated at the goods and estate of Andrew J. Jordan in
It now !
the hands of the Merrill Trust Co.
capitol for some years, bnt it has remains for the administrator, through
never been put to a vote in either the probate court, to make division of the
property among the heirs of Frankie M. !
body because the republican leaders Jordan.
In Congress thought it wiser to wait
The rescript of the referees sccom1
until the sentiment of the conntrv panying the award, signed by all the
is as follows:
referees,
bad become solidified, after all bad
considered
been given an opportunity to study I In making this award we have
the matter in controversy to be bet ween the
the proposal. The advocates of the estate of Frankie M. Jordan. represented by
measure
contend
that aa it was | Charles J. Dunn, administrator, and the esof Andrew J. Jordan, represented by the
adopted as a part of the republican I tats
Merrill Trust Co., executor. We have not conplatform at Chicago, it is necessary to sidered what interest the executor or heirs of
of
vote on it at the
coming session. Andrew J. Jordan may have in the estatebut
There are others, however, who be- Frankie M. Jordau upon distribution,
leave that question to tne probate court.
lieve that the matter should not be
Further, In making this award we have
taken np nntil the monetary oomis- considered and included in our award what
we find to have
been received by Andrew J. j
sion has made its report to Congress,
Jordan for real estate of Frankie M. Jordan I
as the question of the postal savings sold
by him as residuary legatee.
We have also deducted from the amount ;
banks has a direct bearing on the fifound against the estate of Andrew J. Jordan
nancial system of the country, and as *2.250
paid by him to Josiah R. Partridge, his
the establishment of such banks might share of
the estate of Frankie M. Jordan, and !
Interfere with the fnll and comprehen- also *3,000 patd by him to Oscar F. Fellows ;
for
oth«*r
heirs of Frankie M. Jordan.
sive scheme the commission is exA LOCAL AND
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Srincipel

■

pected to

recommend.
GOSSIP.

Moose appear to be close students of the
laws, for, two days after close time lows;
on, they appeared in Gouldsboro, }
Date of collection, Nov. A ISWS;

Its me
came

around barn yards, browsing
wood lots, crossing the main
road, and one, waiting patiently while a
deer hunter threw his hat at him.

tion. Nov,

prowling
through

The famous old schooner Polly, which ;
at various times has been owned in Hancock county, has been sold to J. H. Wei- j

—

Turbidity. 0;

sediment,

color. 3-5.
Odor—Cold, none; hot. vegetable.
Residue on evaporation—'Total, 8.60; loss
ignition, L8B; fixed residue, 1.80.
Ammonia—Free, .0014; in solution, .0138.
Chlorine —0.275.

Nitrogen—Nitrates, none; nitrites,
Oxygen consumed, .66.

Hardness—1.60.
Dighton, Mass., for f1,000 by Captain Walter V. Spencer, of Rockland. The
Iron—.CS8.
Lead—None.
Polly was built at Amesbury, Mass., 106
Colon bacillus—None.
years ago. She was a privateer in the war
of 1812, and captured a number of vessels, ; In a letter accompanying
and finally was captured herself.
! Doctor Evans says:

don,

examina-

5.

Appearance

of

iv*re win dc consiaerarue

u>r

now well
op to the front in the
of the service of its solons st
Washington, where seniority of service
counts so much in influence and ability to
do things. Senator Hale stands No. 1 in
that respect st tbe north end of the capitol. He baa been a senator longer than
any other man now living. Senator Frye
comes No. 2, for there is but a few days’
difference in tbe length of tneir service.
Over in the House there are VI members and it requires eight pages of the
Congressional directory to carry tbe
names of thoae men in the order of their
length of service. The na me of Gov. Burleigh, tbe dean of the Maine delegation in
the bottom of
the House, is now at
the second page, tie stands with • class
of thirty-two representatives who have
served seven conti nous terms. Thera are
only thirty-eight members of the House
who have served longer in the House than
be has. Only one of the 391 members has
served
eighteen terms, and that is
Speaker Cannon, and his service has not
was superseded
been continuous, as be

Maine is

seniority

democrat in the fifty-second Con-

a

0;
on

none.

There are two other Maine men in that
seven-term class
Representative IX 8.
—

analysis,

of

Buffalo,
Richmond,

Alexander,
home

was

at

whose boyhood

Representa-

and

tive F. C. Stevens, of St. Paul, whose boyhood home
at Bangor. Representative A. B. Capron. of Rhode Island, who
was educated at Westbrook, and who is
known as the miller of the House, is also
a seven-termer.
Maine's next ranker in continuous
service is “Uncle Amos’’ Alien, of the
first district, who is now on his sixth
small class
consecutive term. It is a
but includes a
number
numerically,
of the prominent men of tbe House.
In it is Representative E. W. Roberts,
of Chelsea, Mass., who is a native of
Madison, in Representative Burleigh’s

The analysis of the sample of water from
your public supply, sent to me on the 3d in
stant, shows the water to be free from all
; chemical and bacterial evidence of sewage
pollution. Like all surface waters at this
time of year, this one contains more dissolved
: vegetable material than it did when it was
last examined, but this will in no way affect
the drinking Qualities of the water. In its
condition the water is a good one to
: present
use for drinking, and for all domestic pnr;I pow*.

Represents lives Swasey and Guernsey
belong to the rather numerous two-term
contingent, which is the largest class in
of service in the House.

Congress quickens Maine interest in af
fairs at Washington. It brings the Main-

;

MANSET.
Bchooli dosed Friday for the Christmas
vacation.
Mrs. Leslie King has gone to Island
Falls to spend the winter.
Harry Sprague, of McKinley, spent the
week-end at Albert Staples’.
Fred Noyes, who has been in governat
Thatcher’s Island, is
; ment employ

The story of a desperate encounter with
bob-cat comes from Orland. According to the story, John Bowden and his
aon Jesse caught in one of their trapa last
week a young bob-cat. After killing the
cat and while taking it from the trap, the
mother cat, which had not been seen, suddenly sprang upon Mr. Bowden and fixed
her claws in his back and her teeth in his
ahonlder. Mr. Bowden tried unsuccessfully to free himself from the enraged cat
by hacking against s tree. His calls
bronght his son, who finally succeeded in
■hooting the cat. Mr. Bowden was badly
bitten in the ahonlder and his son in the
calf of the leg.

a

STORY

|

OK CHRISTMAS STAMPS.

Where American Red Cross Found
Its Holiday Idea.
The Bed Cross Christmas stamp, doubtless the most prominent little (actor in the
holiday activities of the United Stales today, traces its ancestry back to Boston,
-where stamps, or “stickers”, were first
sold in this country to raise money (or
in
1882. The1
philanthropic purposescommission
conUnited States sanitary
ducted a great fair or bazaar, and used the
money (or sick and wounded soldiers in
the Civil war. Some resourceful person{
conceived the idea of selling special
stamps as one means of swelling the proceeds of the bazaar. From Boston the
idea spread to many other cities in the
East. It was not long until the stamps1
were used for so many purposes that the
public lost interest in them and the idea

Elmer Conary and family have returned
from Mon began, where they have spent
the last two months.
1
Mrs. Thomas Robinson and little son,
1 who have
spent the last month with Mrs.
I Robinson's parents, Robert Spurting and
have returned to Nash’s island. Her
! wile,
brother, Sumner Sparling, accompanied
her.
|
Nelson Franklin, aged four months,
Mrs. E. A. Trites,
only son of Rev. and after
died Friday evening
two-days’ illness of erysipelas.
Prayers were held at
the home Monday morning, Dec. 6, Rev.
Interment will
O. O. Barnard officiating.
be at Brockton, Maas.
Mao.
Dec. 6.

NORTHEAST HARBOR,
i The whist club held its regular meeting
Wednesday evening with Mrs. Wood, at
the borne of Clarence Kimball.
1
The senior clsss of the high school had s
II
baked-bean sapper Friday evening.
was a success

soon forgotten.
The Red Cross stamp had

its origin in
the (all of H07, when it was issued lo raise1
anti-tuberculosis
work. The
naoney for
■tamp was first tried in an experimental
way by the Delaware state branch of the
American Bed Cross, the sale being coc■ned to Delaware and Philadelphia, last
year the American Cross decided to
nationalise the Christmas stamp, and

is prepared to turn
jh'WIMWO stamps, and
more on short notice.

million
In Ellsworth these stamps are on sale
J. A. Thompson's, U. A. Parcher s and
E C. Raines’. Mrs. E. K. Hopkins, Ellsworth, is agent for Hancock county.
oat many

at

socially

and

financially.

On the evening of November 30 the
home of Abram Gil patrick was the scene
of a merry gathering of about forty-five
children and adults, it being a birthday
party for his daughter Julia. Delicioue
refreshments of ice-cream and cake were
served.

was

Howard Pyle, a prominent artist, contributed the design. State branches of
the Bed Cross became general agents of
the little red and green stamps with their
massages of good will.
much misgiving an order for a
With m
million stamps was placed. Bat the idea
like a prairie fire.
■‘“caught on” and spread
The Red Cross offlces in Washington were
Ariaged with orders from all over the
country. A second million was ordered.
Another printer and then a third wee pat
to work.
Bed Cross was fairly
The American
ander the demand and the
oriaters wete swamped. Exasperating
delays oocarred and good people all over
the load loot their tempers because they
maid not get Christmas stamps and became the Red Cross had not the foresight
to prepare for the avalanche.
But there will not be any delays this
year, for the Red Cross made its first order

home.

!

Thursday night there was a basket-ball
game between the Northeast Harbor first
team and a team from Deer Isle, in which
the Deer Isle boys won. Saturday night
the second Northeast Harbor team played
the Bar Harbor team, and the Northeast
Harbor team won.
B.
Dec.

t__

MARIA VILLE.
Fred Moore and wife, of Boston, arc
visiting Mrs. Moore’s mother, Mrs. Mary
| Marsh.
Frank Dickey add family, of Salisbury
Cove, are spending the winter with Mrs.
and wife.
, Dickey’s parents, Charles Silaby
The farmers here have raised some good
one
S.
Frost
killed
A.
weighing
hogs.
SOP pounds and Benjamin Frost one of 40a
pounds, and has two more beauties to kill.
:
S.
Dec.«.
HANCOCK POINT.
The wedding of Miss Ethel Wardwell,
daughter of Hoses B. Wardwell and wife,
to George A. Martin, jr., of Hancock
Point, took place Monday evening, at the
Wardwell residence in Bangor. It was a
very pretty house affair, witnessed by a
large and merVy party of guests. Rev.
Carl F. Henry, of the Cniversalist church,
officiated. Mr. and Mrs. Vlartin left on a
wedding trip to New York on the inidI night train.

!

legislative

Representatives Swaaey, of tbe second
district. and Representative Guernsey, of
the fourth, are the two new mem ben of tbe
delegat ion, although they have now served
ancffiirntly long to be omitted soon from
that rate gory. Both are ray idlv acquiring

aide

a

and

around the capltol.

acquaintance

pleasant

• ion R>«trd, •too
The reader* of this paper will be pleased to
learn that there in at least one dreaded disease that science baa been able to care In all
of its Ktaees. and that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh are is the only positive ear* known to
the medical fraternity. Tatarrb beingaeonRtitnli»nii disease, require# a constitutional
trentrent. Hall’s Catarrh Core ia taken internal: v. acting: directly upon the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the disease, and
givinK the patient strength by building up
the constitution and assisting nature in doing Its work. The proprietor* have so much
faith -n Its curative powers that they offer
One Hundred Dollars for anjr case that it
fails to cure. Send for list ortfestlmonials.
F J. CHHNKY A CO.r Toledo. O.
Address:
8©id by Druggist*. 7&c.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

Co Let.
Sorry. I have to let fbr very lowI
rent, small cottage house furnished.
wish to let same to a small family; tenant may
erse the wood and coal In wroodshed fre* of
ekartec. Hasbt L. CuarTasu, Ellsworth
F.sst

IN

&clp EBantiH.

with

srithont

to

experteac*
operate power machines for sewing
GIRLS
braid into men's, boys' and children’s
or

straw

hats.

On

of increased business

account

must

No labor trouble,
take on additional help.
good pay, steady work. Write quick for parHills Com ran t, Amherst.
The
ticular;.
Maas.

with or without experience to
hand trim men's, hoys'and children’s
Write
Straw hats, flood pay, steads work.
The Hills Compact.
qu: k for particulars.
Amherst, kiss*.

(*'t!HL8

OSanttH.

F

AMILY WASHINGS. Apply’ts Hu. W.
M. Hopkins. Liberty 8t., Ellsworth.

and Children to oat balsam fir
twigs. For particulars address Pink
Pillow Co., Wood building. New York, N. Y.

FARMERS

kj

do

at once as
housekeeper. Will
work ol small family. Neat,
Hoc»ahonest.
economical,
Ellsworth. Me.

punctual,

TRUTH ABOUT CATARRH.
Sensible Methods Will Care It. O. A
Psrcher Ganraatees Hyomei to
Clsre Catarrh.
Catarrh can never be cared by taking mediclnea into the stomach nor
by sprays, atomisers or douches.
Intelligent physicians have long
ago discarded such ideas and not one
of them would be worth consideration
were it not for the fact that unscrupulous persona prey upon the ignorance
of the people in regard to new discoveries.
Catarrh is oansed by germs and just
as long as these germs thrive in the
folds, crevices, nooks and corners of
the mucous membrane that line the
nose, throat and chest. Just so long
will you have catarrh.
There is only one way to cure catarrh, and that is to kill the germs.
There is only one remedy that will
kill the germs when it gets where the
germs are, and that is Hyomei.
Hyomei is made chiefly from Australian Eucalyptus and Eucalyptol
combined with other germ-killing antiseptics. Just breath it in through
the bard rubber inhaler that comes
with each outfit and relief is immediate.
Used regularly for a few weeks
Hyomei (pronounced High-o-me; will
cure chronic catarrh.
Complete outfit tl 00 at G. A. Parcher’e and lead-

ing druggists everywhere.

MI'ONA
Cures Indigestion

It relieve* stomach misery, sour stomach, belching, and cures all stomach dis-

large bos of tab*
Druggists in all towns

money back.

ease or

lets 60 cents.

PrattMunal Card*.

TEACHES Or

PIANOFORTE,

ALICE

H.

SCOTT,

MADK

OF

typewriting, accounting and
GENERAL CLERICAL

WORK.

Agent oi the Union Safe Deposit & Trust Co., of
Portland, Me., for furnishing Probate
and Surely Bonds.
Cor. Main and Water Sta (over Moore's
Store). Ellsworth. Me.

J)R

E.

Drug

HOLT,

DENTIST,
BAXGOR,

around SO

to

in unoccupied
MAN
ducement,

look after

lUgal Katun.

MAIXE.

iUj;. ,\cmxs.

•HIKirm KALI.
STATE OP MAINE.
November M. !W
Hakcock Covrtt m.
this 38th day of November, 1W, on
execution dated tb« 30th day of October.
; IM, Issued on the Judgment render'd by the
eu|*reme Judicial coort for the county of Hut;
cock at the teem thereof begun and held on
the second Turedaj uf October, 1908. to wit:
On the 28ih day of October, 1808, In favor of
I Lie*era AfricaItaral Chemical Company, a
corporation duly organ iced and eliciting on
der the laws of the state of New Jersey and
basinets at
I having a principal place of
Newark, against Herbert G. tfhme. of Hancock, la the county of Hancock, and 8tat* of
Maine, for 8828 88 d* bt oi damage. and #14 4:
| «*>*>• of suit, and will he sold at public auction at the office ef the sheriff in Kllsworth,
In as id county, to the highest bidder, on Dotee following deceu her at. 1909. at 2 ft) p. m
scribed real estate and all the right, title aid
Interest which the said Herbert C. Hhnte baa
* ad had In and to the seme on the 1st
day of
October. 1988. at lt.ll o'clock a. m., the lime
when the same waa attached on the writ tn
[ t be same suit, to wit:
Vint Lot
All that lot of land with the
be tiding e^ hereon, containing •» notes more
m lee*, which was convened to Beni Sfcute uy
Mark Lieacott by hia deed dated Jane 8, 1889.
; and recorded In coi. UK page HI of the Han
! cock county registry of deeds, to which deed
and the record thereof empress reference la
here made fee a part lew! ar u ascription
been ad Lot.
A certain lot or parcel of land
situated la mild Hancock, and described as
follows:
Commencing at the LamMn* road
en the aonthweat corner of land owned by 8.
Thereon; thence northerly by an id Lamolne
road IN rods to the county road; thence easterly «B rode to land formerly owned by
Nethantef McFarland; thence southerly by
said. McFa.Isodt lead to land of Id- Thoraon;
thence westerly by land ef said Thorton to
the place of beginning.
Being the seme
premise* conveyed te the said Ben) Bbuie by
Jam•*Brown at ala by their deed dated October *. 1888. and recorded in aald registry,
book 288. page K to which deed and the records
thereof reference Is here made.
Third Lot. A certain lot or parcel of land
situated In aald Hancock, containing l«4'
acres mere or leas, sad being the same conveyed te the aald BenJ. Shot* by Heverlu C.
Thortoa by hia deed dated the-day of
1881. and acknowledged May IS. 1881. and recorded in »ald registry of deeds, book W.
page 88. to which deed sod the record thereof
exihreas reference Is here made.
Fourth Lot. A certain lot or parcel of land
situated in said Hancock, containing » seres
more or less, and being the same conveyed to
the said BenL Bhute by Lavtna F. Byard by
her dead dated October IS, 1888. and recorded
In book >34, page 244. of mid registry, to which
deed and the record thereof express reference
is here made.
Fifth Lot. Those two lots or parcels ot land
particularly described In a deed from Ohs*.
A. Es*ey et aia. to the said Bci>J Share d.*t*d
thevthdsy of October, 187V and recordid in
book )A1. page 298. of »*id registry, to which
deed and the record thereof express reference
is here made for a particular deacriptiou of
said two lots.
Excepting and reserving, however, from those
two lots or parcel*
mentioned tti der the
•'Fifth Lot” of this deed 14Hi acre* 'nore or
Was. which was conveved by the said BenJ.
Shut* to Severin C. Thoraon by deed dated
May 13. 1881. and recorded in hook 252. page
84. of said registry of deeds, to which deed
and the record thereof reference Is here wade
for a description of said excepted portion.
Subject to a mortgage given to the Bileworth Building Jk Loan Association for $800.
I
F. O. 8iLear, Sheriff.

TAKEN

<

territory.

o«r

busiaeee

Special inCa,

C. R. Bona Jk
Nurserymen. Manchester. Coon.

permanent.

TWIOS—We pay flu*
ger
hundred weight for large quantity
the new growth, end pieces, with hade
on. Send four or fire pieces of the kind yon
will cut for a dollar, by float mall, to Balsam
Pillow Co.. New York N. Y.

B

AL8AM FIR

_

We

use

yffPTTri
NOTICE.
New England Telephone and Telegraph Company respectfully petltiona

mHI

I

the Mayor and Board of Aldermen of the City
of BUswortb. Maine, for a location for ita
poles and wires thereon, and the necessary
supporting and strengthening fixtures and
wires. In the following named streets and
highways of said city.
Bald Company agrees to reserve apace for
one cross arm at the top of all the above poles
for telephone. Are alarm and police sigma)
wires, owned by the city and used for monici
pal per poses. Said poles to be erected under
the supervision of snch officers as said city
may designate.
Following are the streets and highways
above referred to:
On Birch Avenue, entire length.
Dated Nov. fit. IBM.
Ntv England Telephone and
Telegraph Company.
By Francis A. Houston.
General Manager.
City

op

Ellswoeth, Maine,

In Boand

op

Aloumiv,

December 6. IBM.)
Upon the foregoing petition, it is ordered
that notice thereof be given by publishing a
copy of said petition and this order thereon

Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed in the city of Kllsworth. Maine, sod
that a hearing thereof be given at the Mayor
and Aldermen's room on the twenty-IIret day of
December, at 7.80 o'clock p. m, at which time
and place residents and owners of property
upon the highways to be affected by the
granting of the permit applied for. and all
other persona interested, shall have foil op
portnnity to show cause why such permit
should not be granted, the last publication of
said notice to be at least fourteen (14) daya
before said hearing.
A true copy of petition, and notice thereon.
Attest:—Thomas E. Hale,
City Clerk.
in the

CAKI> or THANKS.
desire to extend our sincere thanks
and appreciation to the friends and
neighbors who by their kind helpfulness and
sympathy assisted in so many ways daring
onr recent bereavement; also to all whose expressions of sympathy were shown by floral
Will B. Swam.
offerings.
Many L. Capkllb.
Lacba K. Bmitk.
Ellsworth, Me.. Deo. 1,1909.

ELLSWORTH.

SPECIALTY

C.

ekkpeb.

Itgal MotitM.
In the District Court of the United States for
the Hancock District of Maine.
In the matter of
1 r_
*
John L. Thublow,
*0’ 7679
)
Bankrupt,
To the creditors of John L. Thai low, of Stonington, in the county of Raueock and district aforesaid, a bankrupt:
is hereby Siven that on the «h
das of November, a. d. 1909. the said
John L- Thurlow was duly adjudicated bankrupt: and the* the first meeting of his
creditors will be held at my office, in Ells
worth. Maine, on the 29th day of December,
a. d. 1999, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon, at
which time the said creditors may attend,
prove their claims, appoint a trustee, examine
the bankrupt and transact such other business as may properly come before a »id meetWlLUAM E. WHtTIWO.
i«K.
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Dated Ellsworth, Me.. Dec. 7, 1999.
^

|1 yt7?#*'

NOTICE

BANOOft, flAINB.

«t OM Tm wd IiiMm

WE

gOPIIIA WALKER,

COURT ST..

ft BANKING CO.,

1

SITUATION
entire

flea rrt’xt muu*.

|

_

come here a week in advance of tbe
session. This year tbe third district congressman was delayed at home till tbe
last minute. There are several months of
activity ahead of him here. A number
matters are coming np in
of
which lie wilt have a band.

district.

1

A few weeks ago Harry Stover shot a
deer near his home in Orland, which had
around its neck with a tag upon it
a
strap
on which was the name of A. D. Gray,
Caribou. Mr. Stover has received a letter
from Mr. Gray, who requested the return
of the strap and tag, saying that his
daughter had the deer when it was fawn
and made a pet of it. The last time they
aaw it was on July 12,1907.

gress this year.
“Uncle Amos” Allen, of the flrst district, almost invariably la the second of
He
the Maine congressional arrivals.
comes to town very quietly, and goes into
hla quarters at the Boland apartment
house, but a hw steps from tbs Capitol.
Senator Frye invariably arrives in town
Just before the session opens. He Journeys leisurely, and stops in New York
city and also in New Jersey. Now he has
more reason than ever to tarry late in
New Jersey, for there is that great-grandson st Paterson, whom be delights to visit
—a great-grandson, by the way, who baa
tbs added distinction of being a grandson
of tbe late Vice-President Hobart.
Representative and Mrs. Burleigh often

was

term
the

travelling

this board for purposes of personal inspection and consultation. One of the
early journeys which Mr. Emery contemplates, is to Ottawa for a talk with
the Canadians about their tariff
President Taft has a fonnidable programme of work for tbe board, which
will he carried on und«r Mr.
Emery's
direction. The task of deciding between
now and tbe end of March whether foreign nations are discriminating againat
our goods, is only a part of it.

gress.

Another Analysis by Director of State
laboratory of Hygiene.
Another analysis has been made of the
Ellsworth water by H. D. Evans, director
of the Maine laboratory of hygiene at
Augusta. The analysis, the figures of
which are for parts in 100,000, is as fol-

The run of the Barbour steamboat
from Bangor to Mt. Desert island will
probably be extended next summer to
Seal Harbor, with landings at Manset and
Northeast Harbor.

chairman
of
Taft's
President
board, who nominally hails from Yale,
bat is a son of Chief-Justice Emery, of
the Maine supreme court, and still makes
his home at Ellsworth. As soon as he
arrived in Washington a tew weeks ago,
be told his associates of tbe board and in
the department not to call him “professor
and they have respected his
wishes, for he prefers to be plain “mister”
like the rest of the official folks in that
bborhood.
bes already been voted not only a
good fellow and a pleasant associate, bat
also one who is “on the Job”. Washington likes tbe cut of his jib, and believes
be will certainly “make good”. Of course
tbe tariff board baa hardly gotten well
under way with its big tasks, bat it is
making ready rapidly. Tbe offices which
tbe three members of tbe tariff board are
to occupy will soon be throbbing with
activity, at least from now on to March
31, by which time tbe board must have
collated information oo which tbe President is to Judge whether the maximum
tariff is to be pat into operation against
foreign nations.
the

by

ELLSWORTH WATER

COUNTY

afctrrrtiinnntta.

Ablation of senators tdtiMabm to
Iowa, and others from the fnt Tree stele
who are in legislative employ. Almost InThe New Term Board- Influence of
variably Senator Bale la In tier rannard
Maine's Itelegntioa la Congress.
0( the delegation. By the middle of NoWinnuonw, Ore. 8 (special)—A vember, the ahottera us taken down from
Toons m»n (ram Ellsworth, lor whom hla. bin residence at the corner of R and
Ursa offices ere being fitted op on the top 10th streets. That meant Mra. Hale-will
floor ol tbe treasury department, is be In Washington shortly to pnt the itonae
focussing the attention of Washington in order, and that by the 30th the senator,
much these days among the numerous always reluctant to quit his country pines
new official coiners of the Taft adminisat Ellsworth, wiU soon be on the way. He
tration. He is Prof. Henry C. Emery, preceded all the other Maine men in ConFROM WASHINGTON.

1

NOTICK or rOKKCLOSUKK.
AH Arthur L. Con ary, of PortUsd, is «b« county of Cumberland,
•sd State of Maine. by his mortgage deed
dated the twenty-ninth day of November, s. d.
IBQt. sod recorded Is the res let ry of deeds for
Httcock county, book 4Jft, psfi 179, conveyed
to me, the undersigned, s certain parcel of
real estate situate in Deer Isle, in the coaaty
of Hancock, and bounded and described ss
follows:
A cerutn lot or parcel of land with all
buildings thereon, situate ia Deer Isle, in the
coon v of
Hancock, and State of Maine,
bounded and described ss follows:
Beginning at a Ar tree on the north side of
land of tbslate lames Stinson at the shore:
tb< nee south ft degrees east forty (ft) rods to
a spring: thence south >0 degrees east to the
shore; thence westerly by the •••oi# to s bolt
in * ledge ne*r the shore by land of Henry L.
Billings: tbencs northerly and raster I to a
stake one rod from thr eastern end of the cellar wbsre said Billings hoo»e formerly stood;
thence northerly and eas'erly to a bolt ia a
large rock on the shore: thence southerly and
easterly to a Ar ires at the shore, ss par deed
from william Cona-y to Moess Stinson dated
April II, IMft; thence east ten (10) rods; thence
northerly by s ston- wall to a cross in s ledge
at the shore; thence easterly by the shore to
place of beginning, containing forty (40) acres
more or less.
said JDeer Isis,
Also another lot situate
on Stinson’s Neck, so-cailed.and bounded and
described ss foliowt. namely: Beginning si
tbs shore at the northeast of a dwelling
house or cellar; thence southwesterly to a
large rock with a bolt in the same; thence
eight rods to a stake; thenca
southwesterly
same course thirty three (■} rods to a bolt in
a ledge on the southern side of the point and
from said bolt to the shore, and by the shore
westerly, northerly and easterly to ths northwest corner ol an sere of land now or formerly of Henry sod L. Billioga; thence southerly
by said acre of land thirteen rods to stake and
stones; thence raster y fourteen (14) rods by
said land; thence northerly thirteen (it) rods
to the shorr, and by the shore easterly to
bounds begun at. containing Ave acres more
or less.
Being same lots conveyed to said
Arthur L. Conary by said William Q. Barter
by d* ed dated October *». IM, and recorded
in Hancock registry of deeds, book 40S, page
26ft. And whereas the condition of said mort1
gage has been broken, now therefore, by rease u of the breach of the condition thereof, I
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage, and give
this notice for that pnrpoae.
Wu.ua* O. Bautuu.
December ft. 100ft.

WHERE

AH Nathaniel Noyes, of Sullivan, In the county of Hancock, sad
State of Maine, by his mortgage deed dated
May Oft. 1M7. and recorded in said Hancock
county registry of deeds, hook 214, page 4t«.
conveyed to Edward Noyes, of said Sullivan,
a certain lot or parcel of land with the buildings thereon situated in said Sullivan, and
boarded and described as follows, vis.:
Commencing at the southeasterly corner of
said lot adjoining land of Henry L. Wooster
at a stake: thenca running nortnwesterly following said Woostsr tine fence 200 feet to a
stake: thence southwesterly by land of William J. Lord 10ft feet to a stake at county r« hd;
thence easterly following said county road M
feat to n stake; thenca northeasterly 2ft feet to
plsee of beginning, cotaining twelve thousand Ave hundred square feet of land more or
lese
And whereas the said mortgage was assigned
the said Edward Noyes to Lendail B.
late of Steuben, Washington county,
; Maine, decejsed, by name ot L B. Noyes by
deed dated January ». 1807, and recorded In
said registry, book 4*4, page 812. and whereas
the condition ot said mortgage has been
broken, now therefore, I, the undersigned, as
executrix of the will of the said Lendail B.
Noyes, by reason of the breach of the condi-.
tion thereof claim a foreclosure of said mortgage
Steuben, Me., November 90,1000.
Ada S. Novice. Executrix
of Lendail B. Noyes.

WHERE

by
Noyes,

hUUKII ID* (14

ft

*1 K

rihl' kICA

XHKKIPF’H K«U.
STATE or MAI KB.
H AMOotm Copnrv M.
November 28, im.
tbit 9*tb dev of November, ivo». on
emaiioo doted the 80.h day of October.
180. isan**d oo the judgment rendered by the
supreme judicial court tor the county of Hencock at tier term thereof begun anil held on
the aecoud Tuesday of October. 198*. to mU
Oa the 29th day of October, 190s, in favor of
Joeepb Breck A .-tone, corporation, a corporation doljr organised and existing under the
laws of iW 8late of Mxaeachusetta and bartng a principal place of business la Boston
against Herbert C. 8bate, of Hancock, county ai Hancock. State of Maine. lor 997.6.t debt
or damage, and 814.M. coa a of aou. and w«n
be aold at public auc ion at the office of the
sheriff, in Kliearorth. la aatd county, to the
highest bidder, on December It. I9U9, at two
o'dnek p n».. the following drarlbel real »»(ate and all the right, title and interest which
the aatd Herbert C. Abate has and ban in and
to the mbs e. the 6th day of
January, isoy,
the time when the same was attached on ttie
writ In the same salt, to wit:
First Lot.
Ail that tot of taod wi.h the
buildings thereea. containing 90 acres more
or leas, which was conveyed to Beni. «nutet>y
Mark Llaccntt by bis deed dated Jane 9, ism.
recorded In voi. UB. page Ml, of I be Hancock
county registry of deeds, to which deed and
the record thereof csurras reference is here
made for a particular description.
Second Lot. A certain lot or parcel of land
situated io said Hancock, ana desertbed as
follows:
Commencing at the Lamolne road
on the southwrat corner of land owned hr 8.
Thor rani thence northerly by said Lauioice
road 110 rods to the coonty road: thence east«Ct rods to land formerly owurd by
erly
Nathaniel McFarland; thence southerly by
•aid McFaaiaod'b land to land of M. Thorson;
thence woaterly by land of aald Thorton u»
the place of beginning.
Being the name
premises conveyed to the eald Ben] Shot* by
James Brown ft nls. by their deed dated October 4. 1899, and recorded In said registry,
book *’5*8, page 8. to which deed and the records
thereof.reference U here made.
Third Lot. A certain lot or parcel of laud
situated in aald Hancock.containing it5? acres
more or lees, and being the naan convened
to the a*id Ben] Mbmte by Beverin C. Thorton
by his deed dated the-day of -liwi. ami
acknowledged May 18. IWi, and recorded in
•aid registry of deeds, book 268. page 34. to
which deed and the record thereof espress
reference is here made.
Fourth Lot. A certain lot or parcel of land
situated in aald Hancock, containing 79 acres
more or leva, and being the same co»»eved to
the said Ben^ Abate by Lavitta K. B> a*d by
her deed dated October 18. 18*9. and recorded
in book 196. page 2M, of said registry. to which
dee.? ard the record thereof express reference
Is here made.
Fifth Lot. Those two lots or parcels of land
particularly described tu a dee-.j fri>m • has.
A. Ksley et sis to the sail Itei j. **hute d»:ed
tbekthday of October, 1*75. and recorded in
book 1*1. page 288. of said registry, to which
deed and Ihe record thereof ip-css reference
Is here m-*de for a par:icui*r description of
aald two lots
Excepting and reserving however from those
two lota oe parcels mentioned under the
“Fifth Lot” of this deed t4J« acres more or
leas, which wss conveved by the said Ben).
Abate to
eve t n C. Tliorsou by deed dated
Ma> 18, 1M1. and recorded in book n. page
3*6, of said registry of deeds. ?o which deed
and the record thereof reference is here made
for a description ot said excepted portion.
8objected to a mortgage given to the Fils*
worth Building A Loan Association for ***>.
F. O. SlL?*Y.

TAKEN

■

>

Sheriff.
NOTICE or roKBCLOSLMfc.
Herbert C. Skate, of

Han-

WHEREAS
cock, in Hancock coast/, by hi* mortand recorded
dor4 dated

gage
January 1. 1806,
in Hancock county registry of deed*, book *37.
page t*. conveyed to the Ellsworth Loan A
building Aaaociation, a corporation located
at Ellsworth, in said county, certain real estate tbna deecribod In eakl mortgage:
Tba following deoertbod real estate situated
In Hancock aforesaid;
All that iotof laud
with the bnlldinga thereon containing ninety
scree, more or Teas. which wae conveyed to
Benjemfta Shut# by Mark Linacott by hi* deed
data! Jim 8th. 1888, and recorded in volume
1X8. page SC*, of the Hancock county re gistry
of draws to which deed and tke record tbarmf
express reference la here made for a particular description.
beoond Lot. A certain lot or parcel uf land
sitaatel in eaid Hancock ana described u
follows: t'ommencing. at the Lamoine rosd
on the southwest corner of land owned *>y *•
Tborson; thence northerly by said Lajnoine
road one hundred and twenty rods to tbe
county road; tbenca easterly forty rods to
land formerly owned by Nathaniel
land; thence south* rly ny said McFarland's
land to land of H. Tboreon. tnance westerly
bv land of said Tboreon to the place of beginning, being the same premise* couve>ed to
khe said Beniamin Shute by James b.owuet
als., b/ their deed da-ed October 4, i«k. 41J“
«. to
recorded io said registry. book 20V.
which deed and tbe record thvwf reiereuce
ia bare made.
Third Lot. A certain lot or parcel of land
situated in said Hancock, containing fourteen
and one half acres, more or less. -ad ’-eibK
the same conveyed to tba said Benjamin
Shate by Sevenn C. Tborson by bi» deed
dated tbe (blank) day of Oblank) jftM, sod
knowledged May IS, 1001, and recorded iu »•*«
registiycf deeds, boos 25k. page 34. to wbteh
deed and the record thereof express reference
ia here zuaoe.
Fourth Lot
A certain, lot or parcel of land
situated In said Hancock, containing twentynine acres, more or leac, being the same conveyed to the said Be I.Jam in ohute by Levina
P. Byard, by her dead dated October 16. !'*•
1 ai“
and recorded la book U0. page 8M
registry to which deed and the record theiebl
express reference ia here madeFifth Lot. Thoae two lots or parcels of
lea
particularly described in a deed from bar
A. Eatey et als., to tbe said Benjamin »b«tft
»nd r®*
dated the 8th day of October.
corded in book MU, page 24ft. of said
of deeds to which deed and tbe reooid torreoi
made for »
reference la here
expreea
particular daacrlptloa of eaid two loin
cepllng and raecrying. however, fromfifth w
lota or parcels mentioned under the
of ibis deed fourteen and one half
*»»
more or leas, which waa conveyed by the
Benlamiu Mint* to Baverln C. Thor-on or
book
in
deed dated May 1R 1001, pad recorded
808. page m, of aid registry of deed*
which dead and the record thereof re 1 erencs
ex
la here made for a description of said

^

icre*j

cepted portion.
And whereda. the condition of said mortgage baa been broken, now therefore. b> 5*
son of sack breach, or condit on. the
worth Loan* Building association claims*
loreciosur* of sold mortgage.
Ellsworth, Doc* m her 8. 180*.
Ellswobth Loam Jk B«r«u>»*°
..

...

AssociationBy J. A. Petera. its attorney^

eubeoriber, Edwin W. Berton.

of *>«■

The
Springfield. Meeeechueette, heiei)Jjl>«
notice tbet he bee beeo duly
*“

mlnietreiorof tbeeetnte of
x
OKOKOIA t. BAB TON. lete of eeid

_

*k“

8P&INUFELD,
deceneed. end eiren bond, ee the l»*
> '““‘r

end tbnt be bee Appointed Berry I;
* 1
of Hlleworlta, Hencoce
a 1 ut-rA
bie egenl in tbe Stete of Heine.
**
sons having damaoda against ibt
ue
•aid deceased are deal red to presen oj ere
thereto
for eetUement. end ell Indebted
injmediai
to
make
payment
requested
^Enwiw W »aBTi
Nov. 15, IM.
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subscribe
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SUICIDE

CITY MKKTUTG
Jordan’* eltla tor Bouuty
Money Mot Allotted.
The ncular meeting of the city forernment m held Monday erenlng. Preeent,
Mayor Siaonton, Aid. Btoekbrldge, Eatey,
Hamilton and Small. Boll* of account*
wen pawed *a follow*:
ACCOUNTS BO. 10.
Nam*.
John H Bnanfthtn,
Police,
4100
Bdwird L Drummer,
4400
Charles W Baton,
100
Michael J Drummer,
Poor,
Electric light, BEAUB Power Co.
100 H
Fire dept,
Wallace Raymond,
46 00
Wm H POmroy,
46 00
Martin B Jeliison,
400
Charlea B Pio,
460
James A McQown,
0610
NE Tel A Tel Co,
246
Andrew M Moor,
lit
E B Springer.
10 00
Marion J Wyman,
6 CO
Mrs H H Emerson,
14 60
E Bonsey A Son,
06 48
Dr F F Slmonton,
600
Dr A C Hagerthy,
600
Text book aup,P A A KlUam,
616
American Book Co,
174 38
Atkinson,Mentzer A Grover, 4 60
8 00
High school, Whitcomb, Haynes A Co,
Andrew M Moor,
22 20
John A Scott, *
10 00
w
C W Bssford,
10 00
School house, Edward Haney,
882
Martin A Garland,
882
86 80
George H Grant,
El win R Treworgy,
Elmer L DeWitt,
School,
600
BOLL

X>9

FWml.

^

Makes
the most nutritious
food and the most

dainty and delicious

'Royxir
BaJcinaPowder
AbsolutelyPun
No fretting

_

Lyman DeWitt,

Ernest Moore,
Harold E Treworgy,
Learoon P Frauklln,
Harold M Spillane,
Martin Alley,

the biscuit

over

making. Royal is first
aid to many
cook’s success

Raymond Camber,
Russell H Nason,
W W McCartney,

a

a

Suptof schs,
Contingent,

MARINE LIST.
Hnneoeli Comity Port*,
s-nithwest Harbor-Ar Dec 1, sch John B
Norris
Ar Dec 6. sch Bloomer, Bangor for Seal HarSld Dec 4. acha William L

<Br

Sli Dec 3. sch John

Elkina,Constance

1

BLUERILL FALLS.
Millie Eaton baa arrived home from
Njw York.
Saaie Wood is home from Sedgwick for
a short stay.
Mame Candage is working for Mrs.

Sprague

B|Norris

ilDOtttianr.nua.

COUCHS

AMD

Sweet.

A daughter was born to Sprague Sweet
and wite Dec. 3.
Miss Addie Ingalls, of Bluehill, spent
last week with Mrs. Harry Conary.
Mrs. Angie Bray and daughter Grace
left for Dorchester, Mass., Friday to spend
the winter.
Dec. 6.
Crumbs.

COLD..

I Took Pe-rn-na.

BORN.
ATHERTON-At Bluehill. Dec 4. to Mr and
Mrs Harry A Atherton, a daughter.
CARTER— At Stonington, Nov 29, to Mr and
Mrs Frank M Carter, a son.
FOWLER—At Brooksville, Nov 27, to Mr and
Mrs Lemuel O Fowler, a daughter. I Agnes

Clara I Carter,
Myra F Cottle,
Carrie M Moore,
Simon Garland,
Ernest D Giles,
John A Scott.
Charles E Alexander,
Freeman Smith,
Edward Haney,
Emma B Holt,
Millard P Jordan,
George A Maddocks,
P A A Killara,
Thomas E Hale,
Maynard H March,
Henry M Hall,
Loring, Short A Harmon,
L W Jordan,
John H Donovan,
John A Scott,

AT. BROOKUH.

H«rlM W. Bridges Despondent Be*
cause of 111 Health.
Bbooklik, Deo. d (ipealal)—Horeos W.
Bridges, aged seventy-five yean, (hot and
Instantly killed himaslt Friday to the
woods where he was chopping his winter’s
teal.
About 8 o’clock Friday morning he
started (or the woods. On his way, he
called at the home of his son Parker, and
asked the loan of a revolver, saying ha
wished to kill tome rabbits, as there
were many in the clearing. That waa the
last seen of him alive. Becoming uneasy
about him, the family made search and
found his body about half way to the
clearing, about 8 o’clock in the afternoon. Despondency dne to ill health is
supposed to have caused the act.
Hr. Bridges leaves a widow, two daughters—Mrs. E. E. Lurvey and Mrs. Moulton Cooper, and one son—Parker; also two
David and John J., and one
brothers
sister—Mrs. Eben Kane, all of this town,
besides a large circle of relatives and
friends by whom be will be greatly
missed.
Funeral services were held at his late
home Sunday afternoon, Rev. E. E. Small

vc

—

IF YOU
*

officiating._

200

41 66
78 01
850
600
12 00
85 00
6 40
460

Total.
$1,625 20
STREET COMMISSIONER'S ROLLS.
State road.
$960 18
840
Bridges.
8 16
Unappropriated moneySidewalks.
29 01
West side road.
58 29
199 74
Highways.
$1.288 72

Roy Spurting, Leigh
a

deer

and

last week.

by Leigh Coffin weighed

206

duties,

Jen.

world.

Decide quickly, and let

SALVES FAILS

AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY.
Every Bell Telephone

Since the old-fashioned theory of curing wzema through the blood has been
given up by scientists,many different salves
have

been tried for skin diseases.

inner skin below the epidermis, where the

lodged.
This—the quality of penetrating—probTBACHKRS SALARY ROLL.
ably explains the tremendous success of
Common schoolc
$499 00
822 21
High school..
the only standard liquid eczema cure, oil
$82121
of wintergreen as compounded in D. D. D.
Grand total..
$3,61013
After ten years of cure after
The report of City Auditor T. E. Prescription.
skin specialists
Hale, printed in full elsewhere in thiB is- enre, the world’s leading
have accepted this as the true eczema cure.
sue, was credited and ordered filed.
Petition of the New England Telephone
We ourselves do not hesitate to recom& Telegraph Co. for right to erect poles
D. D. D. Prescription at fl.00 a botand wires full length of Birch avenue was mend
received and hearing thereon appointed for tle, but for the benefit of those who have
Tuesday, Dec. 21, at 7.30 p. m., at the al- never tried the prescription, we arranged
eczema

germs

Could Not Smell Nor Hear.

‘•When I began to takoyonr medicine
I could not smell, nor hear a church
bell ring. Now 1 can both smell and
hear.
“When I began yonr treatment m7
head was terrible. I had buzzing and
chirping noises in my head.

Real Estate and Insurance
C.W. & F. Lj. MASON

....

..

S'cal

—

—

"I followed your advice faithfully and
took Peruna as you told me. Now i
might say 1 am well.
“I leant to go and visit my mother
and sec the doctor who said I was not
long for this world. I will tell him it
was Peruna that cured me."

People
can

who

object to liquid medicines

now secure

Irian-a-lin

& or

Peruna tablets.
an

Ideal Laxative,

Coughs—Take

8 hCs

Do you know a remedy for coughs and colds nearly seventy
years old? There is one—Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral. Once
in tne family, it stays. It is not a doctor, does not take
the place of a doctor. It is a doctor’s aid. Made for
Ask
the treatment of all throat and lung troubles.
your own doctor his opinion of it. Follow his advice.
No alcohol in this cough medicine. J. c. Ayer Co., Lowell, Mass.
V aii

cum.* recover promptly if your bowels are constipated. Ayer's Fills are gently taxabout them
««*ectly on the liver. So! J for nearly sixty years. Ask your doctor all

^ Avoidthe thin Ice
Of

liver, bowels ana Diooa in a
by keeping stomach,
__i. 1 Jnno nf
true
the fma
of tka
good health. * An occasional dose need.
all
is
They
you
“L. F.” Atwood's Bitters
strengthen the weakened organs and tone up
the whole system to a condition of perfect

«.>Vn»gg

a

state

a

Relieve

v

-health.
fails. 35 cents

a

when all else
bottle at your dealer’s.

constipation

the Center of the system.

are

FOR

spective families helped to eat the big turkey and many other good things prepared
by Mrs. Gilley. Flora has returned to
her telephone work in Portland, but Rebecca will be at home till the new year,
when she will again join her sister in the

telephone exchange.
Sewing bees have been in favor among
the women of this vicinity. The ttm
evening was spent with Mrs. Henry
Trundy at the Hotel Holmes, the hostess
serving an appetizing lunch. The second

GEORGE

THI

of

men

could be increased.

ELLSWORTH.

CO.,

REAL ESTATE.

PROPER INSURANCE AGAINST LOSS BY FIRE
The companies for which I am agent are all “Old timers”; they have been
tried times without number, and have a record lor square dealings and prompt
and liberal adjustment of losses.
Real

Insurance

TAPLEY

W.

O.

MK

ELLSWORTH

BOOTS and SHOES
I have opened a department for the sale of Boots,
Shoes and Kubbers In connection with my Harness. Trunk,
Kobe and Blanket business.
I have selected the

Brockton
a
none

BO TS

made,

leading line. There
better. My years of

WINDSOR HOTEL
W. T. BRUBAKER, Manager.
European, 91-90 per dap end op
imtiif.., 92-50 per dap and up.

PACKARD SHOE,
for

are
ex-

and

perience as a manufacturer of
Shoes for Men,
Boys and
Youths will enable me to select the best values and de-

SHOES

pendable goods.
Lowest prices on all grades.

J. A. M’GOWN,
42 and 43 Main St

Trib—~

RAW FURS WANTED

ALSTEAD, N. H

ELECTRICAL SSL*Full Lines of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
AND FIXTURES.
Estieutcs

Wirlsf sad Sspplles Cheerfully dives.
ANDREW- M. MOOR.
oa

Main St.,

The only moderate priced hotel o!

^PHILADELPHIA

We have special orders to fill early for MINK,
MARTKN. OTTER. MUSKRAT, WILD CAT,
FOX, AND SKUNK.
Send for price-list. Full market prices for all
kinds of furs.
Metcalfs Fox Decoy, $1.00 per bottle delivered

METCALF & CO..

Midway between Broad Street
Station and Reading Terminal
■ mi Filbert Street
■

I

I

BOOTS and SHOES.

H. C.

Investments

Estate

CLARION.
Whether It’s

range or a fur-

a

"Clarion”, it is
sure to meet every requirement
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by
nace—if it is a

J. P. ELDRIDGE,
Main Street,

Ellsworth

Ellsworth.

CAMDEN WOOLENS
Ladies’ and Gents’ Suitings
sold direct from the mills output. WRITE FOR SAMPLES.
Aunts Wonted in E*try Town to Soli tkoso Goods
F. A. Packard,
Mgr. lietail
Box 36, Camden, Me.

Dept.

Call and see the latest styles In PALL
and WINTER millinery at

ELLSWORTH, ML

Mrs. L. 8. Blalsdsll’s,

FRUIT fresh and dried,
CONFECTIONERY all kinds,
MALAGA GRAPES.
TOBACCO and CIGARS

at LUCHINI’S

High St.,
CAN'T SUPPLY OUR DEMAND

Ellsworth.

CUSTOMERS WANT YOUR

OUR

BE A CHAUFFEUR

APPi.ES, VEALS,
wanted to train for
>sttions as drivers or reUrmen. Salary $15 to

FARM

en

course 3 week*. Oldest, '’ost
Write now for best positions.

PORTLAND

many garment* finished for the little folks.
Dec. 6.
Sprat.

number

GRANT

MILLINERY

C. L Moraog,

entertaining friends are well known. The
third party of busy bees was invited to the
home of Mrs. Frank Gilley for the benefit
of Mrs. Fannie Herrick, whose numerous
family requires many stitcbea. A pleasant
evening was spent with Mrs. Gilley and

fying progress. The men members are doing well, but the work of the chorus as a
w uole would be greatly assisted if the

H.

GENERAL INSURANCE.

of tbe bees was at the home of Mrs. Julia
Gilley, whose hospitality and success in

BLUEHILL.
Owing to the rush attendant upon the
holiday season, the concert of the Bluehill
choral society, announced for New Year’s
eve, has been postponed until about, Feb.
1. The'rehearsal Tuesday evening closed
a term of ten weeks which has proved enjoyable and profitable. The members have
been faithful in attendance, and have
worked hard and enthusiastically, and
have, the conductor says, made most grati-

SALE

The Esslngton Farm, situated on the Surry Road about 2 miles from Ellsworth. 2 1-2 story
house with ell. 10 finished rooms, large barn, well fitted. Woodshed, carriage bouse, hennery,
all in good repair About 60 acres of land, large part of which Is in good condition for cultivation.
Cuts ten tons of hay which could be easily doubled. Large wood lot Would make a beautiful
summer home. Pleasantly situated and nas fine shore privilege on sheltered cove, at the outlet of
Union river. A rare bargain. Price upon application.

$4

Mrs. A. L. VVetael, 1(13 Ohio St., Terra
Haute, Ind., writes:

is

But it

has been found that these salves only clog
the pores and can not penetrate to the

$3

Yon arc anthorfxed to nse my photo
With testimonial in any publication.
Mrs. Joseph llall Chaas,
8M Tenth St., Washington, D. 0.

*

v

NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE
They Clog the Pores— Only a Liquid Can
Reach the Inner Skin.

Shoe ^/brWomen

Pernna Drag Co., Colombo*, Ohio.
Gentlemen:—I can cheerfully recommend Pornna *5 an efTcollvo cure for
c<'.a and cold*.

know your decision without delay or it may

TO CURE ECZEMA.

La France

*WASHlN6TON, O.C

us

be too late to install by December 25.

dermen’s room.
with D. D. D. Laboratories of Chicago for
A communication was received from the a special large trial bottle at 25 cents on a
local board of health calling attention to special offer now. This first bottle ought
the feet that several cases of tuberculosis to convince every sufferer, and, at any
in cattle have been found in Ellsworth, rate, it will surely take away the itch at
Helen.]
where tests have been made, and urging once. E. E. Moore, Ellsworth, Me.
HALE—At C&stine, Dec 5, to Mr and Mrs the board to take measures to have all cat
Thomas E Hale, jr, a daughter.
tleftested. No action was taken.
HAYNES—At Ellsworth, Dec 4. to Mr and
A claim of Frea Moore for five sheep
Mrs Fred P Haynes, a son.
killed by dogs, fl5, was referred to Aid.
HUTCHINSON-At Stonington, Nov 27, to Mr Hamilton and Hagan as special committee.
and Mrs Timothy Hutchinson, a daughter.
Formal petition of Isaac Jordan for |300
[ Louis 4 Mae.]
for bounty claimed to be due him for enPERT—At Sedgwick. Nov 26, to Mr and Mrs listment in the
army March 24,1865, was
W
Pert,
a daughter.
Harry
presented by his attorney, B. T. Sowle.
SWEET—At Bluehill, Dec 8, to Mr and Mrs H The
was accompanied Hy affidapetition
Sprague Sweet, a daughter.
vits and depositions supporting the claim.
The board went into executive session
for- discussion of the matter. Report of
MAURI KD.
the adjutant-general of Maine for the
to
BRAY-FREETHEY-At Uluehill. Nov 28, by years 1864-5 was referred to, and attention
Rev W H McBride, Mis* Eva (3 Hray to Guy called to that portion of the report relatE Freethy, both of Little Deer Isle.
ing to State and town bounties. This relaw enacted
CLARK-DICKEY-At Amherst, Nov 25, by S port called attention to
E Nickerson, esq, Miss Olive Clark to Urban Feb. 2, 1864, increasing the State bounty
Dickey, both of Amherst.
to |300, and prohibiting all
payments of
COOMBS—M’GUIRE—kt Rockland, Nov 80, town bounties. By later act the bounty
Rev
A
Miss
E
James
was decreased to flOO.
Georgie
It appears further,
by
Flynn,
Coombs to Jame* J McGuire, both of Stonhowever, from the ‘same report, that
bounties were subsequently paid by towns
COOPER—GRINDLE—At Bluehill, Dec 2, by
but, as the report says, “in violation of
Rev Charles Hargrove, Miss Annie L Cooper
law.”
to Horace A Grindle, both of Bluehill.
In consideration of this report, and actHIGGINS—SINCLAIR—At Providence. R I
on advice of counsel, the board voted
Nov 9, by Rev Alexander Mitchell, Miss Ida ing
Leonora Higgins to George Edward Sin* to indefinitely postpone.
both
of
Ellsworth.
Adjourned.
clair,
WARD WELD- MARTIN—At Bangor. Deo 6,
by Rev Carl F Henry, Miss Ethel A WardSOUTHWEST HARBOR.
well. of Bangor, to George A Martin, jr, of
Frank Trundy and wile, of 8orrento,
Hancock Point.
The Pinnacle of
WILLEY-SAROENT—At Sedgwick, Dec 1, have been spending a week at Southwest
by Rev Elisha Sanderson. Miss Velma L Harbor.
Perfection
Willey, of Cherryfleld, to Ralph M Sargent,
Pedrick Gtiley and wife went to Boston
of Sedgwick.
for a week’s visit lately, leaving Charlie
has been reached in
Ward and wife in charge of the farm and
the manufacture of La
the children.
DIED.
France Shoes
A good program is being prepared for
the evening entertainment of the ChristLa France Shoes are
BRIDGES—At Brooklin, Dec 3i Horace W
mas sale of the Congregational
sewing
Bridges, aged 75 years, 7 months, 21 days.
looked up to as the
Dec. 15.
CLARK—At Franklin, Nov /7, Mrs Elvira society,
Mrs. John C. Ralph and daughter Carrie
standard, and are preClark, aged 78 years, 11 months. 6 days.
went to Portland last week, returning
CLOUGH—At Bluehill, Dec !, Mrs Annah A
by all smartlyferred
28
in a few days much relieved to find surdays.
Clough, aged 52 years, 7 months,
dressed women because
treatment was not necessary in Miss
COLE—At Prospect Harbor, Dec 2. Miss Lelia
irrie’s case.
May Cole, aged 19 years, 10 months.
of their style, fit and
GUPTILL—At Santa Rosa, Cal, Nov 25, James
A series of meetings commenced at the
DURABILITY
H Guptill. formerly of Ellsworth, a veteran Congregational church
Sunday evening,
of the Civil war.
La France Shoes near
Dec. 5, under the leadership of the pastor
LEACH —At Brooklin, Dec 2, Mrs Nettie of the two churches
as well as they look
here, and will be con11
months.
17
Leach,
aged
years,
Cooper
tinued every night excepting Saturday for
and that means they
Drowned at Stonington, Nov 27, this week at this church and next week at
LEVI
Eugenio Francesco Levi, aged 32 years.
could not wear Better
the Methodist church.
MURCH—At Andover, Mass, Nov 29, Mrs
Schools closed last Friday. The speakLa France Shoe is the
Emily J Murch, formerly of Ellvworth, aged
ing exercises of the primary grade were
90 years, 1 month.
shoe for you— there is a
held
the
exerthat
the
Friday
preceding,
RICHARDSON—At Mt Desert, Nov 25, Mary
cises might not interfere with the treat
E. wife of Clifford B Richardson, aged 62
design for each and every
prepared for the pupils by their teacher on
years, 6 months, 7 days.
occasion, both in-doors
Several visitors were
TRITE8—At Manset, Dec 8, Nelson Franklin, the closing day.
and out
son of Rev and Mrs E A
Trites, aged 4 present and enjoyed the efforts of the litmonths.
tle folks. Miss Beatrice Carroll has bad
Please consider this a perF
and
is
fine success,
loved by all her pupils.
JONES—At Bucksport, Dec 1, Mrs Adelaide
sonal recommendation and
Jones, aged 74 years, 8 days.
a cordial invitation to you
Among the Thanksgiving reunions, one
WAITE—At Stouingtou, Nov 24, M-s Gertrude of the most enjoyable was at the home of
to call in and examine the
Waite, aged 26 years, 1 month, 6 days.
George Gilley, whose sons and daughiers,
Fall and Winter Styles.
with the exception of Philip, and the re-

HallGhase,
JosephS04
TtNTN JT

It wUl

•It will enable your wife to cut down the daUy routine of bouaebold
and give her an opportunity to keep in touch with her little social

pounds.

'aOhmuununtB.
WHY

your Christmas present.

as

No need of arguing the pleasure and comfort it will be to them.

Harry Coffin
The deer shot

Dec. 6.

we* may be able to install
that your wife or the old folks

so

enable you to visit your parents at times when, by reason of distance or
business pressure, you may not be able to go in person.

here.

each shot

NOW,

so

say

telephone

may have it

GOULDS BORO.

George Rolfe and family have moved
from Stanley’s point for the winter.
Elisha Bickford and wife, of Winter
160 Harbor, have spent a week with relatives

700
690
600
660
27 00
600
500
660
86 76
600
800
82 M
14 00
800
20 00
80 00
20 00
600
6 76

a

y)0 YOU KNOW BEANS?

swapki ucAwruis ana

PINE HILL CONCRETE CO,

BEAN t*o 1

sare

I. IWMKY A

crocks are the best.
Our
name is on every one. Accept
uo substitutes.
SWASE V
on rale at fcll first-class stores.

CO.,

Portland, Maine

Makers of all kiuds of

W. A. Bonsey, Prop’r.

Ellsworth,

11 North Market
can

Maine.

AMERICAN ADS

8L, Boston, Mass.,

get top market prices and will make
prompt returns.
tags, shipping certificates,
stencils, etc,, furnished free.

Market reports,

STRICTLY

COMMISSION.

ELLSWORTH

Steam laundry and Bath Rooms.
NO

CONCRETE BUILDING MATERIAL

And

HYDE, WHEELER CO.

Reliable School.

AUTO CO., PORTLAND, ME.

EQG8

PRODUCE.

PAY, NO

WA8HK1."

AH kinds of laundry work done at show
Goods called tor and delivered

PAY BEST

notl—»

H. B. ESTEY Sl CO.,
WEST END BKIDGE, ELL3WOBTH, MR

•ranine, inurmoti tor which
mad* by Nancy Young.

.Jtm *M**ic4i tea Mb*erib«ri«( 107
Hi 117 p«il-«|lcM in Hmneoek tmmmty.
*& U< «M<r paiara in Ui County ooaaHo not maa* an atony. Til AHUI141 If M< t*a only yayar priiaiatl «"
iMdk waatj, ante kai naaarclaimad to
ft

earn yrapOouirr papar; aUt IA»
•m maraty looaf papara. Tka eireatla(
Tn Anneal, batriatf tta ter
tetar laaft'a mtmmar fiat, <a torpor
* 4m tkaUa/ aril tka attar
papara j rintaal

4a on Mad

a

II

mfaaeaateaaaty.

COUNTY NEWS.
FRANKLIN.
Mrs. L. T. Bunker visited Bur Harbor
last week.
Mrs. J. W. Blalsdell will visit in Bangor
this week.
W. M. Hendee, of Augusts, was in town

Wednesday on business.
Ellery M. Doyle, who has taught at Lexington, spent a few days there recently.

Friends here of Mrs. Harriet White
Gorr were sadly surprised to learn of her
death recently.
Jasper Bragdon left last week for the
hospital in Bangor, where he will be operated upon (or appendicitis.
Mrs. E. E. Pickett and young sons Harvey and Follett, of Ellsworth, are spending a (ew days at their old home here.
Mrs. Mina Young, of Hancock, who
a week with her mother, Mrs. Euoe Blaisdell, returned home Thursday.
The many fri* nds of William Lowrie are

Sent

COUNTY NEWS.

being

Than will ha a Chriatraaa concert and
tree at the church probably on Chriatmaa
ara.
The program will eoneiat of a cantata, “Santa Claus and the Star Queen,”
recitation* and ainging. The committee
in charge la eompeoed of Nellie Crabtree,
Valme SUntton and Harry Rollins.
C.
Dee. 8.

«tlii«Matal|iyqMrlM

It

in

)
i

KT. DESERT.
Mr*. Dangle Some* Una bM quit* 111 (or
two weeka.
Mr*. Austin Richardson left km to-(Uy
(or North Jir, in the hop* ot building op
her health in the bracing atmosphere ot
that locality.
The mint circle met laet weak with
Mr*. L. H. Some*.
Although it waa
stormy and bat tew were presant, all report an enjoyable time and a da* tapper.
John W. Borneo i* building a subatantial wharf upon which it la thought a coal
■h*d may be erected later. It would be a
great convenience to the people here aa
oar ooal now baa to be hauled stvan mile*.
On* of oar etnert (oar-year-old boy*,
while at church with hie father, teemed
very much interacted in a bald head ]u*t
After looking awhile he
in front of him.
whiapered to hie father: “Papa, won’t you
cat my hair like hit?”
J. C.
Dec.*.

PROSPECT HARBOR.
Lola Banker haa gone to Winter Harbor
when her reboot open* thie morning.
Gay Cola arriyed from Berwick Saturday, called hen by the death of hi* aiater.
C. C. Baker and wile, of Grind*tone,
have spent a few days with their mother,
Mr*. Elisabeth Hamilton.
George Albert Perry haa moved his
family into the Back house—,he room*
vacated by Ckpt. P. M. Scary.
Mias Letbia Temple haa been quite ill
of appendicitis. As soon a* she has recovered sufficiently her parents will take
her to the hospital in Bangor,
Ernest Hamilton Cole, of Watervilla,
who is recuperating from en attack of
typhoid fever, is spending a few weeks
with relative* here and at winter Harbor.
Winnetka Council, D. of P., bed a merry
time at its last meeting, in celebrating the
birthday of two of its members. The date
of the meeting fell upon Copt. Over’s natal
day, and Mrs. L. 8. Ray's coming the
following day, the order celebrated both in
appropriate manner. Oapt. Over was given
a tutti-frutti shower, which created much
mirth, and with the entertainment provided. together with a nice treat, the evening left nothing to be deeired.

Letter

Bangor.

Enoch Stover baa moved to John Wentworth’s (arm.
Mrs. T. M. Blaladell has been visiting
relative* in Sullivan the past week.
Percy W. Donnell, who baa been quite
ill during the past summer, is now quite
well.

Chaunrey Wentworth has gone to
Waltham, Maas., to work in the watch
factory.

find

Rosy Cheeks

Pale Ones?

SOUTH PENOBSCOT.
Edward Beal and family are keeping
house in Don Bridges’ house.
F. S. Beal is ill.
Bertha Perkins has returned from Providence, where she has been for an operation.
School began Monday, taught by Mrs.
Fink.
G.
Dec. 8.

A moment’s reflection with your mirror will give the hint as to the condition
of your system. Pale cheeks, muddy completion, dull eyes, show a poverty
of blood. You require something to make a plentiful supply of rich, red blood
To ensure this take
course through your veins.

the wonderful little blood-makers. Whatever your blood may need the stomach
will supply from the daily food when it is in good working order. Beecham's
Pills aid the stomach to digest its food and to assimilate the blood elements.
They increase the supply and improve the quality of the blood. If you are
weak, languid, or ?"»»■"»*•, a few doses of Beecham's Pills will

pale,

Make all the Difference

1

KINEIO

era.

Kih.

NORTH ORLAND.
A. J. Saunders shot a deer Friday.
Leslie Johnson shot a back last Tuesday which weighed 235 pounds.
Mrs. Mina Colby is taking care of Mrs.
Addie Clair, of Santiago, who is quite ill.
Walter Douglass, who has been working
in the woods in Shirley, has returned
home with an abscess on his hand.
B.
Dee.«.

RANGES
satisfy the most
They are
and conbakers
quick

TBEMONT.
Mrs. Rosanna Rich has returned to Bear
Island light station after a week’s visit
with friends here.
Charlie Rich, while with three others on
a bunting trip to Swan’s Island Thursday,
brought down a fine buck weighing about
200. Charlie, though a lad of only eighteen,
can compete with many of our old huntDec. 4.

la has— with Adi direction., 10c. and 28c.

will

critical.
sume

but little

They

are,

fuel.

in’fact,

the

most economical stove
on

the market.

F. B. AIKEN, AgtM

Q® eh ellmailccliaugea try strong const!! tutions snd cause, among other evils, nasal
catarrh, a troublesome and offensive disease,
greeting and snuffling, coughing and difficult
breathing, and the drip, drip of ths foul discharge into the throat—all are ended by Ely’s
Cream Balm. This honest remedy contains
no cocaine, mercury, or other harmful ingredient. The worst cases yield to treatment
in a short time. All druggists, 50c., or mailtd
by Ely Bros., 56 Warren Street, New York.
I

ELLSWORTH, ME.

Noyes & Nutter Mfg. Co.,
Baugor, Me.

1

No Tariff Rovision
For the Present.

EAST FRANKLIN.
Wentworth ha* employment in

Jerc Wentworth is in poor health.
OBITUARY.
Hi* daughter, Mrs. Julia Reed, was home
from
Hancock a few days last week.
on
The
death
Dec.
ofi
leave
his
to know he is able to
2,
room,
Thursday.
Miss Marcia Springer has gone to
bough he will be confined to the use of Lei in, daughter of J. W. Cole and wife,
a
after
not
unexCastine to attend normal school. Her
long illness, though
crutches for some time.
sorrow to a large family
sister Eva accompanied her as tar as
Principal Foss, of the high school, and pected, brought
Miss Whitten are doing good work this connection and a boat of friends. The Bangor.
winsome young lady will be
loss
of
this
R.
Dec. 8.
term in the new school building. The atfelt in the village, and her death will
tendance is large and constant.
touch
its activities,
especially every j
TKEMONT.
Four candidates were adopted into
gathering of young people, where she was |
Bnyctic tribe, No. 108, Tuesday evening. a favorite. After finishing
school in the I
Capt. John P. Dix, formerly of Tremont,
This tribe w ill work the chief's* degree at
village she attended Coburn classical in- ; died at hia home in Philadelphia Friday,
the annual pow-wow to be held at SulliWaterville, nntil failing health Nov. 26, aged seventy-six year*, of Bright's
van Friday evening, Dec. 10.
New officers stitute,
disease. Capt. Dix retired ten years ago
caused her to leave.
are to be nominated at the next regular
Funeral services were held Sunday sfter- i after an experience of half a century as
council, early in January.
Rev.
noon from Union church.
O. W. If. captain in the merchant service. He is
Dec. 6.
B.
Keyes officiated, and. the choir sang three survive by a widow, two aona and three
selections.
daughters. Capt. Dix moved from TreHad the deceased lived until February, ; mont with his family, some thirty year*
LAMOINE.
to Philadelphia, where he had since
Miss Mary Covey has employment at she would have been twenty years old. ago,
He was a brother of the late
I As she lay in her white casket, covered resided
Partridge Cove.
I with flowers, no one wbo knew of her Capt. C. B. Dix, of Brooklyn, N. Y., who
Miss Lena King returns to Castine
builder of the Peary Arctic
was
the
suffering, could wish her back. Wiunetka
normal school Tuesday.
council. Decree of Pocahontas, attended steamer Roosevelt.
Horace T. Salisbury and wife, of Brewer, ! the services in a body.
visited his brother, W. K. Salisbury, last
The family has the sympathy of nil, and
OAK POINT.
week.
the mother who has been un[ especially
Myra Wall* is in Heal Harbor (or a few
Mrs. W. R. King, who has been visiting ! tiring in her devotion and who buried her weeks.
relatives in Massachusetts, returned home eldest daughter less than two years ago.
last week.
I Fred March, who lias been ill some time,
Dec. 0.
C.
is improving slowly.
Chester Norris and wife spent last w'eek
Aubrey Alley and wife, of Heal Harbor,
with Mrs. Norris’ parents, Louis AnderSOUTH HANCOCK.
are visiting Mrs. Alma Alley.
son and wife.
8. E. Gould and wife have moved home
Mrs. Gastie Dyer and J. H. Galley, of
L. O. Collins and wife went to Franklin from Hancock Point.
Bangor, have returned home.
Sunday to visit Mrs. Collins’ sister, Mrs.
Ira Colwell and George Merchant went :
Horatio Hardison.
Edgar Gordon and wife entertained a
! to Lake View Friday, for employment.
j party of friends Friday evening.
Wesley Smith, who is working at BayC.
W. Bunker, of East brook, has been in !
L.
Dec. 6.
aide, spent Sunday at home. He was ac- town a few days,
calling on friends.
companied by Miss Eunice Milliken.
PARTRIDGE COVE.
George Merchant recently shot a wild j
The
raised
at
the coaling
pig
on the wing with a Winchester rifle.
; Miss Mary Corr is employed at James
station was recently killed, and dressed goose
C. Y. Wooster and H. M. Hodgkins are Grant’s.
530 pounds. Who can beat this record?
William Kellen picked a strawberry
There will be an entertainment in the catching flounders for Boston and New j
York
markets.
blossom Sunday, Dec. 5.
school house Friday, Dec 10, given by the
A. C. McCrellis and wife, of Norway, I
of the Jordan river school. Candy
Lee
Smith, who is employed at Bar Harpupils
who have spent two weeks with their bor, spent a few days last week at home.
will be on sale.
Mrs.
8. Colwell, will return
C.
daughter,
The drama, “Tommy’s Wife,” was preE. E. McFarland and wife attended the
home Tuesday.
sented in the grange hall Thursday evencounty grange at East Sullivan last FriThe following officers of
Leonard
ing. The parts were well taken. A nice
Wooster lodge, L O. G. T., were installed j day.
A.
Dec. 6.
supper was served.
The Forest Hill cemetery corporation Nov. 23 by L. 8. Jordon. D. G. C. T.: H. M.
C.
Leach
Scammon. V. T.; !
T.;
Hodgkins,
WEST TREMONT.
will hold a business meeting in the ChrisHodgkins,
secretary; Martha
tian Endeavor hall Saturday evening, Dec. Emma
Myra Kent, of Swan's Island, is visiting
11. The members and all others who are Walker, assistant secretary; Ora Jordan, relatives here.
interested in the improvement of the F. 8.; Frank Foss, treasurer; Amy StratHerbert and Dalton Reed, firemen on
ton, chaplain: George Merchant, M.;
cemetery are requested to be present.
Celia Grass, I). M.; Bertha Merchant, tug E. D. Haley, of Bangor, are home, the
Dec. 6.
B.
guard: Ray Moon, sentinel; J. P. Walker, tug being hauled up.
P. C. T.; Susie Mitchell, 8. J. T.
of Owl’s Head, -pent
Charles Carver,
Dec. 6.
W.
HANCOCK.
Thanksgiving week in this vicinity with
friends.
and
relatives
School in this district began Monday;
Thei.ma.
SULLIVAN HARBOR.
Nov. JH.
Harry Rollins, teacher.
Charles Allen is home for a lew weeks.
E. E. McFarland and wife were guests of
OCEAN V1LLE.
Lower school commenced to-day, Miss
H. W. Johnson and wife Saturday.
Goodwin teaching.
Frank Gross is painting his house.
Miss Hazel Merchant is home from CasKae Car let on is teaching at Bridgham
tine normal school for the Thanksgiving
Mrs. F. M. Stinson has gone to Boston
recess.
hill, East Sullivan.
to visit friends.
Mrs. C. H. Abbott and son Theodore
Solomon Gross is having a house bulk
Mrs. Frank Carleton and daughter Bessie
were the guests of friends here last week.
on Main street.
have returned from Boston.
of
James C. Worthen and wife,
Melrose,
H'hool has closed for two weeks. Mias
District Superintendent H. B. Haskell
Mass., were recent guests of O. W. Foes preached an interesting sermon Sunday Bartlett will return for the winter term.
and wife.
I afternoon.
A.
Nov. 27.
Mrs. Ellen Crabtree is at Bar Harbor,
Ruth Allen has finished teaching in
the guest of her daughter, Mrs. Alma Steuben and left to-day for Farmington
MARLBORO.
J&ldridge.
; to attend normal school, in company with
Elmer Hodgkins last Frida; caught
The ladies’ aid society will hold a Christ* ! Vera Smith.
cod and haddock.
of
1,500 pounds
mas sale at the town hall Monday, Dec. 20.
This community extends sympathy to
George Treadwell and wife, who have
The ladies will serve a clam stew, and j Walter Ester brook in the loss of bis home been
visiting in Boston, are home.
home-made candy will be for tale. A by fire Thursday night. Mr. Esterbrook
Mrs. George King, of Lamoine, speat
pleasing program will be presented in the and family are at George Patten’s for the
Saturday and Sunday with her sister,
present.
Mrs. S. Joyce, Claremont. N. H., writes:
Funeral services were held for Mrs. Mrs. Clara Ford, who is ill.
44
Alt
Dec. 8.
A bout a year ago I bought two bottles of Francis X. Corr at the home of her
mother,
Foley’s Kidney Remedy. It cured me of a se- Mrs. White, Wednesday afternoon, convere case of kidney trouble of several years
BAR
HARBOR.
ducted by Rev. J. D. O’Brien, of Bar
It certainly is a grand, good
standing.
John McEaehern, superintendent In
medicine, and I heartily recommend it.” *. Harbor.
Dec. 6.
H.
Pabchee.
A
charge of the construction of the Francis
Burton Harrison outage, dropped dead
Friday at the cottage. Mr. McEaehern had
SbbfTt •ratcnts
been suffering with heart deseaae for some
time, and had been seriously ill all the
fail. He was compelled to go home for
some little time about Thanksgiving, and
had only recently returned.

or

MESSAGE
READ TO
CONGRESS

This *• Worth Retnemb ring
Whenever you have a cough or cold, Just remember that Foley’s Honey and Tar will cure
it. Remember the name, roiey’s Honey and
(»■ A. PaacnsR.
Tar, and refuse substitutes.

NICARAGUAN TROUBLE
Irresponsible Nations Not Protected by Monroe Doctrine.
A DEFICIT OF $73,075,600.

Legislation Urged Against Injunctions Without Notice.
Washington, Dec. T—In his annual
message, read to congress, President
Taft said:
To the Senate and the Bouse of Representatives:
The relations of the United States
with all foreign governments have continued upon the normal basts of amity
and good understanding and are very
generally satisfactory.

Europe,
The American rights [In the fisheries
on the north Atlantic coast] under the
fisheries article of the treaty of ISIS
have been a cause of difference between the United States and Great
Britain for nearly seventy years. The
Interests Involved are of great Importance to the American fishing industry,
and the final settlement of the controversy l by the permanent court of arbitration at The Hague] will remove
a source of constant irritation and complaint. This la the first case Involving
such
great International questions
which has been submitted to the permanent court of arbitration at The

Hague.
Negotiations for an International
conference to consider and reach an
arrangement providing for the preservation and protection of the fur seals
In the north Pacific are In progress
with the governments of Great Britain.
Japan and Russia. The attitude of
the governments Interested leads me
to hope for a satisfactory settlement of
this question as the ultimate outcome
of the negotiations.
Ths Near East.
The quick transition of the government of the Ottoman empire from ons
of retrograde tendencies to a constitutional government with a parliament and
with progressive modern
policies of reform and public improvement is one of the Important phenomeConstitutional govna of our times.
ernment aeema also to have made
These
further advance In Persia.
events have turned the eyes of the
world upon the near east.
In that
quarter the prestige of the United
suites has spread widely through the
peaceful influence of American schools,
There
universities and mlaalouarlea.
Is evsry reason why we should obtain
• greater share of the commerce of the
near east since tbs conditions are
more favorable now than ever before.
Latin America.
One of the happiest events in recent
pan-American diplomacy waa tbe pacifi
Independent settlement by tbe
governments of Bolivia and Peru of a
boundary difference between them,
which for some weeks threatened to
cause war and even to entrain Imbltterments affecting other republics
leas directly concerned.
Our Citizen* Abroad.
This administration, through the department of state and the foreign service, la lending all proper support to
legitimate and beneficial American enterprises in foreign conn trie?., the degree of such support being measured
by the national advantages to be expected. A citizen himself cannot by
contract or otherwise divest himself
of the right, nor can this government
escape the obligation, of his protection In his personal and property
rights when these are unjustly Infringed in a foreign country. To avoid
ceaseless vexations It is proper that in
considering whether American enterprise should be encouraged or supported In a particular country the government ahould give full weight not only
to the national as opposed to the individual benefits to accrue, but also to
the fact whether or not the government of the country in question Is In
its administration and in its diplomacy
faithful to the principles of moderation, equity and Justice upon which
alone depends international credit in
diplomacy as well as in finance.
The Monro* Doetrin*.
The pan-American policy of this
government has long been fixed in its
principles and remains unchanged.
With the changed circumstances of the
United States and of the- republics to
the south of us, most of which have
great natural resources, stable government and progressive Ideals, the ap-

which gar* rise to tbo
Monroe dcrtrine may bo MW to bin
Heart; disappeared, and neither the
doctrine aa It extaU nor an; other doe*
trine of American policy should bo
permitted to operate tor tbo perpetuation of Irresponsible government, the
eecape of just obligations or tbe insidious allegation of dominating ambitions
on tbs part of tbo United States.
My meeting with President Dias and
the grsettag exchanged on both American and Mexican aoll served. 1 hops,
to signalise the close and cordial relations which eo wail bind together this
republic and tha gnat npubllc Immediately to the south, between which
then Is so east a network of material
Interests.
„1 am happy to say that all bat one
of the cases which- for so long vexed
ear relations
with Venesuela have
been settled within the past few
months and that, under the enlightened regime now directing the government of Venexnela, provision has been'
made for arbitration of the remaining
case before The Hague tribunal.
On Jnly 80, 1900, the government of
Panama agreed, after considerable negotiation, to Indemnify the relatives of
the American officers and sailors a bo
were brutally treated, one of them
having. Indeed, been killed by the
Panaman police this year.
This government was obliged to Intervene diplomatically to bring about
arbitration or settlement of the claim
of the Emery company against Nicaragua, which It had long before been
agreed should be arbitrated. A settlement of this troublesome case was
reached by the signature of a protocol
on Sept.
18. 1900.
Many years ago diplomatic Intervention became necessary to the protection of the Interests In the American
claim of Alaop & Co. against the
The governgovernment of Chile.
ment of Chile bad frequently admitted
obligation In the case and had promised this government to nettle It There
had been two abortive attempts to do
so through arbitral commissions,, which
failed through lack of Jurisdiction.
Now, happily, as the result of the recent diplomatic negotiations, the governments of the United States and of
Chile, actuated by the sincere desire
to free from sny strain those cordial
and friendly relations upon which both
set such store, have agreed by a protocol to submit the controversy to definitive settlement by bis Britannic majesty Edward VII.

prtkmlM

The Nicaraguan Trouble.
Since tbs Washington conventions of
1907 were communicated to the government of the United States as a consulting and advising party this government has been almost continuously
called upon by one or another and In
turn by all of the fire Central American republics to exert Itself for the
maintenance of the conventions. Nearly every complaint has been against
the Zclaya government of Nicaragua,
which baa kept Central America In
The reconstant tension or turmoil.
sponses made to the representations of
Central American republics as dns
from the United States ou account of
Its relation to tbe Washington conventions have been at all times conservative and have avoided, so far as possible. any semblance of Interference, although It Is very apparent that the
considerations of geographic proximity
to tbe cunal tone and of the very substantial American Interests In Central
America give to the United States a
special position In tbe xone of these
republics and the Caribbean sea.
I need not rehearse here the patient
efforts of this government to promote
peace and welfare among these republics, efforts which are fully appreciated by tbe majority of them who
are' loyal to their true Interests, it
would be no less unnecessary to rehearse here the sad tale of unspeakable barbarities and oppreasten alleged
to have been committed by the Zelaya
government. Recently two Americans
were put to death by order of President Zelsya himself. (They were officers In the organized forces of a revolution which had continued many
weeks and was In control of about
half of tbe republic, and aa such, according to toe modern enlightened
practice of civilized nations, they were
entitled to be dealt with aa prisoner*
of war.
At tbe date when tlila message la
printed this government baa terminated diplomatic relations wltb tbe
Zelaja government for reasons made
public in a communication to tbe former Nicaraguan charge d'affaires and
U intending to take such future steps
as may be found most consistent wltb
Its dignity, its duty to American interests and its moral obligations to
Centra] America and to civilization. It
may later be necessary for me to bring
this subject, to tbe attention of the
congress in a special message.
In tha Far East.
In tbe far east this government preserves unchanged its policy of supporting tbe principle of equality of opportunity and scrupulous respect for the
Integrity of tbe Chinese empire, to
wbicb policy are pledged tbe interested powers of both east and west.
By tbe treaty of 1003 China bas undertaken tbe abolition of llkin with a
moderate and proportionate raising of
tbe customs tariff along wltb currency
reform. These reforms being a manifest advantage to foreign commerce as
well as to tbe Interests of China, this
government Is endeavoring to facilitate these measures and the needful
acquiescence of tbe treaty powers
When it appeared that Chinese llkin
revenues were to be hypothecated to
foreign bankers in connection with a
great railway project It was obvious
that the governments whose nationals
held this loan would have a certain
direct Interest In the question of tha
carrying ont by China of the reforms
in question. The administration deemed American participation to be of
great national Intereat. Happily, when
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dec railroads and thus to
Americans from a wide Held of
prise, to take part In which they
by treaty with China entitled. a<w
a thorough examination of the
conTea.
tlone and of the several
conteitmi
documents the secretary of state
react
ed the conclusion that no sorb
monop.
oly was Intended or accomplished.
This government made Inquiry of
the
imperial Chinese and Japanese govemments and received from each
offl.
rial assurance that the provision
bad
no purpose Inconsistent with the
pollcy of equality of opportunity to which
the signatories. In common with the
United States, are pledged.
Our traditional relations with the
Japanese empire continue cordial, u
The arrangement of U»8 for
usual.
a co-operative control of the
coming
of laborers to the United States baa
proved to work satisfactorily. The
matter of a revision of the existing
treaty between the United States and
Japan which Is terminable In 1313 |g
already receiving tbe study of both
countries.
Ths Department of Stats.
I earnestly recommend to tbe favor
able action of tbe congress tbe estimates submitted by tbe department of
state and most especially the legislation suggested In tbe secretary of
state's letter of this date whereby It
will be possible to develop and make
permanent tbe reorganization of tbe
department upon modern lines hi a
manner to make It a thoroughly efficient Instrument In the furtherance
of our foreign trade and of American
Interests abroad.
Under a provision of tbe act of Aug.
5, 1900. 1 have appointed three officials
to assist tbe officers of the government
in collecting Information necessary to
a wise administration of the tariff act
As to questions of
of Aug. 5. 1909.
customs administration they are cooperating witb tbe officials of the
treasury department and as to matters
of tbe needs and the exigencies of our
manufacturers and exporters witb the
department of commerce awl labor la
Its relation to the domestic aspect of
tbe subject of foreign commerce.
As a consequeuce of secllou 2 of the
tariff act of Aug. 5. MOO. It becomes tbe
duty of tbe secretary of state to conduct as diplomatic business all the
negotiations necessary to place him In

entT

position to advise me as to whether
a particular country unduly discriminates against the United States

a

or not

In tbe sense of tbe statute referred to.
Government Expenditures end Revenues.

Important questhis administration
la that of economy In expenditures and
sufficiency of revenue.
Tbe report of tbe aecretary shows
that tbe ordinary expenditures for the
current decal year ending June iW.
1910. will exceed the estimated receipt# by S34.07b.tl20. If to this deficit
are added tbe sum to tie disbursed for
tbe Pauama canal, amounting to *3S,Perhaps tbe
tion presented

moat

to

OOO.OOU. and $1,000,000 to be paid on
tbe public debt, the deficit of ordinary
receipts and expenditures will be Increased to a total deficit of JT'J.uTb.bfiOThis deficit the aecretary proposes to
meet by tbe proceeds of bonds issued

to pay tbe coat of constructing th«
I approve this proPanama canal.

posal.
The Panama Canal.
The policy of paying for the construction of the Panama canal not
ont of current revenue, but by bond
Issue, was adopted In the Si>ooner act
of 1002. and there seems to be no good
reason for departing from the principle by which a part at least of the
burden of the coat of the canal shall
fall upon our posterity, who are to
reaenjoy It. and there Is all the more
son for this view because the actual
cost to dute of the canal, which is now
half done and which will be completed
of
Jan. 1. 1913. ahows that the cost
W
engineering and construction will
aa
$297,760,000 Instead of $139,705,200,
In addition to
originally estimated.
othengineering and construction, the
and
er expenses, including sanitation
for
government and the amount paid
the franchise and the
the

properties,
inprivilege of building)the canal,to s
crease the cost by $75,435,000
in
total of $375,201,000. The Increase
tha coat of engineering and construction la due to a substantial enlargeby
ment of tha plan of construction
the u
widening the canal 100 feet In
«•
lebra cut and by Increasing the

unde
mensions of tha locks, to the
wor
estimate of the quantity of the
and
to be done under the original plan
of lato an underestimate of the cost
hare
bor and materials, both of which
enhanced in price since

greatly
original estimate was made.
Government Economy.
for the
In order to avoid a deficit
tn
ensuing fiscal year I directed
heads of departments In the PW*

make them
tlon of their estimates to
with
as low as possible consistent

peraflve governmental necessity,
advised
result has been, aa I

am

y

that the
-sretery of the tre*»nry.
...nalibPfl rtf
flirt ffllVof the expense* of the govfor 'be fiscal ycfit- ending
Kill—that I*, for the next
le*»
by *55.t»i3.000
year—are of
appropriations for
,he total
and less by
current fiscal year
estlmntea for that
ddOOOU than the
of the
so far ns the secretary
form a Judgment as
-c is able to
eiture Income, there will be no
June 30. 1811.
,n the venr ending
.mall surplus of 8712,000.
estimate* the needs
tbe present
and of the govtbe departments
cut to the quick.
meat have been
purpose of securing Informawhich may enable the executive
branches to unite
ihe legislative
plan for the permanent reduction
admlnlahe cost of governmental
the treasury department has
noted an Inveatlgatkm by one of
In
meat skilled expert accountants
United States. The object of the
ptfeailoo 19 t0 d,TU* means to lathe average efficiency of each
Is great room for tmjejee. There
rtment toward this end, not only
the reorganisation of bares
HJI Iand
dance of
jrtnienta and In the avoids
Ucttlon, but also In the treatment

*?t(.9

**„,

'l

..

"7lhe

(he individual employee,
pier the present system It constantpppens that two employees receive
ame salary when tbe work of one
u more difficult and Important and
thug than that of the other. 8nablllty Is not rewarded or en-

iged.

Civil Pensions.
the degree of efficiency In all tbe
gtments is mucb lessened by tbe rejon of old employees who bare out1 their energy and usefulness It
■dispensable to any proper system
MBoiny that provision be made so
itbelr separation from tbe service
I be easy and Inevitable. It Is 1mdble to make such provision unless
t Is adopted a plan of civil penIVe cannot. In view of the adt.
ring prices of living, hope to save
e; by a reduction In tbe standard
ilarles paid. Indeed. If any change
Bade In that regnrd an Increase
er than a decrease will be necesnud the only means of eeqpotny
be In
reducing the number of
loyees and In obtaining a greater
age of efficiency from those reed In the service.
l

la the Collection of Customs,
regret to refer to the fact of the
overt- of extensive frauds In
the
Ktlon of the customs revenue at
fork city. In which a number of
snbordlnate employees
In
the
[ting and other departments were
rUy concerned and In which the
Hcinries were the American Sugar
The
aing company and others.
ii consisted In the payment of duo underweights of sugar. Tbe govern has recovered from the AmerSngar (loaning company all that
ihi.tvn to have been defrauded of.
«nm was received In
full of the
■»t line
which might have been
rrred by civil aetlou against tbe
firbiry of the fraud, but there was
tress reservation In tbe contract
■ttlement by which the settlement
id not Interfere with or prevent
criminal prosecution of every one
was found to be subject to tbe

luds

Imlnnl

prosecutions are now proIng against a number of the govw»nt officers.
The treasury demeat and the department of jusare exerting every effort to dlsr al! the wrongdoers, including the
rrs and employees of the compa*bc> may have been privy to the
1 It would seem to me that an
•tlgatlnn of the frauds by con< at
present, (tending the probing
be treasury department and the
nmeut of justice, as proposed,
it by giving Immunity and otherprnre an embarrassment In seig conviction of the guilty parties,
imum

and Minimum Clausa In
Tariff Act.
to features of the new tariff act
lor special reference.
In order
the maximum duty shall be ebarggaiust the imports from a country
necessary that the executive shall
on the
part of that country not
discriminations In its laws or the
Uce under them against the trade
'e United States, but that the dlstaatluus found shall be undue—
hi. without good aud fair reason,
oe is
seeking a tariff war or a conn iu which
the spirit of retaliation
be aroused.
Tariff Raadjuatmant.
tariff law enables me to ap; » tariff board
to assist me In conon with the
department of state In
dtninistratlon of the minimum and
mum clause of the act and also to
t officers of the
government in the
nixtratlon of the entire law. 1 betbat the work of this board will
f prime
utility and Importance
'ever congress shall deem It wise
to readjust the customs duties.
5 facts
secured by the tariff board
T such a character as to show
genthat the rates of duties Imposed
ie
Present tariff law are excessive
r the
principles of protection as
,hed in the platform of the sucol party at the late election I
not hesitate to Invite the atten'f congress to this fact and to the
for action predicated thereN'othlng, however, halts business
ntnrferes with the course of pros80 much
aa the threatened revlthe tariff, and until the facts
1 nand.
after careful and dellberirostigatlon, upon which such re1 can
properly be undertaken. It
1
me unwise to attempt It
e

n»w

War Department,
Interest of Immediate econhave required a reduction In
ill mates
of the war department
he
coming fiscal year which
me

I

1

the total estimates down to an
forty-five millions less than

01

the corresponding estimates for last
fear. This could be accomplished only
by cutting oil new projects and suspending for the period of ono year all
progress tu military matters. For the
same reason I have directed that the
army /diall not be recruited up to Its
present authorized strength.
These
measures can hardly he more than
temporary, for 1 am sure that the Interests of the military establishment
are seriously In need of careful consideration by congress.
The secretary of war calls attention
to a number of needed changes In the
army. In all of which I concur, but tbe
point upon which I place moat emphasis Is the need for an elimination
bill providing a method by which the
merits of officers shall have some effect upon their advancement and by
which the advancement of all may be
accelerated by the effective elimination
of a definite proportion of tbe least
efficient.
The military and naval joint board
have unanimously agreed that It would
be unwise to make the l«vrge expenditures which at one time were contemplated In tbe establishment of a naval
base gnd station In the Philippine Islands and have expressed their judgment, In which I fully concur. In favor of making an extensive naval base
at Pearl Harbor, near Honolulu, and
not In the Philippines.

the low rate cf poet ace or 1 rent a
pound charged on second class mall
matter, which Includes not only newspapers, but magazines and miscellaneous periodicals. The actuul loss growing out of the transmission of this
second class mall matter at 1 cent a
pound amounts to about *03,000,000 a
year. The average cost of the transportation of this matter Is more ‘than
t cents a pound. The statistics of 1007
•how that second class mall matter
constituted 63.91 per cent of the
weight of gU the mall and yielded
snly 6.19 per cent of the revenue.
The figures given are startling and
show the payment by the government
of an enormous subsidy to the newsA
papers, magazines and periodica la.
gnat saving might be made, amounting to much more than half of tbs loss,
by Imposing upon magazines and periodicals a higher rate of postage.
Portal Saving* Sank*.
I believe portal savings banks to be
necessary in order to offer a proper
Inducement to thrift and saving to a
great many people of small means who
do not now have banking facilities and
to whom such a system would offer an
opportunity for the accumulation of
capital. They will furnish a satisfactory
substitute, based on sound principle
and actual succesaful trial In nearly
all the countries of the world, for the
system of government guaranty of
deposits now being adopted In several
western states which, with deference
to those who advocate It seems to me
to have In It the seeds of demoralization to conservative banking and certain financial disaster.
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TlfHBRBAS James A. Thompson, ol Leb*
anon. in the counts ol York* and State
? f
of Maine. and James Baldwin, by their mortgage d^ed dated the 19th day or September*
a. a. J908, and recorded in the registry of deeds
for the connty of Hancock, and state of
Maine, in book 469, page £-04. conveyed to the
undersigned, the Tremont Savings Bank of
Trenton in the codnty of Haaoock, and State
of Maine, a corporation existing under the
laws of Mid State of Maine, ana doing buginess in said town of Tremont, a certain lot
or parcel of land together with the dwelling
[ bouee and other buildings thereon, situated la
| said Tremont. and bonaded and described aa
follows, to wit:
Beginning on the northern side of the highway leading from Weet Tremont to the head
of B»sa H*rbor; thence running northerly la
a tine parallel w tb the western sill of tho
aforesaid dwelling house and fifteen feet
westerly therefrom, M ft. more or less, to a
stone bound; thence easterly to the northwest corner of a small lot convoyed to Jaama
B-ldwlu by the dead of James Newbury,
dated April u, 1*71: thence following the
northerly line of said Newbury lot, asoouteyed. but measuring from the above named
etune bound, um feet to the aforesaid highway; thence following said highway southwesterly. 72 rt. to m« culvert crossing, near
the junction of said highway with the public
road loading to the socalle.1 Benson wharf;
thsnce westerly by stid highway 144 feet to
the place of beginning, containing one- fourth
of an acre, more or ies», and is herein designated as lot A.
Also another lot situated in said Tremont,
being the eastern half of the adjoining lota
Not. 4 and 6 and deserti sd in the dsed of B.
B. Henson to said Baldwin, dai d Jan. 9. 1886,
and in the deed of .truo Wisweii to said Benson dated Dec. 16,1879 or thereabout containing seven and one-half (71*) «cr«a, more or
lees, and herein designated as lot B.
Also another lot in said Tremont, bounded
and described as follows:
One sixteenth
(1 16) of the land so oalied Mitchell Marsh
containing forty acres mote or 1cm, being a
said marsh conveyed to said Baldwin
the deed of Bbods Mitchell, recorded in
Hancock registry or deods, book 142, page 991,
said one-sixteenth as lotted out and occn pied,
contains about one acre, more or less. together. also, with 1-16 of the Marsh flats, said
marsh lands are herein designated *s lot u.
Also another lot of land iu said i'/emont,
being the lot first described in the deed of
Rhode Mitchell to said Bal<‘»ln. io,ether
also with the second lot described in the same
de-d and recorded in Hancock registry of
deeds, vol. 144, page 226, both of said lots containing five ana seven-twelfths acu s, more or
less, and herein designated as lots D. L>. Together with a right of way from said lots over
the premises lately owned by the late Khoda
Mitchell, to the highway or county road, as
named in said Mitchell deed; and where <a the
condition of said mortgage has been and is
now broken, now therefore,
by reason of the
breach of condition thereof the sa'd Tremont
Savings Bank of Tremont claims a foreclosure of said mortgage and gives this notice for
that purpose.
Dated November 2fl, a. d. 1909.
T.hkmont Savings Bank of Tbemont,
By Chas. H. Wood, its attorney,

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock es.

November 26, 1909.
this 26th day of November, ninehundred and nine, on execution
dated November 16, 1909, issued on the judgment rendered by the supreme judicial court
for the county of Hancock at the term thereof
begun and held r n the second Tuesday of October. nineteen hundred and nine, to wit, on
the twenty-eighth day of October, nineteen
hundred and nine, in favor of Vernon O Wasgait, of Eden, in said county, against Fountain Rodick, M. U. Morrison, Hoyt C. Hodgkins, Harry C. Hodgkins. W. J. Ensor and
Stephen L. Kingsley, all of said Eden, for
twelve hundred and seventy-five dollar-* and
twenty three cents, debt or damage, and flf tytwo dollars and forty-seven cents, oosts of
suit, and will be sold at public anctlon at the
office of the sneriff in Ellsworth, in said county. to the highest bidder on December 8i, 1909.
at three o'clock, p. m„ the following described
real estate and all the right, title and interest
which the said Fountain Rodick. one Of said
exec u'ion debtors, baa and had in and to the
•ease on he fourth day of May, nineteen hundred and six, at ft to o'clock, am., the time
when the sane waa attached on the writ In the
•ame suit, to wit:
1. A certain lot of land aitnated in eald Eden
described as follows: Commencing at a stake
and stone and running south fifty-nine and
one half degree* weet forty rods to a
pine
stub; thence north thirty and one-half de
trees west eighty rods to a haem a tack tree;
thence north fifty- nine and one naif degrees
east forty rods to a spruce tree; thence follow
lng Elvin and Edwin Young's line to the firstmentioned bound, containing tweuty acres,
more or less. Being the same lot conveyed by
Edwin C. Parker to Foam r\iu Rodick by deed
of March 16,1064, recorded in volume 408, page
690, of Hancock county registry.
9. A lot described as follows in tbe deed
from Edwin C. Parker to Fountain Rodick.
dated March 16, 1904. recorded fn said registry,
book 408. pace 017, vie.: Beginning at the western line of Eivin and Edwin Young's 800- acre
lot 8 rods from the southwest corner of the
same and running thence on said western line
on a course north by east 40 rods; thence turning and rnnuing in a direct course west by
north 40 rods; thence turning and running in
a direct course south by west 40 rods; thence
turning and running in a direct course east by
south 40 rods to tbe starting point first mentioned; the whole of said lot lying in a square
and including 10 acres by survey.
8.
A certain Jot in the town of Hancock, in
said county, described as follows: Beginning
at the southeast corner of ‘he Sarah A. Norris
lot, so called, being tbe southwest corner of
land belonging to the heirs of Nancy A.
Graves, late of Lamoine, on the county road
and running west on said county road 16 rods;
thence north 4 degrees east 100 rods; thence
east 16 rods to the said heirs’ line; them e
south 4 degrees west on said line to the firstmentioned bound, containing 10 acres; being
the same premises described in the deed from
Nathan Ash to Fountain Rodick, dated September 29, 1904, recorded in said registry in
book 412, page 246.
4.
A lot in Bar Harbor, in the said town of
Eden, described as follows: Beginning at a
SHKRIFF’S SALE.
stake on the south side of a town way leading
Strawberry hill westerly to the Red Rock
STATE OF MAINE.
and
on the east line of land
property
Spring
County op Hancock ss.:—November 23,1909.
of Charles T. and John B. How; thence south
this twenty-third of November,
six degrees and thirty minutes west, but
a. d. 1909, on execution dated (be thireverywhere following said east line of said
Charles T. and John B. How 1.256 feet, more or j tieth day of October, a. d. 1909, issued on a
less, to the north line or the meadow lot of judgment rendered by the supreme judicial
heirs of Tobias Roberts; thence easterly by | court, for the county of Hancock afoit--aid, at
the said north line of said meadow lot 216 feet, i the term thereof begun and he;d on the secmore or less, to the west line of land
formerly ; ond Tuesday of October, a. d. 1909, to wit. on
of F. and 8. H. Rodick, now of the Rodick the twenty eighth day of October a. n. 1909,
Realty Company; thence northerly parallel in favor of J. M. Bray, of Orland Hancock
with the first mentioned line, but everywheie county, Maine, against Elias Bowd n, of Orfollowing the said west line of land of the land, in said county and State, for one hunR -dick Realty Company. 1.256 feet, more or dred tweuty-nine dollars and ninety-four
less, to the south side of the said town “way; cents, debt or damage, and eleven dolh» s and
thence westerly, but everywhere following the eighty-three cents, costs of suits, anti will be
said south side of said town way 216 feet, more sold at public auction at the office of W. U.
in Bucksport, said county of Hanor less, to the place of beginning,
containing Couary,
six and two tenths acres, more or less.
cock, to the highest bidder, on me twenty5.
A certain lot or parcel of land, being a eighth day of December, a. d. 1909, at ten
part of what is known as the Southwest valley o’clock in the forenoon, the following deBract, situated In §aid Eden, bounded and de- scribed real estate, and all the right, title and
scribed as follows: Lot numbered seven (7) interest which the said Elias Bowden has and
beginning at a point in the westerly shore o? had in and to the same on the twenty seventh
Eagle lake; thence north seventy five degrees day of May, a. d. 1909, at two hours and fifteen
west. two hundred and
sixty-five (265; rods io minutes of the clock in the aft-mo n, the
Richardson and Sargent’s line a s’ake; thence time when the same was attached on the writ
south five degrees west, one hundred and thir- ! in the same suit, to wit: A certain lot or
ty five (136) rods to a s ake, the southwest cor- j parcel of land, with the buildings thereon,
situated in said Orland, bounded and dener of said lot; theuce east course two hundred and fifty-five (255) rods to a point in the scribed as follows: Northerly by tne 1 nd of
westerly shore of Eagle lake; thence norther- the late Francis Gilley; easterly by the range
ly by the shore of sa d lake seventy and one- line; southerly by land former>» of Janies
half (70$) rods to the point begun at, contain- Cook, now in possession of Fred li. Gro^s, and
ing one hundred and seventy-five (175) acres, westerly by land of James Cook and Joseph
accoiding to a survey and plan made by An- j Gray formerly. It oeing the lot known as the
drew P. Ooodeli in the mouth of October, 1880. Charles T. Bowden homestead and premises
Together with a right of way appurtenant to conveyed to said Elias Bowden by A ui nda H.
the 8nrae. Reference is made to deed from j Bowden, by deed dated April 17, a. d 1*75, and
Preston H Joy to Fountain Rodick, dated recorded in Hancock recoids, book 151, page
February 10, 1904. recorded in said registry in 190.
Also another certain lot or parcel of land
book 405, page 19.
6. A certain lot or parcel of land situated situate in said Orland, and bounded ai.d dein said Eden, bounded and described as fol- scribed as follows, to wit:
Beginning at a
lows, to wit: Beginning on the southwest cor- stake and stones on the northwest corner of
land occupied by Frank D. Sop-r. near the
ner of the Stephen Higgins back lot and follows said Higgins’ south line south eighty- western line of lot No. 59, accoiding to the
four and one half degrees east twelve and plan of Orland; thence north e ght degrees
three-quarters rods to a stake; thence south east about one hundred forty iods to the
five and one-half degrees west thirty-six rods ! range line; thence south thirty-two and oneto the north line of lot owned by the heirs of ] hair degrees east by said ranpe line ninetyTobias Roberts; thence on said north line four ana two-fifths rods; thence south westnorth eighty-four and one-half degrees west erly by a large ledge of rocks about one hundred rods to line of lots Nos. 58 a> d 59; thence
twelve and three-fourths rods to a stake in
the east line of George W. Hamilton’s lot for- by said line to southeast corner ot s.iid Somerly owned by Reuben Salisbury; thence on per’s land; thence north fifteen degre s west
said east line north five and one-half degrees ! one hundred rods to stske and stems; thence
east thirty-six rods to place of beginning, south fifty-seven and one-hal degrees west
containing two acres and one hundred and eighty rods to point of beginning, containing
forty-five acres, more or less.
thirty-nine rods, more or leas.
Frank C. Pr skins.
7. A certain lot of land lying at the east
Deputy Sheriff.
end of Northeast creek bridge in Eden, aforesaid, bounded and described as follows: BeSH Klllr F\*9 SALc>.
at the west corner of a lot of land
STATE OF MAINE.
ormerly owned or occuped by Thomas W.
at the town road and follows the line
County of Hancock as.- November 22, 1909.
Hadley
of said lot south forty-seven degrees east
this twenty-second day of Novemtwenty-six and two-thirds rods to a stake and
ber, a. d. 1909, on execution dated the
stone in range of back line of lot formerly SOth
day of October, a. d. 190J, is. ueu on a
occupied by Thomas W. Hadley; then follows Judgment
rendered by the supreme judicial
same course of said Hadley line southwesterly
for the countv of Hancock aforesaid, at
to Northeast creek and mill stream; then court,
the term thereof begun ami b- Id on the
down said mill stream to the Northeast creek second
of October, a. d. 19 9. to wit,
bridge; then northeasterly along the county | on the Tuesday
twenty-eighth day of October, a. d»
road to the place of beginning, containing six
in favor ef J. M. Bray, of Orland. Han1909,
acres, more or less.
cock county, State of Maine, against G. W..
Forrkbt O. Silsby,
Richardson, of Bucksport, said county and
Sheriff.
! State,
for two hundred nine dollars and fortyseven cents, debt or damage, and sixteen dolSHERIFF'S SALE.
lars and fifty-seven cents, cos'8 of suit and
STATE OF MAINE.
will be sold at public auction at the office of
County op Hancock ss:—-November 22,1909. W. C. Conary, in Bucksport, said county of
to the
Hancock,
highest bidder, on the
this twenty-second day of Novemtwenty-eighth day of December, a. d. iuG9. at
ber, a. d. 1909, on execution dated the
ten o’clock in the forenoon, the following desecond day of November, a. d. 1909, issued on a
scribed real estate and all the right, title and
judgment rendered by the supreme judicial interest which the said Q. W. Rich ndson has
court, for the county of Hancock aforesaid, at or had in and to the same on the fiftec* tb day
the term thereof begun and held on the of
January, a. d. 1909. at eignt o’clock in the
second Tuesday of October, a. d. 1909, to wit, forenoon, the time when the same was aton the twenty-eighth day of October, a
d.
tached on the writ in the same suti, to wit:
1909. in favor of J. M. Bray, of Orland, in the a certain lot or parcel of land wi.h the buildcounty of Hancock and State of Maine, ings thereon situated in Bucks; oi l, on the
against Ouy W. Richardson of Bucksport, in westerly side of Center street next northerly
said county and State, for fifteen hundred and of the
bridge and pond k. own as the Cara
eighteen dollars and eighty cents, debt or Machine Pond, and beginning on sort stream
damage, and nineteen dollars and nineteen about 4 rods northerly from the old dam;
cents, costs of suit, and will be sold at public thence
running northerly by he roid on conauction at the office of W. C. Conary in tinuation
of Center street about art rods to
Bucksport, said county of Hancock, to the land deeded by S. H. Swazey to Hiram i*ogg,
highest bidder, on the twenty-eighth day of now owned by
Wardwell heirs; thence westDecember, a. d. 1909, at ten o’clock in the foreerly by said land continuing same course to
noon, the following described real estate and the pond; thence by the pond or t! pam
all the right, title and interest which the said
| southerly to place of beginning, containing o
Guy W. Richardson has or had in and to the acres more or less, meaning t convey «l the
same on the twenty-ninth day of August, a. d. I
land between the road and the pend and
1908, at four hours and thirty minutes of the
of the lot sold Fogg by b H. b r>zey.
clock in the afternoon, the time when the southerly
Frank c. 1’^i.k:.
same was attached on the writ in the same
Deputy Sheriff.
suit, to wit: a certain lot or parcel of land
with the buildings thereon, situated in
NOTICK OF FOKKCLOM Kh
Bucksport, on the westerly side of Center
Martha L. Hodgkins, <f Lastreet, next northerly of the bridge and pond
moine, Hancock county. N nii.t, l.v her
known as the Card Machine Poud, and beginmortgage deed dated March 16, 19■u.-i, and rening on said stream about four rods northerly cordeu
m the registry of dterts 'or Hancock
from the old dam; thence running northerty
vol. 8*8, page 365, c »n\ y d to d.E.
by the road on continuation of Center 6treet county,
of Ellsworth,
Hancock county,
about 25 rods to land deeded by 8. H. Swazey Maloney,
Maine, a certain parcel of land sifu-»t d in
to Hiram Fogg, now owned by Wardwell heirs;
said Lamoine, at the intersec ion o» t e Lathence westerly by said land continuing same moine ana Marlboro
roads, containing hree
course to the pond; thence by the pond or
acres, more or less, and bouuded by said oads
stream southerly to place of beginning, conand land of Berry, and a re ce; and wl ereas
taining five acres more or less, meaning to said Maloney assigned said moitg go and the
convey all the land between the road and the note thereby secured to the am e signed,
by
pond and southerly of the lot sold Fogg by S. her assignment dated November li. .H 9. and
H. Swazey.
recorded in said registry, vol. 465 page 212;
Frank C. Perkins,
and whereas the conditions ot s d mortgage
Deputy Sheriff.
have been broken, now therefore, by reason
of the breach of the condition the eof, we
COMMISSIONERS’ NOTICE.
claim a foreclosure of said mortg .ge
Charles H. Curtis,
Hancock as.:—Nov. 19, a. d. 1909.
J. M.
the undersigned, having been duly
As Char lbs tl. Curtis & Co.
the
Honorable Edward
appointed by
Dec. 1,191 y.
Ellsworth,
Me.,
E. Chase, judge of
probate within and for
said county, commissioners to receive and de- rilHE subscriber, Fdward K WL'c.tt • ereby
cide upon claims of the cieditors of Charles
na*
e.n dub apX gives notice that I
E.
Doyle, late of
Ellsworth, in said pointed executor of the last will and eslaof
county
Hancock, whose estate has ment of
been represented
insolvent, hereby give LYMAN D. WILLCUTT. late of COH ASSET,
public notice agreeably to the order of in the county of Norfolk, Contmoi w ulth of
said judge of probate, that six months from Massachusetts, deceased, and given bonds as
and after Nov. 2, 1909. have bem allowed the law directs. Not being art» d~ntr.t said
to said creditors to present and prove their State of Maine, he has appoint d Pe arl T.
claims, and that we will attend to the duty as- Parker, whose address is Bleehil. Wine,
signed us at the office of Fred L. Mason, in his agent in said State of Maine, an required
the First National Bank Building, in Ellshavl g deby R. 8. of Maine. All peraot
worth, Maine, on Wednesday, Dec 22, 1909, mands against the estate of said de e
ed are
and on Tuesday. May 2. 1910, at ten of the desired to present the sxn e for at.to nent,
clock in the forenoon of each of said days.
and all indebted there o are nques ed to
Edmond J. Walsh,
make payment immediately.
Frank S. Call,
Edward F. Willcutt, Exa.
November 2,1909.
Commissioners.
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The Navy.
Trains 1 raring Ellsworth st 7.1S s m snd 4.28
The return of the battleship fleet
p m, snd arriving at Ellsworth 11.07 a m, 10.02
p. m. connect with Washington Co. Ry.
frpm its voyage around tbe world In
X Stops on signal to cond actor.
more efficient condition than when It
e Stops only to leave passengers from points
started was a noteworthy event of Ineast of Washington Junction.
terest alike to our citizens and the
a Stops to leave bat not to take passengers.
naval authorities of tbe world.
The
These trains connect at Bangor with through
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland,
marked success of tbe ships In steamShip Subsidy.
Boston snd St John.
ing around tbe world in all weathers
Following the coarse of my distinPassengers are earnestly requestly to proon schedule time has Increased respect
cure tickets before entering the trains, and
guished predecessor, 1 earnestly recEllsworth to Falls and Falls to
especially
for our navy and has added to our na- ommend to
congress the consideration Ellsworth.
tional prestige.
and passage of a ship subsidy bill.
F. E. BOOTH BY,
General Passenger Agent.
It Is a regrettable fact that the
Interior Department—New Mexico and
morris McDonald.
higher officers are old for the responVice President & General Manager.
Arizona.
sibilities of tbe modern navy, and tbe
Portland. Me.
The successful party In the Inst elecadmirals do not arrive at flag rank
tion In Its national platform declared
young enough to obtain adequate trainin favor of the admission as separate
ing In their duties as flag officers.
of New Mexico and Arizona,
Owing to the necessity for economy states
In expenditures. _ I have directed the and 1 recommend that legislation apcurtailment of recommendations for propriate to this eud be adopted.
naval appropriations so that they are
Reduced Winter Fares,
Alaska.
thirty-eight millions less than tbe corWith respect to the territory of Alasresponding estimates of last year, and ka, I recommend legislation which
#3.00
the request for new naval construction shall provide for the appointment by
is limited to two tirst class battleships the president of a governor and also
and one repair vessel.
of an executive council, the members Between Bar Harbor and Boston
The secretary of the navy has inau- ! of which shall during their term of
gurated a tentative plan Involving cer- ! office reside in the territory and which
tain changes In the organization of the shall have legislative powers sufficient
Steamer Booth bar leaves Bar Harbor 10 0
navy department, including the navy to enable it to give to the territory lo- a
m, Mondays and Thursdays for Seal liar tor,
yards, all of which have been found cal laws adapted to Its present growth. Northeast Harbor, southwest Harbor, Mnnset.
North Haven and Rockland, conby the attorney general to be In ac- 1 strongly deprecate legislation looking Stonlngton,
nectlng with steamer for Boston.
cordance with law.
I have approved to the election of a territorial legislaSteamer Catherine leaves Bluehlll 9CO am,
the execution of the plan proposed be- ture In that vast district.
Mondays and Thursdays for South Bluehlll,
cause of the greater efficiency and
Sedgwick, Deer Isle, Sargentvl'l",
Brooklin,
of
Natural
Resources.
Conservation
South Krooksvllie, Dark Harbor and Rockland,
economy it promises.
in several aepartinents there is pre- connecting with steamer for Boston.
Department of Juetice—Expedition In sented the necessity for legislation
RETURNING
Legal Procedure.
looking to the further conservation of
The deplorable delays In the admin- our national resources, and the subNew turbine steel steamer Belfa't leaves Bosistration of civil and criminal law have ject Is one of Bucb Importance as to ton at 5 p m, Tuesdays and Fridays for Rockland.
received the attention of committees of require a more detailed and extended
the American liar association and of discussion than can be entered upon
Leave Rockland at 5.15 a m, or on arrival of
*
from Boston, Wednesdays and Saturmany state bar associations as well as in this communication. For that rea- steamer
days for Bar Harbor, Bluehlll, and intermethe considered thought of Judges and son I shall take an early opportunity diate landings.
1
Jurists. In my Judgment, a change In to send a special message to congress.
E. L. Smith, Agent, Bar narbor.
public procedure, with a view to reThs Whits Slav* Trad*.
ducing its expense to private. litigants
There Is urgent necessity for addi2Uri)rrtia«nnua.
In civil cases and facilitating the distional legislation and greater executive
patch of business and final decision In
to suppress the recruiting of
both civil and criminal cases, consti- activity
the ranks of prostitutes from the
tutes the greatest need In oar AmeriI do not doubt for streams of immigration Into this councan Institutions.
try—an evil which, for want of a betone moment that much of the lawless
has been cnlled “the white
violence and cruelty exhibited In lynch- ter name,
■lave trade.”
DEFENDED. ®?n<*niod*l.I
Ings are directly dne to the uncertainf
roil and free
search
I
report.
tie..
of the
Bureau of Health.
C“
I Tree advice, how to> obtain
patents, trade a
etc.,
copyright*
|N ALL COUNTRIES.
There seems to be no reason why all
delays in trials, judgments and the exeBusiness direct wit* Washington saves timeA
cutions thereof by our courts.
the bureaus and offices In the general
money and often the patent.
1 therefore recommend legislation government which have to do with
Patant and Infrlngsmant Practlca Excluafvaly.
Write or come to us at
providing for the appointment by the the public health or subjects akin
•U Mlnth Street, epp. United States Fateat 0Se*|
authorwith
a
commission
of
a
not
united
In
bube
thereto
should
WASHINGTON, D. 6.
president
to examine the law and equity reau to be called the “bureau of pubprocedure of the federal courts of first lic health.”
Instance, the law of appeals from
Political Contributions.
those courts to the courts of appeals
I urgently recommend to congress
the
costs
and
court
and to the supreme
that a law he passed requiring that
Imposed In such procedure upon the candidates in elections of members of
the
and
upon
public
private litigants
Banking.
the house of representatives and comtreasury and make recommendation mittees In
of tbelr candidacy
charge
exand
with a view to simplifying
and campaign file in a proper office of
pediting the procedure as far as pos- the United States
government a statesible and making It as Inexpensive as
ment of the contributions received and
may be to the litigant of little means.
of the expenditures incurred In the
The platform of the successful party
campaign for such elections and that
Is what your money will earn if
In the last election contained the folsimilar legislation be enacted In reinvested In shares of the
lowing:
spect to all other elections which are
Injunctions Without Notice.
constitutionally within the control of
of
the
rules
that
“We believe
proce- congress.
with
respect
dure In the federal courts
Conclusion.
A NEW SERIES
to the Issuance of the writ of InjuncSpeaking generally, tbe country Is Is now open. Shares, 81 each; monthly pay
defined
tion phould be more accurately
In a high state of prosperity. There Is
merits, 81 per share*
by statute and that no Injunction or every reason to believe that we are on
temiiorary restraining order should be tbe eve of a substantial business exWHY PAY RENT
Issued without notice, except where pansion. and we have just garnered a
when you can borrow 'on your
shares, give a first mortgage and
Irreparable Injury would result from harvest uuexampled In tbe market valreduce it every month? Monthly
delay, in which cose a speedy hearing ue of our agricultural products. The
payments ana Interest together
will amount to but little more
thereafter should be granted.”
which
such
bring
products
higb prices
than
you are now paying (or
I recommend that In compliance with mean great prosperity for the farming
rent, and In about ten years you
will
the promise thus made appropriate leg- community; but, on tbe other hand,
Moreover, every
islation be adopted.
they mean a very considerably increas- OWN YOUR OWN HOME*
such Injunction or restraining order ed burden upon those classes in tbe
For particulars Inquire of
O. W. Taplby, Sec’y,
Issued without previous notice and op- community whose yearly compensation
First Nat’l Bank Bldg.
portunity by the defendant to be heard does not expand with tbe improvement
W.'Kino. President.
should by force of the statute expire in business and tbe general prosperity.
and be of no effect after seven days Various reasons are given for the high
from the Issuance thereof or within
prices. The proportionate increase in
Hcgal Xo tiers.
any time less than that period which Ihe output of gold, which today is the
such
the court may tlx unless within
chief medium of exchange and Is in
FORECLOSURE OF MORTGAGE.
seven days or such less period the inHEREAS George W. Bridgham, of Lalome respects a measure of value, furnioine, Hancock county, Maine, by his
junction or order Is extended or re- nishes a substantial explanation of at
deed dated December 0, 1907, and
mortgage
and
op- least part of tbe increase in prices.
newed after previous notice
recorded in Hancock registry of deeds, book
page 207, coneeyed to me, the und$rsigued,
portunity to be beard.
The Increase in population and tbe 446,
a certain parcel of real estate situated in said
Lamoine, with all buildings thereon, bounded
Anti-trust and Interstate Commerce more expensive mode of living of the
and described as follows:
accomnot
beeu
which
have
Laws.
people,
Bounded on tbe south by the road leading
in
from Blunt’s Pond in Hancock through MarlThe Jurisdiction of the general gov- panied by a proportionate Increase
boro; on the east by line of land of George
a furfurnish
has
may
production,
commerce
acreage
ernment over Interstate
Hamor; on the north by land of Chester
It is well to note that the
Hodgkins and on the west by land of Perry
led to the passage of the so called ther reason.
Hodgkins, land of George Gilpatrick and
not
Is
of
in
the
cost
living
Increase
“Inthe
and
law”
•‘Sherman anti-trust
land of Mrs. Gilbert Bragdon, containing
I
Its confined to this country, but prevails
and
law”
twenty-seven acres, more or leas, and being
commerce
terstate
all tbe lot described in deed from Edward
and that those who
amendments. The developments In the the world over,
Hodgkins to John F. Hodgkins, dated May
would charge Increases in prices to the
16, 1884, recorded in Hancock registry, book
operation of those laws call for a dis193, page 866, which lies north of said road
meet
must
tariff
as
to
existing
protective
some
suggestions
cussion and
and also being the same premises conveyed
fact that the rise in prices has
amendments. These I prefer to em- the
by John F. Hodgkins et al. to George N.
Sheha, dated November 3, 1899, and recorded
taken place almost wholly in those
body in a special message.
in said registry, book 344, page 73.
of the factory and farm in
And whereas the condition of said mortSecond Claas products
Postoffice Department
has been broken, now, theiefore, by
respect to which there has been either gage
reason of tbe condition thereof I claim a
Mail Matter.
no increase in the tariff or In many
foreclosure of said mortgage.
the
In
postThe deficit every year
Ellsworth, Maine, November 22,1909.
Instance* a very considerable reducGbokgb N. Sheha.
offlce department is largely caused by
tion.
By J. A. Peters, his attorney.
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in 3 in. brown frames with

Regular price W.
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82 each:

our
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Art Prints.
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attraetive lot of Framed Pictures in smaller sizes

An unusual assortment of

pictures of real values Thi
lotof picture aell. from 35c to *1. Within reach of au
,]l

If s Worth While

CALENDARS.

The most extensive lines of Art Calendars
in green and brown frames.

photographs

Pictures

UNFRAMED.

HEADLINER.

Large Carbon Prints. 10x20,

ever

shown in this

Each in

a

city. Hand-colored
Christmas box, 25c to 75cJ
SLEDS

MERRY-GO-ROUND
Bring your children in

to have a ride on our

merry-go-round.

CARPET SWEEPERS,

Fancy

Rockers

84

Boys’ and Girls’ Sleds.

All sizes.

THE FLEXIBLE FLYER.

Special Holiday lines of the famous Bissell’s Sweepers.

Reed Rockers 82;S *8.oo

to *35.00

Grand Exhibition of Framed and Unframed Pictures.

Brass Beds

Iron Beds

Center

PICTURES
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China Closets Vo&u

Picture Framing.

Art Calendars 1910.

Screens

Costumers

”

Dining Sets, Chamber Sets, Parlor Sets, Carpets, Rugs,
Mattings, Art Squares.
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